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multi~ude of achievements in hoi-semanship, marksman. 
ship, and endurance that will live for ages. His lifc 
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BUFFALO BILL A T  CLOSE QUARTERS. 
CHAPTER I. 
BUI~FALO BILL'S VOW. 
When Buffalo Bill, chief of scouts at Fort Blank, 
made a vow of vengeance, all who knew hiin felt cer- 
tain that he would keep it. 
All knew, too, that he had colne to utter a revenge- 
ful oath against the Trail Raiders, for their chief had 
very nearly cost the great scout his life-in fact, he 
had caused him to  have a very narrow escape from 
death by hanging, for, as an honored scout at Fort 
Blank, a man respected, i f  not liked, he had become 
second in command of the men in buckskin at the 
military post, and his charges against Buffalo Bill, 
backed by circumstantial evidence, had very nearly 
done the fatal act for kvilliam F. Cody. 
a But Buffalo Bill had not only proven Scout Monte 
'la traitor and a plotter, but that he was in reality a spy 
'of the outlaw band kno~vn as the Trail Raiders, and 
had brought him to justice. 
I In  this good work the scout had been aided by 
I :Captain Cecil Lorne, an officer who was a warm 
'friend of Cody's; Keno, one of his scouts, and Ben 
Hurst, a youth who was known as the Brave Boy in 
Buckskin, and whom Buffalo Bill had found on the 
prairie one night, alone with his dead, for the Trail 
Raiders had swooped down on the camp that night 
' and wiped out his parents, brother and scrl7a!lts, and 
 eft tl:c iu. 2; his sister Lou ui~knor-r 
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G I R L ' S  P L E D G E .  
'A horsewonlan was cantering slowly o w  
prairie, on the border of the ranch settlements, 
one hundred miles to the south~vest of Fort  Blank 
She was a striking-looking girl, of about seventeen* 
a d  in the belt around her riding habit she car 
revolver, while to the saddle horn hung a shotgun. 
she said, addressing her hors 
will go )ring in the tirnber yonder, and then 
go home, Ior we are all of fifteen miles away, and I 
am always on the lookout for trouble in this wild 
land, though I can take care of myself now. I think, 
for  Mr. Erent says I am 
. is a compliment, I beliey here is a chance 
a shot." 
Q~lick as a flash she drew the revolver and fired at 
, 
a bird on the wing, and dropped it, x~hile a second 
shot bro~lght down its mate, startled from the grass 
on ahead. 
"Was that not well done?" she said, peparin 
reload as she rode along. 
But there was something ou 
weapon, .some screw loose, an 
she thrust it bac 
On at a canter toward t 
and which she knew was in t 
ahead. 
A Girl's Pledge. 9 
was good water in plenty, the grass grew rich upon 
the surrounding prairie, and then there was plenty of 
wood for the cheerful camp fires. 
Utterly fearless, she cared little for the wild char- 
acters that infested the region, for, if the speed of her 
pony failed her, she had her revolver left, she always 
said, when warned of her danger. Frequently before 
she had halted a t  the spring for a drink of water for 
herself and pony, and now she rode directly for the 
spring, where the crystal water bubbled up, cool and 
inviting. 
"Don't be greedy, Bird, but wait until I have had 
a drink, for you muddy the water playing in it," she 
said, restraining her pony, and springing from the 
saddle. 
An old tin cup hung by the spring, and, taking it, 
she bent over to fill it, when her arms were seized 
with a grasp she could not shake off, and, looking 
over her sho~ilcler, she saw a fierce face peering into 
her own. 
"Unhand me! how dare you seize me thus?" she 
cried, in stern tones, trying to free her arms from 
his grasp. 
"NOW, jist be still, leetle gal, and yer won't git 
htlrted, fer I don't mean yer no harm, fer I hes jist 
tuk yer in fer tin." 
"I have little money with me," said the maiden, 
knowing what he meant by tin. "What I have, you 
can take ahd let me go." 
"No; I ain't a durned fool." 
"What do yoti mean?'' 
"I means thet I hes had my eye on yrr f q  soma 
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"That a r e  good, an' I knows yer'll keep yer woxd. 
Mow, yer kin go as  soon as yer gives lme tkes timer." 
r , , *  ETe released her as he spolze, and, taking off $he 
1 - r ,  watch and chain, she handed it to him. The11 ;he very 
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caltmly took a drink of water, and allowed her po:ly 
$O .do likewise. 
"IVaal, yes is .a cool one," said the rubber, .adtiair- 
[ 7 5  
, , in&. 
- 3 2 2  She merely s~nilctl, sprang into her saddle, refusing 
'his proffered assistance, and sallied fart.h out .of the 
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The Biter Bitten. 13 
will jist soot me. Ef ther gal comes, tho'?" and he 
peered anxiously into the distance in search for the 
hoped-for maiden. 
"Ef I had er place ter take her, and some one ter 
negotiate fer me, I'd hold her fer ransom, es them 
Erents w'u'd pay a big sum fer her, being as she is 
r left in their charge. But I inight git a rope cravag 
while waitin', so 1'11 jist sail off with what I kin git. 
- Ah! thar comes some one." 
H e  looked earnestly at the person who had caught 
his eye, and then continued: 
"Yas, I knows thet pretty hat o' hern. It are ther 
leetle gal, an' she are alone." 
H e  fairly capered with delight at this discovery, 
and then kept his eye upon the coming horsewoman. 
I Her pony was coming on at a long canter, and she 
I sat upright in the saddle, her face pale, yet fearless. 
Turning from the direct trail, she came on toward 
the timber, bringing her pony down to  a walk as she 
neared the spot of her meeting with the desperado. 
"Waal, leetle gal, yer is gamer than a hungry 
wolf !" cried Bad Ben, as she rode into the timber 
and halted near the spring. 
"And you are as vicious as a hungry wolf. But I 
do not fear you, and have come to keep my promise," 
was the bold reply. 
"Did yer keep yer promise, tho'?" 
"Am I not here?" 
"Yas." 
"Then why .ask if I kept my promise?" 
"Did yer bring ther money?" 
"I did." 
"An' yer gold trinkets?" 
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H e  glanced up into her face, and -saw -that she 
, 
meant every word that sh-e uwerea, and promptly he' 
- lraisd his ' h n d s  5bove liis 'head. . I 
"Clasp your hands together'!" was t l ~ e  ne?tt order. I I 
Suddenly the desperado obeyed. I I 
,. 
With her disengaged hand she -took -a lariat, which 
hung at  her saddle horn, and slipped the noose over 
his arms and elbows, drawing them fightly ta,@lrer. 
Then coil after coil was ~vonnd rotmd his wrists 1 
ant1 arms until -the man was a p r i s m  ani.1-wholly at  
I 
1 
'her mercy. I I 
"Gal, this are a joke? Yer don? m thet yer I 
are in ya rns t  ?" 
"I do; in dead exrnest, as yo11 shall see." 
"Yer 'hes broke yer -word ter me." 
"I have not.'' 
"Yer said yer w'u'd come an' g-rn n ~ e  fher money 
an' ther trinkets, 'cause I was so good an' let you go." 
"I said no such thing." 
r 
"Them lips is too purty t e r  tell lies." 
The maiclen again broke out into a silvery laugh, 
btrt said : 
"I did not tell a IiC. I told you I would meet you 
here, and bring the money .you clemnancled, along with 
: my jewelry. I have clone so, and hence have kept 
my word. But 'I: said nothing about quietly letting 
: you rob me, and I did not then intend to submit to 
i it in silence. My pistol was out of order yesterday, I 
or I would have turned on you then; 'but now I have 
I YOU safe." 
':What does yer intend ter clo ~vi th  n~e? '  1 
r "Give you up to the officers of the law." 
I 
I 
t "They'll hang me." 
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T h e  Biter  Bitten. 17 
"Not a step." . I 
"We shall see, tkien." 
She made a noose in the end of the lariat she held, - 
and threw it about his body. 1 
Then she made it fast to  the saddle horn, and said: 
"Come, Bird, you will have to drag this gentlemail, 
and I will ride his horse." I I 
She sprang from her saddle as she spoke, and, ap- I 
proaching the splendid animal of the desperado, pullr I 
.) 
up the lariat stake and leaped into the saddle. I 
"Come, Bird," she called out to her horse, and tht  
I animal, well trained and obedient, walked toward hcr. 1; 
From side to side Bad Ben bounded, but the mus- 
tang moved on after its pretty mistress, pulling the 1 
ruffian along, in spite of his fierce struggles, while the 
maiden, pistol in hand, rode on ahead, a beautiful 
guard over a particularly ugly human wretch. 
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THE SCOUT. 
le desperado to free him- 
self anu ro narlg o: --.., ,--. It1 not last long, as the 
den captor of the ruffian well knew. But she was 
reparetl to see 11in1, as his strength failed, su'cldenly 
-... JW hiinself at full length upon the prairie and 
allow the pony to drag him. 
If I allow my heart to soften toward him, he will 
.;.re 111e more troulJ- T'll let Bird drag him a 
it she might have to face a foe. 
His saddle and bridle were of &lexican 1 
:re very rich in worlcn~anship, being spat: 
-..ver. 
The rider was dressed in bucltsltitl, and wore his 
IeEings stuck in high and handsome cavalry boots, 
1 GI-  the heels of v:hich \Irere armed jj~ith massive sptlrs. 
bout his ~?~ais t ,  and half llidden by his short jacke 
as a sash, in which were a pair oi  revolvers and 
relea. 
1121<e, at1 
~gled wil 
_.--- 
Buffalo Bill, the Scout. 1 7 
knife, and a t  his back hung a repeating rifle, and to 
the saddle- horn a ,  lariat. 
The face of the horseinan was certainly very fas- 
cinating, darkly bronzed in co~nplexion, with large 
eyes, most expressive, and a regularity of features 
that was perfect. His hair fell in clusters upoil his I 
broad shoulders, gauntlet gloves covered his hands, I l 
and a broad-brimmed sombrero, embroidered with 
gold, sat jauntily upon his head. 
Raising his sombrero as he approached, he gazed 
with some surprise at  the maiden and her prisoner, 
and, said, politely and in a rich voice: 
I i 
i 
Can I aid you, miss, for you have a very unruly 1 
custolner there?" t 
"Thank you, sefior! 1, ;hall esteem it a favdr, as I 
confess he is tnore than I can manage." 
"It does not look so, for he appears to be your 
I 
prisoner." 
I 
"Yes; I captured h i n ~  'a while ago," and the 11iaiden 
laughingly told the story of her adventure of the (lay 
before, and her cleternlination to capture the ~vretch. 
"Ah! you say he is ltnown as Bad Ben?" 
"Yes, sefior." 
"I recognize him, now that I get a good loolt at his 
ugly face." 
"Yas, an' I ltnows yer, too, Buffalo Bill, ther 
scout," growled the prisoner. 
. "Then you lcno~v that you will have to obey, for I 
will stand no trifling. Now, miss, what are your 
orders ?" I 
"I ~ v i s h  the man to get up and go with IIIP to the 
sett1eme1:t.'" 
"He nil1 cho it, of course." 
I 20 d~lffalo "In co'rse, I won't," 
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CHAPTER V. I 
THE SCOUT'S DAUGHTER. 
: The sun was fast setting when the maiden, her 
L prisoner and her escort, Buffalo Bill, rode into the 
i 1 ;  
settlement. Her coming created great excitement, for I I 
c she was known to many as a dashing, daring girl, I ' 
who preferred to ride over the prairies to moping in 
I 
I 
i the hacienda where she lived. I 
I Bad Ben, the desperado, was also lmown, and maily I 
had been the efforts made to capture him, especially 
- since some deadly work of which he had lately been 
guilty. A reward for his body, dead o r  alive, had 
i 
I 
been offered, and this had stimulated a number of 
brave men to go on the hunt for him. 
Now he had been captured by a girl, and all lis- 
tened breathlessly while she sat upon her horse telling 
her story to the'officers of the law. I 
"You are entitled to  the reward, miss," said the 
marshal. 
"I do not care for the reward, and, in fact, would 
not accept it, so leave it in your hand to give to the 
needy," was the answer of the maiden. . 
"You are most generous, but you will, a t  least, 
accept the horse of Bad Ben, for he is a superb ani- 
mal," urged the marshal. 
"Thank you, I will take the horse, and if you will 
unsaddle him I will take him to  my home." 
"Permit me to do that much for you," said the 
scout, Buffalo Bill, and he seized the bridle rein of 
the desperado's horse and rode off with the maiden, 
amid I- " 1 cries to hang the prisoner 
I 
.I re 
haci 
' 6  
of the c 
1 is there 
orce f r v  
, 1 c :  
on and 
. , 
'hey nill $ 1 ~  hinl 110 trial, 1 fcnr, said the Jrou% 
5ul, addressing the scout, as  the t\\.o rode a\VaJ' 
together, arid the yells of .the infuriatecl cron'd grew 
wilder and \vilder. 
"'I do not think that he deserves trial-see! they 
In\.e seized him by f m the i i iar~hal .  and are 
going to hang him.'' 
'Qh, this is terribl 
'+Conic, let get beyond hed 
:ir ~oices." 
Ehc urged the pony into a rapicl run as she spoKe, 
and the scout kept close to  her side, the desperatlo's 
horse running along ~ ~ i t l i o u t  any trouble, as  though 
glad o~vners. 
I I 
, and, after your kindiless to me, 
I  must asic you 111, and l i r .  Brent \\.ill \velcome -you. 
side in his family," ant1 sl d t o  a hatldsotne 
~eiida far in the distance. 
No, thank you, .for I have a uuc j  to  perfor111 ~ ~ + h i c h  
iits of no delay. 
Bat another time I hope to have the honor of meet- 
111s you." 
''1 \\.ill be glad to see you whenever you c 
'Terhaps you can.tell lire of the olle I ye 
is at  *the convent, I believe." 
"yes, if you seek ally one there, I call t ~ ]  of 
her, for  01114' a few 1110llths ago I left  the nt, 
lla\.illg colllpleted my studies, and hJr. Brent, an  dltl 
-'XI ~ ~ o u l i l  f nd ?" 
"Lulu Dallas." 
I friend of father's, rnatle me a 1 l l a ~ l 1 ~ e ~  of his 
w h a t  is the name, please, of the y o ~ , n ~  lacy 
.an :call." 
ek. Shc 
1: spo 
r ;  hor 
1: wit 
U, 
Scout's Daughter. 
lndeecl! 1 hen you licetl go no farther to filitl h( 
I '  am Lulu Dallas." 
'You surprise nle, and give me pleasure, too, f '  
znie hither to seek you." 
'Ah, sir: you speak in such a serious toile I fe 
I bring iiie ill tidillgs. Speak, I implore you ! I 
I come fro111 my father?" 
'I do, lady-come on his account," was ilie r 
: gone c 
, ~ll0111 
.ie raisei 
d 1 
ere, and 
the hail( 
'Has /iarni befallen him ?" and, remaining oil I; 
-se, she gazed into tlie face of the man before 11 
h earnest entreaty. 
'I am the I~earer of sat1 tiding? for you." 
'Speak! what of my father, for lie is all I I~ave 
world to hear ill tidings from?" 
'Your father is cleatl." 
'Dead! Ch, Mary h/Iotlicr! l i a ~ c  mercy upon mc 
As the lxaycr 11~1rst firolll the white lips, the Cc-a 
ul'lteac! ;YZ. bbent for\vard and rested in 
lile the poor girl burst into tears. The I 
effort to check her gricf, but sat in silence, g,zn 
1;: up011 her: After a fey,, moments sl 
ancl said eariicstly : 
c "Ah, sir, do not think me a cli~ltl not to C O I I ~ I  
b ' myself; but I ha\.( acli aftel-rioori f 
to meet my father I expectetl to 1 
this time. Long ys.1, *go. ~vlien mv ooul r l l u k r  
died, he placed liie in the ha ~cl 
$ 1  year lie has visited mc, aiid 11 
, i 7  has been to me- Now you re11 me Inat lie IS u e ~ i  
and that I must look for liim no more." 
"Yes; your father Itlet his death at tlie b foe, I may say." 
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The Scout's Daughter. 25 
"Sefior, there is some strange mystery in all that 
you tell me." 
"Not in the least, miss. Your father was a scout, 
and the money which he had saved up he sends you 
here. I t  is all that he had, and I will ask you to let 
me go with you to the hacienda and receive from you 
a receipt for it." 
"Certainly; but, oh, what a bitter blow you have 
given me!" 
She moved on once more toward her home, and 
the scout entered with her and told again to the 
inmates of the hacienda the story which' he had made 
known to the maiden. 
"The sefior speaks the truth, Lulu, your father was 
a scout, but for some reason wished the secret kept 
from you, and I never told you that he was not a 
ranchero, as he pretended to be," said Mr. Brent. 
"I cannot understand it all," said Lulu. 
"Well, my poor child, do not worry about it, and 
remember that I am now to be your father," said the 
kind-hearted ranchero, and then he begged the scout 
to become his guest. 
But Buffalo Bill declined, saying that he was forced 
to return with all haste to  the fort, and receiving 
from Ltllu a receipt for the money paid her, he de- 
parted from the hacienda and rode back on his trail. 
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OVERHEARD. 
"That was s very cruel ordeal for me, the cruelest 
of my ~vhole life, to have to go to that girl, w!lose 
father I had killed, and give to her the niolley leit to 
her by niy unworthy friend, Eill Bronze," re11 
Buffalo Eil! as he rode along the trail after hi 
to the Brent ranch, where he had taken Lulu Da 
itilluing to muse, t went 01 
do not believe th: 
~ e d  111e to find the girl aiid hand over LU 1 
had killed her fallier, but inerely con- 
was the best one to get safely through 
the rounwy ~vith it. Well, i t  is over with, and I $0 
ler duty like it, for, though I killed Bill 
d it because he fired. upon me fro111 am- 
--, ye1 IT was death by illy hands all the same, and 
well do I know that most of t111 
m7as paid to Bronze as a fee t 
that her father was an outlaw at~cl a spy in the fort 
"Fortunately, the girl has a good home with Mr. 
now 1'11 look up a camp for the night, for I could not 
bear to stay under tl 
of Bill Bronze. As 1 is not limited, 1'11 scout 
around try to ~ L L  ~ ~ f l  pointers on tll - ' I  - 
i e  ' :Ice nlore go over the groonr 
, w11a 
1er the 
ie J . ~ - ~ I L  
I where 
W11at Rt~flalo Bill OVU I I L L L I  U. 
t train \$as attacltetl, for I cannot he1 
~y boy pard's sister was killed, or lvaildered of 
ie on that fateful night, but rather that she was 
lrried off' a captive by the Trail Raiders, and held for 
. a1so111. 
"Had she escaped from the camp, and thus missed 
r!- - 
- 
capture, she would have been guided back by the fire, 
and there have been founcl by Boy Bell when he 
. - 
7,- 
returned, ancl more, have heard his bugle, for I heard 
the notes miles away over the prairie, and thus fotind 
hin~.  Well, I have had a good supper, so will seek' 
- 
n3y blankets for' sleep," and the scout rode into a 
clump of timber, staked his horse out, found a good 
resting place, and was soon fast asleep. 
[ +-  
H e  was awakened soon after by hoof falls, and 
c 
was instantly upon his guard, for he had to dread both 
I' Indians and outlaws. Lilze phantoms two horse111 
L9. 
appeared and halted near h in~,  one calling out: 
k r 
,.-"r , A "EIere's a good canlping place, Dark, and I'm tir 
...-I 
out." 
>& +' 
'1 9 "SO is I, BOSS; SO here we sleeps," was the am 
+ in a negro's voice. 
Y The man had a pack animal, and the three horses 
kf vere staked out by the white man, while the ilegro 
,kt duilt a fire, and it revealed both distinctly. 
&c : Buffalo Bill crouched in the thicket ~vatching tl 
d,j a d  ready to act if they should discover I-lim or 
,,, horse. They first built a fire and began to cook 
,ncll per, after -csl~ich they wrapped their bl: 
,jnl,,g them, and went to sleep. 
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I What Buffalo Bill Overheard. 29 
All this did Buffalo Bill overhear, ant1 it was enough 
I to decide him upon his plan of action. 
"1'11 slip out of this and see what trail they take 
in the morning. They are Trail Raiders and they live I I 
at a hut in the mountains, and there is a girl captive I 
there. They have been to the settlement after provi- I 
sions, and they spoke of a man I have heard of-old 
Catamount Kit. I must get better acquainted with 
I 
these fellows," and when all was quiet in the camp, 1 
, Buffalo Bill slipped silently away, led his horse out I I 
I upon the prairie, and then man and beast lay flat 
down upon the grass. 
cor 
I 
the 1 x 8  
Brought to Terms. 
les, I am Buffalo Bill-and do you see *hat dead 
id of yours over there?" 
s he dead, sah?" 
3e is." 
,ordy! ain't I glad I didn't skip!" 
,t may have been better for you had you done so, 
I am going to 11atlg you." 
70' de Lawd's salie, Massa Bufler Bill, what has 
1 ?" 
You are a Trail Raider." 
,awd sabe me, I is a goner fo' sartia" 
You are, if you do1.1't do as I tell you." 
i'll do it, sah." 
uffalo Bill took the negro's lariat and quicltly 
~d him. Then he went to the silent form lying 
r feet away. The nlan was dead. 
iVell, Dark-" 
You knows ine, sah?" 
"Yes; I know more than you think I (lo, for you 
live up at the h u t  of C a t a ~ ~ ~ o u n t  Kit in the nnountains, 
and are one of the guards who watch a girl prisoiler 
your chief has there, and you and Boss are just back 
from Rancher's Settlement, ~vhere you ~ - c n t  o get 
provisions and see Bad Ben, the spy of the Raiders a+ 
that place." 
"You knows it all, Massa Bill." 
"Now, tell me who the girl is at the hut." 
What am hit ~vuth  ter me?" 
Vothing, for I I<no\v, as you captured her f r o y  
the Hurst train, and hare kept her in hiding 161til 
your chief could get ransom moncy Tor hcr." 
"Dere is no need yer askin' me noil~in', sah, but I 
i guesses yer wants ter find de tnoutltlngs, all 1 K'n trade wid you, sah." "Your horses came from there, and they know the way back, so they will lead me." "Lordy! I doesn't seem ter be no 'count fer nothin'." s t  Well, I'll give you a chance to  save your life, and' if you tell me the truth, we can trade for i t ;  but, i f  you do not, I'll take you to the fort, and Colonel Barry will hang you." "Massa Bufler Bill, 1'11 tell yer de truf, ef I never did it afore, sah-jist try me." 
"And I will know when you lie to me." 
"I beliebes yer, sah." 
- "HOW far is that hut from here?" 
" 'Bout twenty miles, sah." 
"Where is it?" j .I . -. - 
"In Red Cliff Hills, sah." 1 ' -  & 1 
"\!Those is it ?" 
"Catamount Kit's, sah." 
"He is a trapper and hunter?" I. 
I .* - 
"Yes, sah." 1 - _  
1 "That is, he is so known at the fort, and has as pets - several tame catamounts." I rc  Yes, sah; an' dey is same as cats ter him, fer he - -  . riz 'em from kittens." r <  . But really he is a spy for the Raiders-ne of the i * band ?" 
6 1  1 - -  - Don't tell him I tole VPY cek gnr LO :- .,- hr\<rrl;nt !. . - - - - -  
\ tcrter." 
" H 3 ~  Raider ?" 
' L 
"Yes, sah." - 
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"Who lives at the cabin with him?" 
"His catamounts, sah." 
"Answer me !" 
De young gal." 
What is her name?" 
I don't know, sah; but I calls her niissy, an' dv 
1 cap'n sent me dah ter cook fo' her." 
"And to watch her ?" 
"Yes, sah." 
"Who else?" 
"Only Boss, sah, an' Kit, and his catamounts." 
"All right." 
You call get supper now, and then I'll talk further 
I you, for we go to the hut to-night." 
Oh, Lordy ! dat ends dis poor nigger !" 
Not if you act right by me." 
But Catamount Kit will kill us bofe, sah." 
tt' 
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revc 
fl.  
I'll take , 
retreat c 
'L* .a&.-, 
all chatices as to that; but you know wher 
,f the Raiders is?" ' 
Tll= ll~ljlfi did not reply. Buffalo Bill took out h 
Aver, and the words came quickly: 
Yes, sah, I kno~vs." 
How far is it frotn here ?" 
In de West Mounting Range, sah." 
How many are there in the retreat?" 
I 
"About thirty, sah, in the figlitin' band, now yr 
1 has got Monte, Bill Bronze, Bad Ben, Boss, thar, at 
me; but dey is nlostly trailin', only goin' ter de de 
a t  times." ' 
1 "I see. Well, aftc 
and buried your dea 
1 Kit's cabin " 
:r you h: 
~d pard 1 
ive cookc 
there, wc 
ed tis sor 
z will ;rnl 
ne s!.!ppi 
ove on t 
"An' when we gits clere. de deld)i! \\,ill be ter pay, 
said the negro. 
The scout laughed and said : 
I 
"I'll take all chances, Dark. so don't scar self 
to death, and I may want you for further ulorR.' 
' Y e r  fias gat me." n7as the disconsolate reply of 
the much-alarmed negro. 
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CHAPTER T,'III. 
he cabin of  Catalnoulit Iiit would have bee11 i171- 
ible to find, even for Buffalo Bill, had iie not 
guided thither, or, at  least, been iollowiug a 
-marked trail. But he had nioullted the horse of 
dead outla\-; to have him take the trail should the 
.o play him false, which, however, he dicl not 
>ve would be the case. 
was nearly dawn when the scout and the negro, 
r filing tlirougli a narrow cafio~i, canie to the cabin 
- were gree?ecl with a loud ~vliiiie. 
"Dat's de cattermoutit, so look out, massa, for  11 
er terrer," ~vliispered the negro. 
r-Te spoke just in time, for the anillla1 came wit11 , 
~ g ,  and then there was just one thing to do, and 
icout did it : I-Ie fired, and the beast dropped deacl, 
e instantly came xi answering shot, and it struck 
negro fairly in the head, and tumbled liitn from 
;addle a deacl man. 
Nhat is yer firin' on yer pards fer, Kit-it is T 
i," callec ffalo Ei!l, trying to appear as th 
0's pard 
Nhy did11 t yer give ther signal I give yer, then? 
vied Kit. 
didn't expect it was needed." 
Naal, yer found it were q.3' :+ 
man as is liuntecl fer cr 
is-ditl T kill ther nigger 
6(Yc 3 collie 2 
I out ELI 
1 foot, sc 
,) a 1 1  1 L  
iriie, an' 
- ?" 
LII' see." 
don't dc 
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"'This-hands up, Catamoullr !" and Bill thrust 
: levolver right into the face of  the man. 
$Vith the quickness of one of his catamounts, the 
an darted- right under the scout's horse, firing as he 
d so. He  killed Buffalo Bill's horse, but, as the 
kirnal fell,.his rider dropped behind him and fired at 
e man, who was bounding toward his cabin. 
Quick a! brought the man to  earth 
.it itatam ne, and he opened fire upon 
le scout. anu a rapla uuel followed. 
hot while it lasted," said Buff310 Bill, rising 
nd his horse, where he had been crou~lling, 
Jncn rnere came bounding to\+lard him two huge cats- 
owling and growling furiously. 
Bill just had time to draw anotl 
mu nre. He  was not an instant too soon, ana 
lor him was it that his aim was deadly. 
'''This looks like a slaughter pen," said 
grimly, as he stood in the early. dawn glancing a 
hinl, his gaze falling upon the dead negro, the b 
Catamount Kit, the three slain catamounts, a 
horse, with the horse of 'Dark 
standing near. 
He saw a cabin not a hundred 
he looked the door opened and a 
c2lled out: 
. ''Oh ! what has happened ? H~ 
"A'ill rescue me ?,, 
indeed, miss; I am your friend- 
- Fort and all of your guard are d 
ler weap 
1 .. 
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mount Kit, Boss, and the negro were all," said Buffalo 
Bill. 
"Yes, they are all; but the negro and Boss are away, 
and Kit was my only guard." 
"The three are accounted for, and the three cats -s 
well, which I believe were all." 
"Yes, he had three of the horrid pets; but surely 
. YOU are not alone, sir?" 
"Oh, yes, and I have come to rescue you, for I 
- believe you are Miss Hurst?" 
"Yes, I am Lou Hurst, and what have I not suf- 1 
fered! But how did you know I was here?" 
"I found your brother, Ben, and-" 
There was a cry of joy, and Buffalo Bill walked \ I 
. quickly to the door. Then he told her the story of I 
how he had found the brave boy, Ben, and that he was 
then safe at the fort, and also of how he had made 
the discovery of her being at the cabin, and had cbme 
i 
I 
there to rescue her. 
"Oh, sir, how much I do owe to you; but we must 
not stay here, for Captain Monte may come her-" 
"3IIonte is dead, miss." 
I 
"Have you killed hiill, too?" 
"He was captured, and was executed at the fort 
weeks ago." 
I 
"No, no, for he was here only five days ago and 
gent Boss and Dark to the settlement after provisions." 
"Not Monte ?" 
"Yes." 
"DO you know Monte?" 
L "Can I ever forget him; for was it not Moni,: :;12,: I 
murdered those I loved, and when I esca;xxl he caugnt r 
me and brought me here, where I l l . . ~ . .  heen ever , i 
' . - -, 1 , 
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since? I sap it was not Monte you exec~tted, for he 
was lately here, and is coming- back to meet the men 
he sent to the settlement. Please take me away from 
here at once, sir." 
"I will do so, .miss, and when you get us sor 
breakfast I will bury those bodies." 
Lo11 Hurst turned quickly to get breakfast, while 
the scout dug a grave for the n e g o  and C a t a m o u ~  
Kit. He found also two very fine horses m the Pen 
back of the cabin, and, saddling them, $aced the $1 
on one of them, mounted the other hi~nself, and, with 
the pack animals and two others in lead, he rode away 
before the sun was an honr high. 
"If it were not for this poor, frightened girl, I 
mlould stay there and greet this Captain Monte whe~l 
he comes; 11nt I dare not risk it no\\,, for  if harm be- 4 
fal!s me i t  will rest upon her," mused the scot*, as I 
rode along. 
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The fort was in sight, for the flag could he seen 
over the treetops far in the distance, and Baffalo Bill 
pointed it out to Lou I-Iurst, who clapped her lrands 
with joy. And the scout said : 
"Miss Lou, yonder cotnes a horseman toward us, 
ad-yes, it is my 11oy pard, your brotlier, miss." 
I t  was true, for it was the Boy in Euckskin-Ben 
Hurst-~vho now came at full speed toward than. In 
ten minutes Inore Ben clashed up, anc! Buffalo Bill 
called out : 
"I have kept my promise to you, hop pard, atid 
found your sister." 
Words cannot tell the joy of the two, and Ben Iis- 
temect to the story of the rescue, but his face was pale, 
and he seemed worried, and said: 
"Mr. Cody, I came out scouting for you, holzing 
to meet you, f a r  you nlust not go to the fort." 
"And why not, Ben?" asked the scout, in stirprise. 
"Wen, Buffalo Bill. the' colonel has mtlawed you!"' 
cried the Boy in Bucl<skin. 
c< How dare he d o "  
"Don't Manie him, sir, for appearances are 
fully against you." 
" What appearances- 
, asked the scout. 
"Well, sir, you know 110111 the traito 
is agair 
' ido, Bror~l>le, a11d nearly had you sht 
r scout 
lt? W€ 
fear- 
:11, this 
L time Pay~i~aster  Leigh c m e s  in "h atr a r n M m  
I- --\ 
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and he was surprised to see that it was you." 
"Nonsense !" 
-.., . 
r . 
doubt Lieutenant Leigh and the two soldiers." 
boy pard, 1 doubt it, and to the fort 
"You must not." 
"But I will." 
"They YOU will be tried by drumhead 
martial and shot." 
me. 
retur~ 
"B 
)f your 
.. . 
court- 
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1 good argun~e~it ,  boy pard, but to the fort I go." 
t was your horse, saddle, form, face and all," 
d Ben, "for the lieutenant said so, and also the 
soldiers, for I talked with them, and so did old Scout 
Keno." 
"I'll go," said the scout, th ated by 
Lou Hurst, led the way on to the fort. 
As he rode, the scout meditated sadly upon his ill 
fortune.' H e  recalled how he had very nearly been 
, sacrificed for the killing of Bill Bronze, and how, 
' later; Monte, the traitor scout, had made charges 
against him, which many, with the circumstantial evi- 
dence against him, had really believed. 
(1 Some one is plotting to hang me, I can plainly see ; 
but I will yet down them, i f  I can only keep them from 
hanging me until I get the chance. But now I must 
take the chances-and will." 
1 Soon after they were discovered from the fort, anti 
1 all was excitement there. Colonel Barry heard the 
noise, and stepped quickly to the window of his quar- 
ters and looked out. / "What is all that iloise?" he asked. 
' As he asked the question, he saw a man riding 
quietly toward his quarters, and exclaimed': 
"It is Buffalo Bill !" 
' "It cannot be possible, sir," cried Captain Cecil 
Lorne, who was with him. 
"Yes-and he is riding as coolly up to lny quarters 
a s  though he expected a pleasant welcome." 
"Yet he must know that L e i ~ h  has reported him." 
answered Captain Lo 
Buffalo Bill's face 
rne. 
was ver 
a ckerl I halting his horse, he ,.-,. 2.-G. 
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CHAPTER X. 
T H E  S E N T E N C E .  1 
\$Thatever feelings Ben, the boy scout in hckskin, 
Scout ICeno, and a few others felt for Buffalo Bill, in 
regard to his inl~ocence, against all seeming facts, 
they were not held by those before whom he was to 
, 
be tried for suppqsed murder and robbery. 
Some one had been suspected of giving information 
to  the Raiders, and, mith the exception of the traitor 
scout, Monte, i t  was supposed that it m u I d  end; and 
yet it had continued, so now, of coarse, it was bIamed 
on Buffalo Bill, for the great scout was m t  then 
known in the Southwest as he was in the northern 
country. I 
Although Monte was dead, there was still a spy in 
the fort beyond doubt, and, with the charges made 
I 
I 
by Lieutenant Leigh, Cody was considered to  be that 
spy. I t  was a very painful position for Colonel Barry 
to be placed in, for ttvke had Cody saved the Hfe of 
his daughter, Marie, and Cecil Lorne also a v d  the I 
same debt of gratitude to the scorrt. more than once; 
but the rtmors, the innuendoes, and, IastIy, the 
charges direct of Lieutenant Leigh against the-chief I 
of scouts, decided even those who had been the truest 
friends of Cody to believe him p~i l ty .  
When Ben went to the colonel, accompanied by his I 1 
sister, and s11e told how the scout had resc~wit  he^, 
and ho~v she had been held a prisoner hv "Captainw 7 c 
Monte, the chief of the Trail Raiders, it was a stir- !, 
pise  to the fort's eom3andarrt. 
The sentence. 
She also claimed that Monte myas alive, and that the 
man executed was not the chief of the ou t l a~~~s .  
The colonel sent for Lieutenant Leigh, and, Wes- 
ticning him, found that Buffalo Bill could have held 
hill1 up, as claimed, at the time statedi and then have 
gone on to Rancher's Settlement in time to see Lulu 
Dallas, as Ben told how he had done. 
"The trial niust show the truth, Lorne," said the * 
colonel, and he sent for his daughter, to place Lou 
Hurst in her charge. 
Buffalo Bill was to be tried 011 the past charges. as 
well as the present, although the death of Bill Bronze 
at his hands had been gone over at the former trial, 
the chief of scouts admitting the killing of the mall, 
bur because he was first fired upon from ambush by 
hiin, and not, as it was said in the dying confession of 
the man, that it was a murder. 
If Buffalo Bill was really the spy of the Raiders, 
as Monte had been proven to be, as well as Bronze, 
why had he, Scout Cody, sought, as claitned, to kill 
Monte ? 
IlJonte had certainly been shot at on two occasions* 
and by Buffalo Bill, it was claitned ; but lvhy, if they 
were members of the same band? This puzzled many, 
and yet, as the mystery could not be solved, then a 
victim must be had, and Cody, being under suspicion, 
must be that victiin. 
Rut the last, and direct, charge of Lieutenant ~ e i g h ,  
the Paymaster, that he had recognized BuffaIo Bill as 
the nlan who had held him LIP, robbed him of govern- 
ment and killed a soldier, convinced all, save. 
a very few* that the scout was guilty as charged, and 
it was decided that there lnust have been --.-.- 
r-- - - 
.er . . 
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q ~ a r r e l  between the scout and Monte, that caused the 
former to wish to get rid of him. Then the news 
was spread around that Lou Hurst, rescued from the 
Trail Raiders by the scout, claimed that Monte was 
not dead. 
Altogether, it was a very con~plicated and mys- ' 
terious case, and, i f  Buffalo Bill could not clear it all 
! up at his trial, then he would have to suffer the death 
penalty, and that would end it-even satisfy those 
who demanded his life. 
In  trying a man thus accused, no time was t o  be 
lost, and a drumhead court-martial was at once 
, ordered for the following day. The hour of trial 
came round, and the prisoner was led before his 
accusers. He  was pale, yet calm, and seemed not at 
all afraid of the fate that he felt must be his, with 
the charges against him. The first witness called mas 
Captain Lorne, who went over the testimony given 
at the former trial, regarding the dying confession 
given to him by Bronze-William Dallas-who had 
said that he was ruthlessly shot down by Buffalo Bill. 
Then followed those who had witnessed the shot 
fired into the cabin of Monte, then chief of scouts, 
and the bullet was produced. I t  fitted exactly the 
weapon of Buffalo Bill, and no other weapon in the 
fort. Then, too, the timber from which it had been 
fired was too far off for any other rifle to risk a shot 
that far. 
Then came the witnesses of the shot fired at Monte, 
which knocked away his cigar, and all who saw the 
horseman, lighted up by the discharge of the rifle for 
' 
an instant, s\vore that it was Buffalo Bill. 1 No, there was one who said: 
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"Mow, Mr. Cody, what l m e  you to say against I 
these charges P' 
"I an not guiity, sit," was the calm reply. 
i 
"You deny having fired the shot from the tirnher I 
that so nearly killed Monte in. his cabin.?" i ~ 
"I do deny it, sir.'" 
"You disavow having shot at hin? the same night .I I 
, when he was lighting his cigar?" 
"1 never shot a t  him in A I ~  life, C o l o d  Barry." 
I 
"You assert this on oath?" I 
"Certainly; for, had I shot to kill him, I would I 
have done so." I 
- 11 Do you also deny, priso~~er,  that you ltalted Pay- ! 
master Leigh on the trail?" 
"Emphatically, I deny it, sir." 
'"11d that you robbed him?" 
"I did not see him, sir." I 
"Also, you gave to the danghter of Bronze the 
money which was sent to her by you?" I 
"I did, sir, and hold her receipt." 
"You also disavo~v having attacked and robbed 
I 
Payinaster Leigh ?" 
4 1  
I 
rn 
I do, sir." 
"Then you admit the truth of not a single charge 
against you ?" 
1 
"Not one." 
I 6  
I This is strange, prisoner." 
4 i  / I admit that appearances are terribly against me; i' \ 
but I am not guilty." I 
"Where were you after the last attack of the I 
; 
L 
Indians in the mountains?" 1: 
"I dogged their steps on'their retreat until they sent 
a specizl force after me. Then I retreated, the twelve 
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Irs pursuing me, and, in a fight with tht 
, two of their number, after which I s h o ~ ~ e d  .-,. - 
speed of my horse, and they turned back, k 
r useless it was to follo\v me." 
And where did you go then?" 
"I met a train whose guide had been killed. and 1 
9 .  led it on to the upper country. 
" then ?" 
started for the fort, but struck i~hich I 
ved was made by the Raiders, an :d on ET 
I. day or two." 
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'Yer struck ther wrong trail thet time, pard 
llld." 
'Prisoner," said Colonel Barry, "I change your 
mtence from hanging to shooting. 
"One week from to-day you are to be ted forth by 
file of soldiers and shot." 
"I thank you, Colonel Barry, and you will find that 
rill meet death fearlessly." 
The prisoner was led away in doul~le irons, and 
taken to the log cabin ~ ~ ~ l ~ i c h  served as a guartlhouse, 
and left alone with his thoughts, while a sentinel was 
placed in front of his door, with orders to admit no 
one to see him without orders frotn the columanda nt. 
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'011 got : iny plan 
Iceno and the Boy Pard. 5 1 
Ther se~ltinel hes ther keys o' his irons ?" 
H e  walks up ant1 do1:n afore the door, an' some- 
3s he sits on ther bench." 
"So I noticed to-night." 
"Thar ain't no one else in tller guardhouse now ?" 
(( 
2 Fortunately for our plans, there is not." 
"Ther nearest anybocly are ter tller guard cabin ar 
a hundred an' fifty feet." 
"True." 
Waal, 111y plan are thet you rides ther paclc horse 
3ill out o' camp ter-morrer, fer he gived hi111 ter 
,, an' yer sails off arter sunl wild ponies. Catch a 
I 
good one, an' then return an' tell how ther blaclc 
got away from yer; but don't yer tarn 111) afore sunset, 
sa nobody will be able ter go huntin' fer him. Ye .  
leave ther black over at ther edge o' ther chapa. can 
ralz 
:.-,-I 
son 
in E 
gi t 
~und the, 
whar ther 01' military camp was, an' which a1 
J-r three nzile fro111 ther fort." 
"Yes." 
"Then w11en night comes on, I'll dress up in soil 
seljer clothes, fer I kin git a sergeant's suit, an' es 
h i n ' t  got no  beard ter spealc of, I'll git thet fali 
hair thet Captain Lortle wore at  ther masked faudang 
le time ago, an' put it on, ier I seen it haugin' L 
iis room near ther ivindow, and I lcin reach in as 
my grip anto it. 1'11 walk, bold es a billy goa~t, L
ther sentinel, an' jist grab hit11 by ther throat, pn 
can't squeal, an' y e t  knows t l ~ e t  her ail1 
I in these camps es.kin loosen my grip.'' 
"And he is Scout Cody ?" 
"Yas, 11e kin loose11 ther grip o' any man I ever 
seen. Wall ,  I won't h u ~ t  het: sentinel, btlt I'll jist 
hev o' ther cabin, dressed up r corner 
't but or 
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1 the Boy Pard. 
;s over in ther hanger-on camp, 
" would li him git 'em, pard Ben, but 1 
"Yes, we cannot do more, for to  take his arm9 
would bring suspicion on me, as I have the run of the a 
colonel's quarters." 
"An' boy pard, yer must be perticler not ter be 
away in ther evenin' longer then yer kin help. Hev. 
ther squaw's rig ready, which I hev in my traps, fer 
'I hev played squaw myself in my time, when goin'- 
inter Injun camps, an' yer kin slip it on, an' all kin be 
did in ten minutes, an' you be back and a-blowin' . - 
0' thet boogle 0' yourn fer all yer is wuth." 
"1 will, and you must show up at headc 
too, so as not to be missed. But we may get some 
soldier into trouble." 
"Yas; waal, thar is plenty more in ther army, ef 
they hangs one fer ther settin' 0' Bufler BjH free." 
"I would confess that I did it, before I would see 
a man hanged, Keno," 
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"Waal, it depends on what they intended doin' . 
: with him." 
"How do you mean?" 
"Ef they was only goin' ter put him in ther guard- 
house, all right. Ef they jist puts him on double 
r duty, all right." 
"But, if they suspect a man, and order hitn out to 
I be shot?" 
"Then we'll step ter ther front, an' save him." 
"Good! Now, I all1 ready for the work. I suppose 
they will not blame the sentinel for being over- 
powered." 
"They w'u'dn't ef they kne\v thet m y  grip were 
upon him," said Keno, but with no idea of boasting 
b f  his strength. 
C 
CHAPTER XIJ. 
THE BOY hlUSTAPU'GER. 
Bright and early the f o l l o ~ ~ i n g  il?orning, Iscut de 
boy bugler, was up, preparing for his \vild-Jlorse llllnt. 
oficer said: 
"F17hat, Ben, do you intenrl to try \\-ild-lmse cat*- 
ing, too ?" 
"Yes, sir;  I wish to see if I can do SO." 
"\%/ell, yo11 are a cleed shot, a good fencer, an 
lent horseman, thro\v the lariat as  \\re11 as  any .man 
in camp, can play the bugle beautifully, and, I do not 1 
doubt, will soon become the champion w ild-horse r 
catcher." 
-i-r 
"Thank you, s i r ;  but I lvish to catch a faster her! 
than lny pony, for  he is a little slow." 
"Then you had better ride a fast animal to do the' 
work on. How would my daughter's horse, Kin 
suit you, for  she \\lould lend it to you, I ~I IOW?" 
"ISe is not trained for the sir." 
"Ah, I forgot that." 
"Ivhy not take Cocly's black. \vhich he gave Y( 
Ben?" asked Captain Lorne, n h o  was present. 
"True; xvhy he is the very horse for  you, and 1 
~ \ ~ i i t e s t  on the prairies," put in  the colonel. 
''I did not u~ish to ride him, sir, aftel 
aft  c V-- 
" h h  ! 1 uurlerstantl yotl-until after pr,l:i. (10: 
v +:- El: _I \\'ell, do as you please, Ben." 
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H e  certainly was in luck, for, ere he had gon 
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On clashed the herd, and, keepi~lg back, tht 
Beu, urged them on at their uttliost speed, anu saw 
that thc allio~l hacl taken t11c lead and still kept 
up only 3ing gallop, which showed that 11e had 
ncrf let hlniself I - e could do. 
Soon the rav : in sight, and there wa! 
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throw, and barely reached ; but over the head it settled, 
and the well-trained black, throwing himself back 
upon his haunches, the wild mustang was thrown upon 
the prairie with stunning force. 
Quickly Ben had sprung from the saddle and was 
at his. side, thrusting upon him a bow stall. Then, 
unloosening the lariat from about his throat, he 
'allowed the gasping animal to arise. But the daring 
boy was upon his back, and, instantly, like an arrow 
from the bow, and with a wild snort of rage and 
fright, the untamed beast bounded away. A call to 
the black, and he came following behind a t  a pace 
that kept him near. The herd scattered to the right 
and the left, and were flying in two gangs across the 
prairie, and up and down the ravine. ~ o w a r d  one 
of these bands the roan mustang headed, but he xvas 
quickly checked by a jerk upon the bow stall. 
Then began a struggle for the mastery between the 
boy and his equine captive. And long it lasted, until 
the roan and his rider were well-nigh exhausted. But 
the horseman triumphed over the brute, and the mus- 
tang, tamed by a master hand, was ridden toward the 
point where Ben wished to go. 
That was the place of the old encampment in the 
edge of the chaparral, which led on to Padre's Rock. 
Luxuriant grass was there in abundance, and plenty 
of water, so that Ben soon had the black unsaddled 
and lariated out to rest and feed, while he hobbled his 
roan beyond chance of escape. 
Lying down to rest, Ben fell asleep, and the day 
\\'as drawing to its close when he awoke. His roan 
had n~ade the best of the matter by eating the ,.rags 
at his feet- r ' the black was thoroughly r~sted.  
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The Rescuers at Work. 
"Is yer ready, boy pard?" ! 
"I am." 
I '  
"Then jist slti,p." 
"For the guardhouse?" i 
6LYes." I / I  ll 
"I wiIl go to the rear of it?" 
"Yas, an' when yer hears me come up, jist sail to  
ther front." 
"Where are the ropes and the gag for his moutl~?"- I 1  
"Here they is in my hand." 1 ;  
"NOW, I am ready." 
"A11 right, sail out, boy pard." 
' Ben left the cabin and cautiously made .his way to 
i ; 
I the guardhouse, arriving in the rear  of rthat gIoon.]y 
abode in less tha'n ten nlinutes ai ter  he had .left heatl- 
I quarters. 
The sentinel was pacing to and fro, littk .dreaming 
I 
of the plot to free the prisoner, and that he was then 
I {  
closely watched. Soon, fro111 his place of lookout, Ben 
saw the form of ICeno coming t h ~ o u g h  the darkness. 
So upright .did he walk, -so soldierly .did he look in 
the shadowy light, that Ben feared that it .was mt 
Keno, his pard. I 
Straight up to the sentilxel he walked, receiving a 
salute, for the stripes on his arms were visible -to the 
soldier, though he failed to recognize him. Seeing 
that he was a stranger., the sentinel 'was about to h d t  
j 
I him, when, with the spring of a panther, Keno was 
upon him, his hand upon his throat, while he said, 
in hoarse tones: 
1 "Resist. and vou die!" i r 
-4t that moment, the soldier saw the for111 ~f a 
squaw glirie up, and instantly the n.l;isi<et was. 
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The Rescuers at Work. 
brc ck and placed before the door, which the! 
ha( , and tied to the logs, with his musket a 
' ' 1  
~l~ouiucr arms," so that any one seeing him wher 
I luld suspect nothing wrc pa2 
I I : two returned to the cat LV off their 
disguises, and Keno went to replacc LLK uIiiform and 
false , and Ben washed his face, and, seizing hi 
corn , hastened back to headquarters, not havinj 
Len  halt an hour absent. 
Ire he played his cornet, with Keno and 
ng out upon the piazza listening, until the 
lL1 guard went around, and the startling news was 
~d vn that Buffalo Bill bad escaped. 
i3uif;!,'.-, Fi!l snt alonc in his p ~ i s o n  of logs. l- , 3 + . - =  - 
hcard tree hum of the rlista~it camps, thc singitlg of r l l ~  
bird.;, ancl :lie stczcly tramp of tile .c"cntinel befnn - - -. 
his door. These n-ere the sonntls tlw-t reac1w.d Ins 
- 1 : ." -- ears, while his eyes fell upon bare walls of mu$lb' 
heurn l o p ,  a table, a cot. a camp stool, and no1 more. 
A t  last there fell illto the roo111 a tiny r ay  of xgllk- 
I t  \vas a golden beam o f  sunlight, cast 1:y the sun jn3t 
as it was going tlo~vn beyond thc horizon. 
"It seems like a ray o f  hnpe anlid the gloolll that 
surrounds mc," inuril~ured thc prisolier. 
Then tlic door was opened, alld a soldier entered 
wiih the sup!~cr for  the prisoner. No word passe(l 
 bet^\-een the tv:o, the ineal i\ras placetl silently upoll 
tfie table, and then Cuffxlo Bill \j7as alone oiice more. 
Darl<ness iiom fell upon the scene, and he sat by the 
table, his hcad buried in liis hands, his supper 1111- 
touched. 
Sudclenly, he heard a peculiar sound. I t  seelned 
like the gllaniillg of  a rat, thougl~ froill \\rhere it  came 
he coulcl not tell. NOW and then _it would cease, and 
then %ail1 lie would hear it. \iVllat coLlld it mean? 
At last the so~llld chaiiged to one that was grating. 
the11 he looked up, for  o\rerheacI it  seetned to he. 
E e  kl'ew that the roof was whole and finu. ancl yet 
now he distinctly salv light shining t l 1 r o ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ +  A-d 011 
The Escape. 
"mat brave boy is trying >tu resale me," he said. 
Shil the grating smulcl con-tinned, u1?11eard by the 
.sentinel *that pared to ancl fro in front of the cabin. 
"He may not hear it. I 111iIl sing to &own the 
noise, though l ~ e  works a'lnost noiselessly, amd if he 
is discovered, the guard will kill him." 
Then the prisoner brolce fort11 il 
that caused the guard to mutter: 
"That nlan has more pluck than genad ly  falls to 
humail beings. H e  sings \veil, too; 'but 114s voice ~411 
I 
be hushed before long, and it's a pity, for I %at% to see 
a brave mn%clie,  even i'f he is a bad one." 
I 
Thus nlused the sentinel, little clreaming that .on 
! the other side ~f the rocf a person was \~?orliting like 
a b e a ~ e r  to pse~-ent the prisoller from dyirrs. And 
' Cody sang 011, running .from one air into another 
until at  last he behelcl a square opening in the roof 
fully large enough for hi111 to get through. 
Then the space was darkened, and a human form 
was t-isible, reIieved against f i e  clear s k ~ .  The next 
instavt a hnrnan being stoocl by his side, having con-- 
' clon~n by means of a rope. 
"XFr. 'Cody, I hagre come to save you,'" said a lo  
voice. 
'"You here, to save 112e?" he .cried in a ~vhisper. 
cCYes." 
'"'.I am : 11 came, for 1 must remain and r 
my fate." 
no such silly thing, for after I 1 
risked so much t~ ,on I I?-ill not h ear o-E J 
neet 
lave 
rour 
. '  ne sala, in a low rone. I 
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die within five days, and die you must if you rernahl 1 
" k i d  if I am guilty"' ' .. . 4 . here. I believe that you are innocent, and once free 1 
from here you can prove that you are not the guilty "Then go your way 1 will be enough punishillc.lL .uL yu., Llll Il.l.lU. 
n 
one it is claimed that you are." 
"God bless vou for those kind words." i "It will." I 
"Then you will go, for I have the keys, which I ' "Good-by*" 
took from the colonel's desk. I secured your arms He held out his hand, and it 
----- r--'-- '--' 
and left them outside." . his rescuer, who then 
I---~'----' ' 
"You have risked much to save me." ( slowly, and keeping t' 
"Then lose no time; but go at once." , had risked so much 
"But who has helped you?" 1 intended, saw him throw nls lariat at  me n a ~ e u  urarlcll 
"No one, for I dared not trust any one, fearing I of a tree, and then quickly run to the top of the 
that it might get them into trouble." stockade. 
"And you have done all this to save me?" The rescuer at  once ran nimbly in the direction 
"Yes, and hope you will not delay now. I bored 1 
shadow of a large cabin. I L ~ U I I L C I ~ L  I ~ L C I ,  L I I Q L  aal into the roof with an auger, and used a small saw to 
open a space. The rope is made fast, so will hold your person sank down upon a lounge, as though overcol~~t. 
..,-:.-..L~ 9) . with excitement and f: 
' I 
ClgI lL .  
Then the scout climbed to the roof, and he savf I "Thank God, I savea 111m ! , The speaker appeared to be a youth, and I that the rope had been made fast to a tree growin: : 
. r n L _ _  LI-a I:-.I-& I dressed in a soldier's in the rear of the log cabin and overhanging the roof. 
full up011 the face, it revealed the pale, neaut~rul 1 2  Quickly, yet noiselessly, the rescuer slipped into tllc ( 
branches of the tree, and dropped upon the ground , of Marie Barry, the colonel's daughter. 
the scout following cIosely. Half an hour after, she had cast aside her uniform 
"I was unable to get a horse for Mr. Cody, ! was seated upon the piazza of her own home, listening to the boy bugler's music, while her father but the chaparral is not far away, and, once there, 
I 
sat near by smoking a cigar in silence, and little you can defy pursuit, knowing the country as you (10. ' 
I 
Besides, you have a long start. Here are your arnls I dreaming of the bold for you." to save the life of B~lffalo Bill, the conderilned scout, . . .  "Oh, how good you have been to me!" . who was then going ac 1 
"DO not speak of it. Here is also your lariat, and in the direction of the chaparrals, where, ne  new, 
You cpn scale the stockade at the large 'ree yonder. 
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It was Captain Xlonte Alva, the ,-1lief of the outlaw 
l~an'd of Trail Raiders, 2nd. n.llose twill brother. 
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CHAPTER XX. 
THE MMVER KEEPS HIS WORD. 
By a strange act of forgetfulness the desperadoes 
had not disarmed Buffalo Bill. His rifle hung to his 
saddle horn, his revolvers aild knife were still in his 
belt. They had bound his hands securely, and his feet 
were tied under his horse, and with him thus secure 
they had felt no dread.even of hin~.  
The crowd had stood grouped together, during the 
words passed between their ringleader and Dead-shot 
Dean, the miner. They were with their leader wholly, 
though there were some who felt that their prisoner 
was not the outlaw, Silk Lasso Sam, and the slightest 
thing would have caused them to show a willingness 
to compromise. 
Such was the intention when the miner, so pluckily 
and alone, threw the gauntlet of defiance in the teeth 
of Powder-face Pete. The latter gave a glance into 
the face of the miner, and then at Buffalo Bill. He 
saw that Dead-shot Dean meant all that he said, and 
more, he knew his record. Then he looked at Buffalo , 
Bill, and the latter said with a nlocking laugh: 
"YOU got it pat that time, Powder-face, so what 
are you going to. do about it ?" 
Before replying the desperado turned for a look 
at his companions. H e  saw the situation at  a glance. 
Rbout half were in favor of retreating from their 
position of hanging their prisoner. 
The others looked undecided, with perhaps two or 
three who -.-ere heart and hand with rf..-.,lyr-face 
P 
Pete, The latter was clisappointed. H e  had hoped 
to be fully backed up. Were the prisoner any other 
than Buffalo Bill, he would have been. 
But he was not a man to retreat when odds were in 
his favor, and so he turned again to the miner, draw- 
ing his revolver as he' did' so. IVhen he faced him, 
however, he found himself covered by the miner's 
pistol. 
"Yer darned fools, why didn't yer tell me he was 
drawin' on me?" he queried. 
"It was done so quick, pard," answered one. 
"Yer axes me, Bufler Bill, what I intends ter do 
about this chipper young man's chin music?" 
"Yes, and I notice you call me by my name." 
The man uttered an oath at having been so cleverly 
picked up. 
"I tells yer now what 1-11 do." 
"Well, taik cluick or act !" came in the commailding 
voice of the miner. 
"I intends ter hang you, Bufler Bill, and this pil- 
grim, too, who has chipped in when it wasn't his play." 
"All right, Powder-face Pete! Fire away!" said 
the miner coolly. 
"Yer has got me covered, Dead-shot Dean, so I calls 
upon my friends ter tackle yer." 
(I If one of them attempts to carry out your threat 
against .Buffalo Bill, I shall plant a bullet between 
your eyes, Powder-face Pete, and I make no idle 
boast," assured the miner. 
The men hesitated, for  they knew Just how the 
miner had won his name as a dead-shot. 
L C  Pards, is yer goin' ter let one man bully yer all?'' 
cried the ringleader savagely. 
"It ain't ier us ter say, A L L L ,  SO tell us, i f  you says 
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ir dead ant1 ~vountlecl," and the miller poi The stricken Pete sprang high in the air, and 
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ulJLrbllLr. off and :vere anxiously watching the L---.- third time, and in each instance brolte the Imne 
ant1 that man ~vith the terrible gt~u-Dencl-shot Dean. 
right arn1 06 one oif the desperadoes as they 
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"See here, men, I wish you to take notice of just "As I.ann also, only carry away your dead leader 
what Buffalo Bill intetlds taking from the body of for burial, and you had better take your two woullded 
your leader. You know what he \rras robbed of ,  and I nien on to the camps to the doctor there. Now, Buf- I 
he wants only that which you took from him," said falo Bill, I am ready," and the rniner led the way up 
the miner. the steep path to his cabin, Buffalo Bill- following on 1 
"I told Peter he were making a mistake, thet I foot and leading his horse. 
I 
knowed Bufler Bill, and he were wrong," said one. As they reached the cabin they looked back, and saw I 
Buffalo Bill turned and eyed the speaker a motnent. the desperadoes moving off on the trail with their 
Then he said quietly: dead and wounded, and going in the direction of the 
"You lie, and you know it, for you were the one camps. I 
who urged him on; but the quarrel is over, unless the "You have a snug little home here, sir," said the I 
colonel sends a troop here f r o ~ i ~  the fort to find the scout. 
men who first attacked and wounded Paymaster Len- "No place is home, Mr. Cody, without one's loved 
nox and then alnbushed and captured me, and robbed ones," returned the miner. 
me, threatening also to hang me.'' "Very true, sir, and it is a hard life one leads here, 
The words of the scout seemed to impress the men , hunting for a fortune, away froin all he loves; but I 
"You may tell your friends, too, that if this miner change for the better, for I atn anxious,to get back I 
has any harm befall him for his act this day in pro- to lily home in Tennessee." 
tecting a government ofiicer, that the colonel will see "Now, with me it is different, for upon the border 
to it that every man in this gang who attacked me 1 is nly home, and my duties call me here. Yo11 would 
. - 
buttons, with his pocketbook. Yes, and here ' is  my 1.. heard of your affair that crave you your name, sir, 
rinrs-all stolen, I'll guarantee-his wea~ons.  and a \ as a man-killer." I 
;- ?.Finer Keeps HIS vv 0171. I TI; 
Yes, E di 4<7 B. not wish their lives upon my hands, bnt 
Powder-face Pete I was forced to kill, am1 hc was 
one of the worst men in the mines." I CHAPTER SXI. 
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,,, ,,,, , ,.., krom tile serrlemrnra. . r r l u  u L.l..d 
lad its tt >st, all v nes, and 
had to tn the r nts that 
rn~ested the c,tL,,emen hau to nave their 
herds protect thieves I- 
dians, and th nilitary 1- 
tectioTl also from an orvaliuccl I J u L l U  of gold ror~uers 
and : ional dar 
A1 post w d 
herders-there were large lleras or g ~ \ ~ c ~ l l l ~ l ~ n t  cattle 
to look after; and altogether ( lscar DI IY 
had his hands full in caring f who we :r 
,special protectiol 
- 
,la 11im ne had 6 v c  L V ~ -  
:s of cavalry, a .ry of light art  lf 
t guns, and threl ons of infantry ee 
panies each. 
hen there was a i thirty in :r 
, \\rho t :r the captaincy L 
reserve to call upon in need half a hundrecl clarlni 
fighters and riders who were part scout, part g~iide 
part Indian fighter, and.the l~alance cowboys, and the! 
v7ere in charge of the government herds. 
In case of a large uprising among the Indians 
Colonel Dunwoody could call to his aid over a thou. 
ters, of miners, cattlemen, and settlers, s( 
d place a force in the field, on a couple oj 
s notlce, of over two thousand fighters, and goo( 
ones, too. 
Pioneer Post was upon a bluff overhangin! 
lad as' 
. . .  
ace was 
uld they 
. , 
~ n , o  irom the river belo~v, arourld to the river above 
the fort proper, and the sp held in reserve 
for the cattle and horses, sho be penned in by 
a siege of the Indians. 
There were fields of corn, oats, and wheat near, a 
vegetable farm, sawmill, and gristmill, so that the fort 
was almost self-supporting. The top of the bluff was 
a level plateau, many acres in size, with the 
of the solcliers built a t  equal distances on the 
line of fortifications, the gwns having posiilons be- 
tween them, and the rear of the cabins being made into 
, a fort wall ~vi th  a breastwork of logs upon the roof. 
, The officers' quarters extended along the bluff, with 
the headquarters the dividing line. the hospitals, store- 
houses, sutlers' and officers' cl~~bhouse being beyond I 
i the stables at the farther end. ,-I stockade ~vall ran 
dong the bluff its whole length. to protect the garri- / son froin shots upon the other side of the river. and 
I there were ports for the artillery and rifles. with a 
I . .  
barracks 
crescent 
I lookout tower, and shl 
in case of a sieae. 
lumps to draw up water 
- 
Into this frontier post ~t ~vould have taken an im- 
mense army of redskins to gain an entrance, or do 
milch damage, and all in the fort felt their security, 
for nearly all of the married officers, and many of 
the soldiers, had their famiIies wit11 them. That the 
chief of scoots, JVilliarn F. Cody, was popular a t  
Pioneer Post was evidenced by the manner in which 
he was received upon his arrival there the afternoon 
Of his return from the Yello~v Dust Valley mines. 
where, but for Carrol Dean, the Lone Miner, he would 
have died a t  the rope's end. 
.- . 
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!.boys gave him a V a l l ~ ,  fortunately, for I cane trpon Cwtain 
I I ~ n n o ~ ,  yQUr paymaster, dying by the roa&ide." 
';e pleasantly t o  h im 
"Lennox dying?" cried ti= colonel, wi& sonT1: ex- 
I Some sald~ers gmtlped together near the stockade citement. 
and the children, -as he rodc 
"He is dead, sir," was the sad respalse. 
I toward headquarters, cheered him, and nttered many . .  There was 2 silence of fully a minute as one 
a hearty greeting. 
"The diief of scouts widhes to  see yon, .sir," said 
Cdonel Dumoody's orderly, en tmkg  ,the rooln where 
"He 1~2~1 arrived ' at the station sooner thall he 
ttlat officer sat, conversing with Captain Dick Carnth he told me, so w ~ a l d  I W ~  wait for an 
~ i e e a n t  Vassar Turpin, tnw -of his officers. escort, nor uro~1ld he take the stagecoach, as feared 
"Show him in at  once, orderly,'" was the c~~oness  H e  therefore decided to come through 
reply. alotle 011 I~orseback, and bought a horse and outfit at 
Then, as the scout entered, he said pleasanfly: the station for this pnrpose." 
'%o, Cody, knoav the old saying abotrt speak. have awaited an escort." 
of the devil, for we were talking of you %;hen thr one fiing against that, sir, as he said 
orderly announced your name." he was karfi l l  of beililg robbed if he remained; for 
s overrtln wit11 'desperadoes. Some of 
e sblspected him of haviing money, and 
e p ~ r t  o you> colollel ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o o d p ,  and d to road agents, for he rode into 
,lcL, LU sir, that I haye sad lle\ys far s when he was ordered to halt, lxolte 
3 
dff a10 Bill quietly. 
"T , 1 T . - -  - -. L.. 1 L \is. Sit .down, 
!ht he was wounded three times, sir, and his horse 
recelvecl a slight wottnd, which, I~owever, did not re- 
tard his speed, for Ilie distanced all pursuit. But the 
"able minn~al at  last fell1 from fatigue, and, after going 
Some miles fartker, Paymlaster Lennox sank clown 
Om the side. 04 the trail, ~ n ~ z b l e  to go farther. There I 
m ~ d  him several l~ours after, and he was dying." 
Poor Lenno-:," szit! tile colonel fieelingly. 
While I was wit11 him two ho - ornen passed, MIIIO I 
'*-. 
- 
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the surgeon a t  the n~ines to  come to  my aid at once. . . 
But he died soon after, and I took from hi111 the 
- 
money ind  other things he had of value. Here they 
. -. 
are, sir, and, as you see, he had a large sum of nioney . 
with him," and Buffalo Bill placed the several paclc- 
ages upon the table. 
- 
"He had, indeed, and you were fortunate to be near, 
Codv." 
"I wrote.down what he asked nle to do, sir, for tile 
government, and of a private nature, and here are the 
papers." 
"You have done well, Cody, and you deserve the 
out and covered me with their revolvers." 
"The scoundrels !" 
Pioneer Post. 
' 05  1 1 
question, and not thinking they would dare harm o r  
rob me, I could do nothing else than surrender. I was ! 
at once bound to  my horse, however, robbed of all I I : 
had of the captain's and my own, and then k d  toward 
Hangman's Gulch to be hanged as Silk Lasso Sam, 
the outlaw chief, for whom they pretended to take 
i I i, 
me." 
! 
"Yotl were taken for that infamous scamp Silk I I I 
Lasso Sam?" criecl the colonel in utter amazement. I I 
"Yes, sir, and as far as looks go I believe I was I 
complimented, for he is said to be a handsome devil," 
I 
said Buffalo Bill, with a smile. I ,  
"Yes, and a vicious devil as well, with a heart of I 
iron and a conscience of india rubber." I 
"I have heard him described, sir, as being a man 1 
very much of the style of Cody," said Captain Dick 
Caruth. who was one of the handsomest men in the 
army. 
 doct to^ Powell has seen him, sir-in -fact, was 
robbed by him, and call tell us," Lieutenant Vassar 
Turpin remarked. 
"Who takes my name in vain?" said a cheery voice 
at the door, and in walked the one whose name Lieu- 
tenant Turpin had just uttered. 
I t  was Doctor Frank Powell, the post surgeon, and I  
a man whose name and fame is world-wide, for in 1: 
G addition to being a skilled physician, a most expert 
1 I surgeon, and perfect soldier, he was noted as one of i 
1 the heroes of the plains, a scout and Indian fighter 1 
! whose record is second to that of Buffalo Bill alone. ! 
"I am glad you have come, Powell; sit clown and 
1 hear Cody'q .tory," said the colonel to t h ~  dashing, $i 
Pioneer .PC 
recognized me, having met me 
.ears ago with handsome surgeon, with a nature as gentle YO% Captain Caruth, wl~en we one ~ligly - - -  
and a heart like a lion's \~hel l  m-Oused. 
a wagon train of enligrants and kept hem from 
was just saying that he had been mistaIcen attacked by Indians." 
, ,, Lasw  am, the o t ~ t ~ a w  c~lief, though first let ''Yes, 1 r e n l e ~ b e r  the circmstance," said fl1{ 
me tell you that I1e brings the sad news of Poor tain. 
llox having been killed hy the road agents." dG H e  at  once came to 111~ rescue, llalted the gang 
, Lennox killed, and by those cowardly 
asked why I was a prisoner. The leader, a g 
. They pay for this," and the face by the name of Powder-face Pete, and 0 
geoll changed ill a Rash, showillg a h a t  he could the worst men in the ~nines, said that I was 
I,- , l T ~ ~ ~ n  aroused by hatred or anger. Lasso Sam, and had killed and robbed an arnly ydy-  
Bill told of the cleat11 of the pay1l1aster> 
master, and I was to be hanged when we reached his capture for Silk Lasso Sam, and Doctor HaniFan's Gulch, half a 111ile beyond. The miner, 
said thoughtfufly: ' 
~ 1 7 0  is known as Dead-shot Dean-" 
:ll, you do look like the fellow, Cody. .yon are 
"I have heard of hinl," said Surgeon 
his build, and lle tvears his hair as ~10, will1 CL yes ;  he' made his record as a shot one 11lgllL when 
;he and imperial, also. h t  hig face is darker, attacked by a band of ruffians. H e  said that I 
es are blue, a bad coinhination, by the way, not Silk Lasso Sam, that I was Buffalo Bill, ar 
hair and blue eyes, for  they (10 not go together, 
would protect.me; so invited Powder-face to pla 
: has a sneer, a grin, a smile, at1 ~ 0 m 1 ~ i n ~ d ,  LIPrn hand. There was some talk, and ne 3uth like a hyena showing his teeth, while You, Dean said that if any of the band mad< 
ou know, have the sanctitnonious look about the attack him he would plant a bullet between tile 
1 of an army chaplain, old in the service- Stilt 
of Mister Powder-face Pete. The leacl, light be mistaken for Silk Lasso Sam, esl 
an effort to fire, but the miner kept hi 
re was reason for so doing." ing hi111 squarely between the eves. and vlcanlll> 
ne very near being hanged for  him, anu 
right arms of the two r jeen but for the rescue by one ious to  back up their ch 
rnen 1 ever crossed the trail of." tc Well, Cody, he has renaerea - me ,- -. . 
splendid service in saving you and the 
Lellnox was robbed of, and anything I 
will tell you wnat ne aiu, sir, ai~u him I shall be most happy to do," said Colonel J 
e and rest, after 
dinnel. ,V,,L., my captors came in sight wltll 1 
1st. 
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pioneer Post- 
I think he might be put under good Pay as a govern- 
mellt detective and spy on the movements the road 
agents, and this would help him, sir." CHAPTER XXII. 
"The very man I want, and in the very place I need 
him, for this Silk Lasso Sam and his band must The story of Buffalo Bill had been listened to by all 
,iped out," said the colonel, wit11 determination' three of the officers with the deepest interest. That 
the miner C a ~ r o l  Dean had won the admiration of 
all by his daring and nerve was certain, and Colonel 
Dunwoody said, after the scout had finished his story: 
"Well, Cody, your friend deserves all the praise b e  
can bestow upon him, and I will certainly be glad to 
reward him in any way he will accept recompense." . 
"As I said, Colonel Dunwoody, I am sure that he is 
not one to be paid for a service, for he is a gentleman 
of refinement and education." 
But you think his claim is not a paying one, Cody?" 
"He did not say as much, sir, but he told me he 
hoped it would improve." 
And any services he might render he would accept 
Pay for, you think?" 
I am sure, sir, if given some such position as I 
referred to, he would feel that he was earning his 
"Well, I am entitled under late orders, to employ a 
detective on the Overland to get some clew to the 
robbers who have of late been rifling the mails. The 
position will pay fairly well, say a hundred dollars a 
month, and I can offer it to this miner, telling him 
to devote what time he can to obtaining clews to the 
retreats of these robbers, their number and identity." 
I feel sure, sir, that he would do this, for he told 
me he would be glad to  aid in any way in his power 
to drive off the robbers that infest this part of the 
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row wit 'art to get the remains ( 
coulltry, spolie of it as n sll?llle that Lellnos, astel 
ite of all the Lr?.;)s anu ormg them to the fort for burial." Sat11 11ad not bet I Buffalo Bill n( parted, t~ 
laid to insnare h marking after 11, 1 
C ~ T , A  it is a cL rildlLIL, and yet I fe-1 tlllt I I 
"There is one ol the galnest men I ever knew, 
- as modest as he is brave. I only ~yish I had . 
I 1 his ha1 like hiin in my command." 
.,,, colonel, an0 nr i q  ~ e t t i 1 : ~  I,UI..~~, ~ a ~ t a ~ ~  
"He is all that 1.o~ say lie is, Colonel Dunwc Dick Caruth said. 
\vilt soon be aide to as have had reason to lanow a hundred tilne 
"He is, indeed, but 1 1 
run him to earth. B L ~ ,  Locly, tnis r@bberJ' al'ld nlL1r- more, for  Buffalo Ild1 has sa~red ille from &at]- --- 
der of poor Lennox was ~ l o t  1 3 ~  Silk Lasso Sam n occasioil," rcmarlted Frank Powell 
it appears to me, Po.lrell, that there is a t 
"You misunderstood me, colonel, for i f  it \\'a' t you haye often saved the life of ELI 
by Silk Lasso Sam, I cannot htit believe that Po\ Bill, ancl are just as motlcst al~otlt your ients 
face Pete was one of his men, atid so thought I as is," Captain Caruth remarkecl. 
"\Vllat is the use of boas ti^;^ of one's v , v l l  ueeds, I 
shot Dean also." I 
, Dick, wh 
"He did have to such good friends of mine 
that Poc as you ni ie ?" Frank Poniell respo~lcled "Yes, sir, anc 
with a s I 
the headquarters OT 3 1 1 ~  Lasso Sam's sl~les. 
"Tllell the llliller xvill be in the very spot to act as After sonle further ~01ive~satioi~ upon the snbject, 
detective, and when you rettim for the body of Cap- Colonel Dun~vootly decided that jt ~ootild be well to 
tain Lennox, as I wish you to do, YOU can carry word sencl a few soltlicrs under Captain Caruth to 1 1  
Dust Valley for the hotly of Payniaster Lennox, l 1  
to Dead-shot Dean that he is to serve as a secret- 
that Surgeon Pocvell was to accompany them, n I service man for me, under the pay of oile h~ltldre(1 1 
dollars per month. He will have to report to me in Buffalo Bill was to act as guide to the spot wnere 
some way any discoveries he Tilay make, ant1 endeavor the bo(ly had been buried. 
all in his power to break up this band of frontier law- Of course, the solcliers ~vere not to visit the cabin of 
breakers." Dead-shot Dean, as it niiglit arouse suspicion against hc ~nirler, but, 
"Yes, sir, I will so report to hitn yot ~ l e ,  the officers were to see 
I believe you will find him just the I md have a tallc 17 upon the new duties he was 
in your service." 0 enter upon. This being decided upc-- 'I- 'lext 
"I sincerely hope so, Cody; bte now cl rest, llornirig tbe soldiers rode out of the for 
a10 Bill Ieatling as guide. 
especially as I wish yon t o  start back upon me n~or-  
Silk Lasso Sam. 
known from their appea 
ne place and then in another a WIII-0'-the- 
CHAPTER X'SIII. risps," and their leader had IVOI ~nle of Silk 
SILK LASSO SAM. ,asso Sam from the fact that he 
t worries -\vhjch Colone iat of re; rhich he was capable of using 
with up011 the frontier 
01 roau agenrs who infested the trails, lloldlllg : knew, or where he 
aches, travelers on horse1 gon trains, and hat1 con~e from, though it d, as his equipmt 
nd then robbing a ranch 1 g camp. These ant1 dress were Mexican, had been a Te 
\\-ere said to  be from a doze11 to n a ~ f  a hundred in baldit driven into Rtexico, aria then had i~lade 
ows twice in tE ray northwarcl tc ontier to  again turn to 
foxes, defying eeds of outlawr: men spoke of him as c 
in spiLC uI  L1lc l l lu3L V ~ ~ O ~ O L I S  ~ u r s u i t  by tell times tnelr \in, calling him by no name. though to the people v L  
- he uTas Silk La 
troublesome tha [ndians, Cast, promising 
- --'Iy as nlucrl tu ue feared, and ~ I U I I I  Lllcir chief  nest man, but he was SUUXI uaLn aralll. enpaped 
n offered upon their heac new deeds of crit~ 
I was from the governn The deeds of tE 
nve thousand tor tneir chief and one t h o t ~ s a ~ ~ u  L U ~  and he handled h ~ s  ~ a n c l  II~IIII me s ~ l u  or a trail 
any of the men of his band. soldier. PVhere his retreat was had puzzled t l ~ e  1 
This was duplicated by the scouts, and yet that he had a hiding place for 
Overland Stage Company, wh~le  a tmra rewara was quantities of plunder he often got possessio~l of, : 
offered by the settlers of like L miners a 
of the camps equaled it. TIII fifth re- PC 
dlars put up by doubt whbLcvu. 
Colonel Dun\ the fort for the ere it vv :cI had r 
capture of t l  alive. er -day he n upon I 
T' was not to be wondered at that with the sum 'q-lrlvl r u w  at the rnmlng camps. Gut: ucty IIC W ~ J  ~ C U L  
venty-one thousand dollars offered for  his head the fort, or near it, and again in the settlements. 
:hief of the outlaws was greatly sought after, ways in a different disguise and yet al\\rays leaving. 
proof that Silk Lasso Sam had been in the mi-'-" 
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Silk Lasso Sam. Sillc Lasso Sam. 113 ' 1  
I 
ly danger, and ~\~oulcl laugh at all efforts tr? cap- [ l ~ ~ ~ t  as ),ou please, sir, and let me state that I will 
tore him. That he had spies in the mining camps, accept the gauntlet YOU throw down ~ l l e l l  next we 
settlement, and even at the fort was without doubt . meet, that it be your life or  111ine.'' 
tnie, for he seen~ecl. to  know of the 111overnent of is a llargain," \\.as the s~~rniliog reply o f  Sill 
ins coming west~vard that m7erc ralual~le, and of Lasso Sa~ll ,  and all ~ ~ 1 1 0  knew the two lnen tl'a I 
sending eastward of gold from the mines. it a (luel to the death when and whereve 
'f a stagecoach brought passengers with money or they met each other. 1 
jelvelty of r a h e ,  that coach was almost certain to he 
held up by Silk Lasso Sam. He al\vays demanded im- 
plicit obedience to his orders, and if resisted in his 
' 
1 
~beries he ~ ~ o u 1 d  at once become merciless. 
I?le most thr i l l i~~g ant1 terrible stories were told of 
---  cruelties of Sill< Lasso Sam, and yet few could 
vouch for then? as being true. Surgeon Frank Powell I 
liad once been in the coach which harl been halted by I 
the Will-o'-the-wisps. 
The surgeon \vas asleep at the time, and, awaken- 
ing sudclenly, discovered the situation. Resistance 
was useless, for the coach was covered by a dozen 
rifles. 
"You are Frank Po\vell, the surgeon scout?" asked 
the outlaw leader, loolting ctwiously a t  the officer. 
''I am, and you are Silk Lasso Sam, the outlaw ?" 
r c  I am, and as I admire a man of nerve I shall not I 
rob you," was the answer of the outlaw. 
"Oh, I ask no favors of you, and I accept the sittla- 
tion with the others, be it what it may," answered 
the surgeon. 
As you insist, I will rob you, an, ; refused 
favor I so~lght to  show yon, relrlclr1vt.1 that the 
next lime we meet it will be your life I will talte, for 
I never forgive a slight." 
T h e  A C C C ~ J L ~ I I L C  
and the mir 
rode up. 
Euffalo Bill shook Larrol Dean warmly by the hall 
and presented him to Captain Dick Caruth 
geon Frank Pm$ell, ~ v h o  greeted him warm' 
c ~ U I I  W d 3  ~zt t lng on the 1.uesday tollowlng -. 
;abbath-c enture I 
1 
had wa rd in tht 
1 but a rew uollars in preclous metal. JSCLLI~II-  
had eaten his supper, and then 
would be a cowardly cur indeed, sir, to sit 
view the grand sunset, a delight . by and see a pack of wolves destroy a lllall and not 
hP a ~ ~ o y e d  immensely while he thought of the loved 
go id, no matter what the o at  home I 
rre men who would take ddenly tl on his ears, and but LIICV a1.e not found everv day, ancl ~o lone l  u u  
dl ULIIU e trail where he . 
two officers in uniform, and close up( 
"Permit me to request that he do erly ignc 
came a score of soldiers, with two negro " ing anything that I did, Captain C ieveral pack horses bringing up their real 
"If you feel thus about it, I will hav llu more* s lack soon, and I suppose intendd h o ~ v  a 
uffians who attacked him. I t  is feel. Bt 
----, -.--I mere 1s a fine camping place there on 
the brook, w; 
will hail then my pov 
that thi 
So saying, Larrol Dean ar,,, hastened c~owru 
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"I understand, sir 
.educated nroman, and aclnlired and re 
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"Permit me also to tlrge your acceptance of the "Now to change n ~ y  nlode of livil 
have to gamble, too, I suppose, and dritlk, but a Pro 
"Yes, %ad-shot, you are just the 
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Ilis way toward his claim. I t  \\;as beyond the spur, 
up in a cafion through which flowed a small stream. 
H e  had "worked" the cafion up to  the end at the 
cliffs, hunting in the stream among the rocks and at 
the roots of trees for the precious metal, and at  last 
had found streaks in the cliffs into which he had dug 
~vith more or less success. 
- H e  entered the cavity, and began-work, carefully 
sifting the loose earth as he dug it, and when he 
stopped for his dinner had gathered the largest quai- 
tity of golden grains \vhich he had found in many a 
long day. 
"Buffalo Bill has brought me luck," he said cheerily, 
and, keeping on with his work, he only left off \\~llen 
the shadows begail to deepen. 
"Fully twenty dollars to-day," he said, weighing the 
tiny grains in his hand, as he started homeward. 
. As he turned into the trail he came upon a horse.. 
man. H e  was a man with long iron-gray hair and 
beard; wore iron-framed spectacles, and was dressed 
rather shabbily, while his horse and outfit were of 
little value. 
"Ho, pard, I'm glad ter meet yer, fer I wants ter 
know if this be ther trail ter Pocket City?" called out 
the old man. 
"Yes, sir, it is the trail, and Pocket City lies only 
little over a mile and a half bevond." 
"Thankee; hut does yer know a n ~ a n  there by ther 
name o' Peter Swain, for he is my son, and I'm a-hunt- 
illg his camp, as. luck hev ~ o h e  hard with me of 
late?" 
G I  No, sir, T do not know such a rnan; hut I-."' you 
116t halt f o .  - night with me?" 
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u l L L  b u l l l e  money, too. Poor old man, how .t tee place was alive I V ~ L I I  LI CICL L I I C ~ I L U  
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cided wi tial justice, amd her decision was 
Ou this accoun~ 41e was often crl'-" "T--"+',.-" 
miners. 
'ER XXT'I. Devil' 
L I L L  3 1 - 1  A T  \ \ ! O K I i .  a high stockacle \\-all ran rrolii rne rear 01 IT ar 
tlie spur of the Frying Pail, ~vhich $ace Bonnie 
I 
time was w11e11 Pocket City was in a 
sL*.,lj, 11 tlie scenes enxcted antler cn\ er of the ( an opportunity to t r a d  the three hundred yard 'i 
le hotel ancl the gambling saloon tn ide~ c 
ness could be SCI classed. The n~iners \>:ere. then I 
for rest, carousing, g:rnbling, or spinning yarns, ~aclc of tlie hotel m7as also against the 
I 
* 
their ever-ready revolvers to settle any disputes. ridge. aricl the wing in which Bonnie 
had her cltiarters 1172s 1 by a stockade donro  As has been saicl, the Fr!.ing P;l.n \\-as an ortlerly I 
ionning a yard n-liere 1 lM>e wild flo-sers house, and Ronnie Belle so kept it. No saloola 11eing 
these, it w3.s thus not the scene of revels, and a ~nnr l  t r c s  had Ixen planted. 
bed and excelleiit, wel1-c ood could alwa: There was a spring there, a rustic arbor, too, 
obtained. make the clnarters and their surrountlings as pie 
As hostess of tlze FryiLls cLll, Bonnie Belle was al- i as possible. Deyil's Dea was a very spaci~o~ts buil 
ways gentle but firm in her management, and one saw l~tiilt of logs ant1 tough boards. a i d  wit11 a bar a 
in her ahnost a different person froiii the Eonnie Celle the rear end, a far0 table ~1!1011 either side, a CoLtF 
of Devil's Den, licr gamblitig and drirl-:--- - - I - - . -  other chance games ancl then a score of small t 
She was wont to appear there each 1li2 for from two to half a dozen players. 
o'clock, remain u11til midnight, and she Ronnie CelIe was not as grasping a 
there clresscd in velvet ancl \;.caring jewels, wnue ner m i ~ h t  have been, ancl she therefore sold no 1 
>age-leaf dsgars. hut furnishe~l a fair g l ~ i v  face, it scemcd, becalne so~lie~vhat hardened in its es- 
pressio~i fro111 the contact, and ~ I I L I S  she ruled them noney. She aided the needy, was a ~ 0 ~ 1  1 
with a rod of iron. ro any one ~vlio wzs ill, allcl sent fro111 the Frying ...- 
any delicacy tha uld prep mpt thei The bartenders, faro dealer, and soon the frequent- 
ers of  the place seemed to staiitl in awe of her whet1 petites. 
she visited Devil's Deli uatter 1- .I the 
decicled to take supper tl 1, seeing Bonnie ' orgy, h o ~ v  boisterous the he11 she o the 
room there followecl a I: 1 all see duetl. asked if it were too lnte 1meal. 
She had checketl a dozen rows by silnply cnn~rnan:L I "It is neyer ton fnte, Mr. llean, to get anvthil < ,  . he smiling answc ~pper illg a cessation of hostilities, ancl if anr>ralerl to, as 
--- she was almost invariably, to settle a dispute, sllc de- 
h a l .  
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alk with Bonnie 
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u,u L i ~ t  avoid him. shelter, but he said that he must ccrne on. His son, 
the way to Pocket City, he told me, was Powder-face Pete, and being in 
uullll,r; ucl,c, aalu a s  a means of starting the con- hard luck, he had cotne here to look him up and get help. Of course, having killed his son, I felt sorry 
versation. 
L I T  , 
-'- - -  ---: up with me, and I learned of your for him, and I came here to-night to ask you to give 
01 DUII*IL) Bill last Sunday." hiin several weeks' board a t  my expense, and also, say, 
~ l d  you learn the truth?" - a hundred dollars in cash, from me, only" he need not 
sure that you were in the know where it comes from." 
Bonnie Belle turned her eyes full tinnn +lip miner 
rlgtlt. 
LIT  en..r tkn rpn,-t ;n tho +ands of powder-face Pete Then she said, speaking very slow], 
-$4-7 are seen at his "Dead-shot Dean, you are too trice n mnn to l i v ~  
cdpLulr;u Silk Lasso Sam, in this wicked community, and I ho,- , -- . . -. . 
, ..,.,,. ... 3t their prisoner was Buf- it rich very soon, and go away, for I suppose you have 
a home to go to ?" 
..,. ,&,, , v;as forced to kill "Oh, yes, Bonnie Belle, and those there whoin I 
dearly love; but is this old man here now?" 
( I  
U L V U C  I I L L .  
Yes; I gave him a pleasant room and some sup- 
per." 
hat, Bonnie Belle." "Does he know of his son's death?" 
u yuu n l ~ u v ~  any of the men?" "Yes, for I told him, and the mi - ‘, L. 
rery one of them." make up a purse for him." 
, ,~en look out for them, Dead-shot Dean," was "Then put in my hundred, Bonnie I 
the significant reply. shot Dean handed over his buckskin bag of gold dust. 
"Thank ~ l n * ~  but now let me ask if you have seen "Thank you, I will, and I will urge him to leave the 
-.. .,A- ,.-, ..-.red and bearded man, who seems to mines a t  once; but here he comes, now," and as Ban- 
be in hard luck?" nie Belle spoke the old'man came slowly toward them. 
hsre who came half an hour The old man came toward Bonnie Belle and Dead- 
US W e  shot Dean with halting step and ber I I<  "Do you know who he is?'' Ah, lady, your supper w7as tempti was gone with the tidings you gave me of the 
.- -.--- -- search for his son." death of my son, his cruel n~urder by the hand of a 
cowardIv assassin." said the old man, in a trembling 
1' 
The Spy at VVork. 
= 30 The Spy d c  TVork. 
Deacl-shot Denll started at these l~~orcls ,  a l ~ c l  bit h ~ s  to 111, gra\ e \\ tth thc father of the clear1 
lips nervously, while he turned Iiis gaze up011 Bonnie mall. 
Beile in a pleading way. She glanced cluicItly at  the miner a i d  said : 
"So, sir, let me tell you how it vTas; but do yon "No, Mr. Swain, I will accompany you to your 
llr,t recollect tIliF gentleman, l\-lloln you met on yo,lf '0'1" 9"'"' to-11ig"t i f  insist ~ 1 ~ 0 1 1  goi11g.'' 
n a y  here?',' and she turned to the miner, who said: "On the contrary, Boi:nie Belle, I nil1 go 117itli Mr. 
Surain," \\as the unesl:ccted response of the I?llner. 
"Yon passed my cabin, and I directed you how to , u ~ l t  clo you 1in01\- the g r a ~ e ? "  asked Bonnie Eelle, 
seacl; Pocltet City. I hope you did not miss the trail." 
with intcnse surprise. 
"Yes, I reli~ernber you now, but my eyes are dim, 011, yes, lie was buried in Angels' Row, I heard 
for I am getting old, you see. No, the trail was broad frm a miller ,,.llo \\,as burial... 
and I follo~ved it \vitbo~it a miss, and I was cliroted 
"Ho,v good of to bLlry llim ill Angels. Row,.' 
to collie to t l~js  good lady's house and she has cared ' 
said the old man. 
for me, and she also it nras \vho told me of my good 
boy's murder." "Do you really insist upon going to-t~iglit, Mr. 
, Swain?" aslced Goiinie Belle. 
"No, no, I did not say he xias murdered, for he 
was who brought his death upon himself, as he h '011, yes, for I cannot sleep until I see my soil's 
we.'' 
captured the noted scout Buffalo Bill and intencled 
hang 1ii1n as Silk Lasso Sam the outlaw chief of t 'And (lo you insist, Dead-shot Dean, it1 going with 
road agents kno\?tn as the 1"Vill-0'-the-.c~is~s. . S~vain?" 
1iiiiicr interfered, recognizing the scout, and your s 'Certainly, as he wishes it," was the response. 
attacked hi111 with others ~ v h o  were with him." "Then I am ready, sir, as soo;? as I Iiave gotten my 
"All! that \vas it, was i t?  supper," was the cool replj-, ancl the miner went in to 
I I Well, I always said poor pete would di 
boots on;  but you, sir, will you not go with 
SOII'S grave, for, see, the nioolllight maI<es 
as clay, and I could sleep better once I 
Pete's last resting place. YOIT will go wi 
you not?" 
ho 11nd Itillecl Po~vder-fact 
l t  she did not appcai- t 
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inding tr 
. was a1 the min 
n the summlr or rile rlage, In rne midst 01 a null1 
ber of headstones and boards marking the last restin1 
place of those who had died in Pocket City, or marc 
properly perhaps been killed there, for nearly all o 
those lying in that village of the dead had died with 
their boots on, if not shot on purpose in some ~ersonal 
encounter, killed by accident in some free fight, a 
state of affairs so con1111011 in Gold Dust Valley as t( 
cause Bonnie Belle to wittily remark that she ~voul( 
I 
as soon be killed on purpose as by arrident. as th 
ibout the same. 
3w of graves apart from 
c uean led the old man, and said 
This is Angels' Row, and the nl ide grav 
hat of your son. There it is, sir 
-'he moon shone brightly down upvll L , I ~  row 0 
gra. the fresh earth marked the on 
wht der-face Pete la! 1 a moan the 011 
man sank down by the mou~lc~ anu rocked to  and fr4 
in deepest grief, the miner watching him closely th 
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and retraced the 
ad-Shot muttere 
!trhen at 
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hiinself: 
"The old man is 
lonnie Belle are a 
'hat plot I must k 
a frauc 
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~d he an 
but doub 
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dl lLy. 
down a ten-dollar bill upon a card. 
next deal, and without a miss kept i 
APTER had won five hundred dollars. The miners about him west 
IRDER C' never been kilourn to  play berore. ~ u s t  as allotller 
Arriving at the door of the Frying Pan, Dead-shot winning was 1 ~ n i e  Bell 
Dean parted w ~ t h  the old man and started on his loiiely 
' in from the re 
.z the doc 
wall< back to his cabin. He was in deep meditation, of the bar. 
he was worried about this secret allianc She wore a dark-blt dress, which fitted Iler 
fair Ronnie Belle and the man 1vho111 h form to perfection, a las tri1111ned with gold 
ded as a fraud. lace and brass buttons, a 3vlllurero ricllly embroidered 
Ie was sure that the man was not a stranger to ill gold thread adorned her head, and a sash 
.ket City, for he had caught hi111 cluite cle~~erly - ller waist held her revolrers. I f  she saw the 
the way up to the burying ground by alloxving 111n Dead-shot Dean she dicl not 11otice him, hlrt , 
to lead at times, though not appearing to do so, and forlliat : instantly a husl~  fell upon the 
in each instance where a trail branched off lie had slle qai r full, rich voice : 
taken the right one. "h'fy I -, I have something to say to you, 
.- The way of the d lay around tilt !\'ill hear me." 
spur and past the 1: had not intended The silence noney a 
--+:sing there that l l l ~ l l L ,  I l c a i i ~ g  la~igl~ter  ad
: 
longer clinked, every hat was doffed, e v e n  
,I voices, clecided to go in. stilled, 
)uietly entering the door, he sought a : I : heard. 
-'--cure corner and viewed the scene d L  dlt VI 
t was then eleven o'clock and tht 1 came into the valley tc n~ I beli 
st. be in distress. H e  )unted, 
Glasses were clinking, the atn~ospnere was ucll~e eclui~~ecl, and had but a rew clouars 111 money, he rulr1 
with smoke, for *line out of every ten were smokillel me- Luck has been against him of late, his years 
and profanity, boisterous laughter, and loud tall<il1g are matly, and he caine to Pocket City to find his son 
made the place a perfect pandel1loniu1m. The 111il1er and aslc his aid. Last S u ~ ~ d a y  his son was killed, and 
glanced about for Ronnie Belle, but she had not yet the llews of his death I broke to him as gently I 
put it1 an appearance on 11cr rounds. and already has he bee11 under the guidance of 
'Nalkil-g over 1-9 the far0 bank, the miner stood a kind nliner to visit ~t son. I did 
tching i l . ~  1;layr- ; for a ~vhile and then calmly put Dot dib roll1 hin his son 
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'Iar ter "That's the first time Thorn: 
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he said, glancing unabashed Over the crowd. 
I 
.. .. . 4 ( sight of him until he rode away from the Frying Pan, 
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the Inan Thorny, and the crowd cheered- taken. 
They sat down to a table and the old man drew The old man rode away froln t ~ -  v---:-- n-- 
frolll one of his many and capacio~~s pockets an old Before going he had seen E ,.,,,,, ,, ., 
('Give me a new deck, Bottles," cried Thorny- 
"oh, no, yer don't ring in no marked keerds on me," 
- 
cried the old man, and the crowd laughed. forward at a pace which the animal had hardly seelned 
"These keerds is good enough ef they be a little capable of going. 
worn; but they is honest keerds, and ef Yer donyt He  no longer rode bent in his saddle and like an 
play with them I sets yer down as one who donft old man. As he neared the entrance to Hangman's 
play fair." Gulcll he drew rein. The moon peered through the 
"1'11 go yer, old man, with any cards, $0 name Yer foliage here and there, lighting up the trail, but it 
limit." did not reveal a for111 crouching by the roadside. 
"1 ain't got none, fer ef I loses, I'll git ther pretty On came the horseman, to behold suddenly a dark 
girl ter pass ther hat around ag'in." rise before him, run his arm up through the 
"Call it a hundred." bridle rein of his horse and level a rifle full at his 
"Ism yer man." heart. 
The game was begtin, and the old inan wall. Again The old man was taken colnpletely aback. He did 
they played and it was with the same result. The not offer resistance, for he was too fairly caught to 
third game was of the same kind, and the crowd was attempt it. 
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him all the while. At  last the miner Thorny had lost you," said the man who had so quickly and success- 
a thousand dollars, and, rising from the table, said: fully brought him t o  a halt. 
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"I believe you're a cheat. old man." "Who are you?" 
"Prose it and let ther boys hang me," was the quiet The voice was no longer feeble with age, but stern 
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"Vnji are going to rob me of all Ibav- "qn'l?" 
yes, for it's a case o' clog eat d ~I- IO\V.  
I wants all ther contriltt~tion yer light." 
The old nian cursed bitterly, pleaded, and hecame .s, he is no old nian." 
savage again. But all to  no use, for  he had to give hc tool< his lia~iclkercl~ief ro111 
his ill-gotten gains. H e  could not tell who the nlan In up Hangninn's Gulcll. He I 
was who lield him 111 ? m e t  path up the cliffsitle. took the trail then 
stretched over. his fact 'loll!? the ridge, and 11alted only when he reached the 
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iIysterious Trail. . The RiIysterious Tr;" I37  
findi ras following turn sharp off fro111 nfere real, then he is prematurely gr ~n go on 
the t r a l ~  uetween rioneer Post and Poclcet City! ~c~-rnorro\v iolloivii~g the trail, for it will I J ~  easier 
He  turi~ed the t-rail at once, and follo\\ed ivith four horses to follo\~y than one. If I could nil1 
on up into : nd rugged caiion for a mile or these Thrill-0'-the-wisps to earth it would be a fortune 
-. 1110rc ~t ~v~denetl  into a valley, fed by moun- ~n nty pocket, that is certain, and a good service done. 
and ~vith rich meado~vlands, in which Thetl, too, I would like to repay the confidence placed 
were of sexrenl horses having latery been II I  me in that \yay, by those gallant army officers and 
feeding. that splendid fellomr, Buffalo Bill. Mrell, I am tired, 
Up against the rocks were the remains of a camp a~ i t l  h a ~ e  a hard day's tramp before Ine to-lnorrow, 
fire, the ashes still warm, and t l~ere had eiridently been so I'will tun1 in." 
a caml) for a couple or inore clays. rZ close search \\Tit11 'this he'sought his blankets and uras soon fast 
revealetl that there had heen three horses staked out . asleep. ~~~t at dawn he \IF\ras up and breakfast, 
there and a couple of men had been canlping at the ant1 llushe(l 011 his \yay once more, now follo~viug the 
rc was a ~vikiup just large enough to skl- trail of the 
ter t I-Ie hacl gc iles  hen he sat1 
IracKs of the horse he followed led directly 
' feeding -.lni ~lpoll the trail. The al11111a. 
this camp, and Carrol Dean also made ' the fact had no satld idle on, only a stake rol 
that the same anim,tl had left the p 5' bad caught i ~ushes  and held him fast 
toward the n~iiiing camps, the trail being a day or 
"It is the llvrse uE the old man, and he has gotten 
so older tkan
anay froill hi171 in the night. I siil>pose. He is tIlil1, For some 1 over t but a fine aninlal, so I will be glad to have the use 
tion, and thell 11, .,,,l,,,,, ," L . I U I ~  L I I C ~ ~  all n i ~ l ~ t .  He . lliln.,, built 1111 the fire, put his blankets t~ncler th 
I-Ie went up to the horse now a had his 
and after eating supper sat doivn for a quit 
.nl<ets made into a temporary sack he stake in the gathering ciarkness. 
Ie into a hritllc. Thcn he gave the animal rein 
"I thinlt I see the iniention," he muttered 
nlan came here with two or three men, dotibt off on the trail as before. 
two, and t~h i l e  they ca~npecl in the cacon he  vent on "If this horse could only ,talk, 111Ilat could he not 
to the mining camps ~e purpose. Then Iqe re- I me?" he muttered. 
turned here, aiid the 
.ent on their way, ~vher- With a Ilalt a t  i~ooil of an hour he once Illore re- 
ever that is. Now, v. ., ,, that man, and lv\.ho ,yere . l l r ~ d  his 111ay, to colne suclc~enly to a broad, \'ell- 
his followers? I noticed that his I~ancls did not look :led staqc trait. There was the Iraclc of a coach 
1iIte those of an old man, and if his hair and beard ng lately passed that way, going mrestward, but 
four ho 
)tie but ; 
id nf 11 
nc1 soon 
Ile and 1 
a horse 
- -.-: ...- 1 
)e which 
i'lle Mysterious Trail .  a 
the trail he followed of these horses now went east- 
On he pushed, now and then catching sight of the CHAPTER XXIX. 
tracks not obliterated by the coach, until suddenly he T H E  T W O  T R A C K E R S .  
greet friend or foe. in his left hand, while in his right he carried his re- 
of the miner broke a cry, followed by-the words: 
"It is Buffalo Bill!" 
"Yes, friend Cody, and I have just struck the stage 
road while following a most nlysterious trail." 
"Ah ! the ~i l l -6 ' - the-wis~s ,  I'll wager high on ; but, 
how about that gotl~ic steed of yours keeping up upon 
a run, for though an anillla1 of fine points, he does 
not look like a racer and long stayer. Yes, and your 
equipments are not according to army regulations." 
The miner laughed at the scout's criticism of his 
horse and outfit, and said: 
I started on the trail on foot, and overtook this 
horse upon the way. But let me tell you in a few 
words just what I have to report, so that I may go 
"Certainly; I can spare the time, as I suppose I can 
be of little service now in overtaking the stage." 
Has anything gone wrong?" 
"Yes ; the coach was attacked two miles U p  the trail, 
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ZHAPTER XXXI. hance to go 011 \vitllout 
d 
l- 
ing himself in his blanket, Buffalo Bill slt 
as serenely as though upon a bed and in perfect safe., . 
Just as the first ray of light came, ho\vever, lie 
up and on the trail again, to follow it t o  its end 
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In easy g 
horse was reacllly follo\~ed, and aL Lllc CUUl 
became hard and barren-to such an est 
coulcl no longer follow the tracks. 
FIe tried all he could to eo  on fro111  l lit re ne co 
see the last indentations ( ground, 
in vain. S o  he decided irse was 
wait until his men came up, anu rnen ne could divlrle 
the force into three parties. 
One of these coultl moye away to the right il 
semicircle A her could go in a semicircle to 
lef t ,  and 
-d holrl straight on, ant1 the th 
could n ~ e e  rtain point allead. In this way tl 
must cross the t r  e, m o ~ t  surely. 
He hat1 just tlec urse, \\-hen he he; 
the sound of hooj f scouts. ~vl~ich  1 
hc from the fort ~ ~ h c n  the robbery of the co: 
XI, came into sight. --it their hcatl was 
cout, Frank Po\yeil, ant1 that they had r 
9rses ~111 
axvfully for I 11: 
ictl Cntl 
"And we are glad to find you, Bill, so soon." 
I 1  I t  was good o f  ~ O L I  to co~ne." 
"oh ,  1 thought I sajv a chance to be i n  at the C i  
ture of the fox, so I came along." 
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I Run to Earth. 
your note, so we went into camp, but were at the rock 
before light, and pushed on from there on your trail. 
Now, what have you found out?" 
"Nothing." 
"There is no trail here." 
"The ground won't allow a horse track to show." 
"That is bacl." 
"And it is the same thing as far as Sandy Creek, I 
guess, so I waited for you to conle up." 
'(Here we are." 
"Well, we'll have breakfast, and then my plan is to 
push a party straight ahead to Sandy Creek. An- 
other can circle to the right, another to the left, and 
all meet at the creek, and if we do not find a trail, I 
There was a halt of an hour for rest and breakfast, 
and then the scouts were divided into three parties. 
One went directly forward. the two others separatet-1 
to the right and left-one under Surgeon Powell, the 
other commanded by Buffalo Bill. 
'The country was very wild, very barren, and there 
was not a chance for any ani~llal to live there up011 
vegetation, it was so scant, and only found here and 
there in spots. There was, far in the distance, a moun- 
tain range, rugged, lofty, and the base washed by the 
waters of Sandy Creek, a st-ream which from a small 
brook in dry weather becotnes a nlighty river when 
the floods come. 
It nras full of quicksancls, and only here and there 
' was there a crossing made by buffalo, deer, and other 
animals, but these were not frequently traveled, as 
---. - -- 
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ford, and went to the range. 'They had not 
far  when they canle upon the trail of three 
Irnrnecliately a cheer arose from the band of 
alld their llorses were pushed forward at their top- 
most speed. I t  was a hard ride, but in an hour they 
came in sight of three horsetnen. 
One of these was the 016 man who had ch i  
be the father of Pete Stvain; the other two 
the part of  outlaws. At the command of Buff 
to halt, the fugitives wheeled and o p ~ i e d  fire. 
The conflict was short and sharp. Tcvo sco 
wounded, and all three fugitives were Icilled. 
Buffalo Bill rode up to esamine the tlead 13 
iound that the old mati was no old man at all. The 
\\liiskers aiid hair lie wore \liere faise. and when tlley 
were I-emoved the face a i d  features of Silk Lasso 
Sam-the Will-o'-the-wisp of the Trails- 
~ealctl.  The other two were recogliizetf as meti-zbers of 
the l:and, and, w i ~ h  the spoils of the coach robbery, 
\vl~icli were discovered in the saddlebags, the party 
rode b2cl< to the post. 
A week later Connie Belle, the owtier of the hotel 
at Pocket 'City, explained to Dead-shot Dean that Silk 
Lasso Sam, the outlaw, 1vas her brotller. This fact 
had been known oiily to Buffalo Bill and Surgeon 
Frank Powell, and it explained her private cc 
with the graybeard who afterward proved 
outlaw. 
Bonnie Belle had for years been trying to 
her brother to leave his course of crime, and once had 
assisted him to escape, and sent him East, on his prom- 
ise that he would leave the West forever. H e  had 
returned. however. and now that he was ltilled ~ ~ n n ~ ~  
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CHAPTER XXXII. 
THE MYSTERIOUS SERGEANT. 
"There's Buffalo Bill now, miss, the very man I 
spoke of, and with hiln on the trail now, I do not 
fear road agents." 
The speaker was Jack Jessop, the driver of the 
coach running between Red Dog, a mining camp and 
settlement, and Fort Advance, a military post near 
which was the miners' camp and a few settlers' cabins. 
It was a most dangerous run that' Jack Jessop had, 
not only on account of the hard trail t o  drive, but be- 
cause it bordered the Indian country, and, more, had 
been haunted for a long time by a band of road 
agents known as "Red Hand Riders" and "Birds of 
Prey." 
But Jack Jessop was a daring fellow, an expert 
driver, had faced death many times, and mounted his 
box each week for his run with no sign of dread but 
that he would get through all right. On this run, 
when he is presented to the reader's notice, Jack had 
his misgivings, for on the box with him was a beauti- 
ful young girl, the daughter of a sergeant of Fort 
Advance, who was goi'ng to make her home at the 
fort. 
Though ohly a sergeant's daughter, Jack had found 
that she was an heiress, and had lots of baggage along, 
wore jewels of value, and she had hinted that she was 
well supplied with money. In addition to this fair 
passenger, who rode with him on the box, Jack Jes- 
SOP had three passengers inside the coach, a yo~lllR 
officer, who had told him he had a large sum of 
money with him belonging to the government, and two 
spectators who were also well supplied with gold for 
purchases they might make in the mining settlement. 
It was on account of carrying such passengers that 
Jessop was nervous over his run, but he hid his dread 
from his lady companion on the box, and had enter- 
tained her as he drove along with stories of the fron- 
tier and spoke of several inen who had become fa- 
mous there froin their many daring deeds. 
The young girl had been intensely interested in all 
that he told her, and had been lost in admiration at 
his splendid driving, seeing him go along places 
where only the coolest nerve and greatest skill saved 
them from destruction. 
"I tell you, miss, this be a strange country, and a 
strange people live in it," went on Jack, delighted at 
having so good a listener. 
"Now, thar's ther Injuns. They is queer folks, 
I 
and trained to kill, ancl does kill, whenever they gets 
the chance. Ther soldiers is out here also to kill and 
get kilt, and in the settlements and mining camps some- 
body nightly turns up the'r toes under a bullet, or a 
knife." 
"And yet you like it here?'' 
"Like it, miss? I love it, for we gets the fresh 
air, the beautiful scenery, the fine drives along the 
trail and has the pleasure of risking life and danger 
each day. Now take Buffalo Bill, for instance." 
"Buffalo Bill-yes, I have heard of him as  a great 
scout.'' 
"The greatest of 'em all, miss, is Eill. He were 
Boril and bred in ther wild West, and tin'Il die Ilere, 
d 
-C 
meant. The Mysterious Ser, 
he's made. his name famous as an Indian fighter, a 
s c o ~ ~ t ,  guide, and all-rouml game fellow. It's onty 
such a co~mtry as this could turn out such a man." 
"Where is he now ?" 
"At Fort Advance, miss, where he's chief of scouts, 
for he has under him about t\vo dozen jist such fel- 
lers as he himself, and he makes a record for them 
'most every day. Your pa knows him, miss, and they 
is good pards. Now there's your pa, miss." 
"And what about hiil~?" asked Lucille Fallon, with 
a smile. 
"He saved tlie life of a soldier one day at the risk 
of his own; then again, he saved CoIonel Carr's life, 
and was made corporal, then sergeant, and is now 
fort. ordnance sergeant, with a strong chance of a 
commission. 
"Maybe he is, and maybe he isn't, ~luss, for he's 
more oftener away on the trail looking up danger 
from Indians ancl the road agents, for the latter has 
lately cut 'a warning of death to him in the rnontp 
ment erected on Monument Hill, the spot where Sip 
Eiorse Sam, my pard, lost his life, along with others 
who was passengers." 
"What kind of an accident was it?" 
"It wasn't no accident, miss, but sheer deviltry, fa 
the road agents-the Red Hand Riders we cslls 'en 
wj is t  kilt pocr Sain and others. Now they ha? l u  
- --. 
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out a warning agin' Buffalo Bill, that they will kill 
him if  he don't leave this country." 
"And will he leave?" 
"Lordy, miss, you don't know Buffalo Bill, or 
yat'd never ask that! Why, he'll stay right here, if 
death is sartin; hut he's got no idea of dying, ancl we 
all think lie has a charmed life, don't you s e e r  
"P.nd these outlaws, the Red Hand Riders, you1 
called them, infest this trail?" 
"Yes, miss, first my run, then another trail on the 
south branch, aeain striking. the one ~ o i n ~  north out 
"And they cannot be rml do~vn?" 
"lnJell, tliey ain't &en yet, for yon see 'tliey is 
friendly with the Injuns, they has spies in the fort 
and settletnents, and so get posted when a force is 
to move against them and retreat to the redskin coun- 
try or disperse. Who they is nobody knows, for they 
goes masked, and t l~ey ;s called by birds' names, their 
captain being known as Captain Eagle." 
"A strange lot of men, indeed, and I hope we will 
not meet the~n.': 
4c So does I, miss, for  your sake; but, yonder is 
Monumei~t 'Hill, miss. a~~cl-there's Buffalo Eill now 
--the very ma11 I spoke o f ;  and with 11im on the trail - 
1 do not fear road agents," and Jack Jessop pointed 
ahead to where a horsanan was visible near a white 
WWden cross erected as a monument on the mil. 
It was the m o n u ~ ~ ~ e n t  rected to the m ~ i o r ~ ~  of 
Six-horse Sam, who had been killed there, and tlp@11 
which hacl beeen cut the \varliing, c: "death knell," to ' 
.. 
, ne  ~ \ ~ l y s r e r ~ u u s  ac1 g ~ c  dysterious Ser ,,,, 
of it by calmly waiting there 011 the fa  
le coach to come up. Looking fixedly at ;ee the F 
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never forget. 
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I can have daylight to welcome you." 
'You are very kind, Mr. Jessop." 
'Don't mister me, please, miss, for I is plain jacl 
Jack Jessop as the coach rollec Or J e s so~ ,  as you please, called by my pards Cham- 
)re toward the fort, after  a sh pion Driver of the Overland," and Jack Jessop added 
the last with pardonable pride, while Lucille Falloll 
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"TlGs is grand," cried Lucille Farr011, unmindful of 
the danger, and she smiled as slic saw the Ireads ssud- 
denly thrust out of the coach u~indows, for the pas- 
smgers inside had had no sight of the rising storm. 
The coach rolled rapidly on, the eyes of the cfriver 
upon Ris team and the gathering tempest, which he 
saw was increasing in fury as it rose. 
'?Ve is going, to have the worst storm I evqr seen 
in these parts," he muttered, as he still urged his fiorses 
on. "I'm anxious to- get over Caiion River Bridge 
afore it Breaks, for that be a dangerous place €0 cross 
I even in good weather; but beyond is an old m l p  we kin strike for if the s to r~n  gets very Gad, as we can- 
not cross some of the streams, I' fear; but you k t ,  
miss, I'll push on, if there's a chance to get you there." 
'The storn-i r glory in, for I never saw anything 
more magnificent, and I onTy lrope it will keep the 
Re6 Ricl'ers off." 
"1 hope so, miss; but I s e n  Buffalo Eilf was a 
trifle anxious about you, and so is r, for them Red 
Riders is d'evils." 
Afong the trail swung the coach, the six horses 
going at a pace that few men would have dared force 
I 
them over such a perilous trail. But Jack Jessop was 
showing his just claim to being called t11e 'Tiiblmn 
Sharp of the OverIand," and he gushed along wit11 
nerve and skill that won Lucille Fallon's admiration, 
dividing it wit11 the grandeur of the rising tempest. 
At length they came to a Tong,, winding descent 
down a caGon, to the Caiion River below, the river 
dashi'ng al'ong through climike bat& that rose hlin- 
drecls of feet above the water, which surged swiftly 
I along - through its narrow chasm. 
r 
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"There's Nle bridge, miss," said Jacl< Jeq, and 
as lle uttered the words, a p a q  of horsarmen ro& 
out into the trail ahead of him, eausiog him $0 cry 
out: 
"The Red $Hand Riders have got us !" 
The bridge, a narrow structure of l m g  timbar 
stretches and split logs, mxs but a fern hunched y d ~  us
away; ,but the horsemen hhd ridden into t k  be- 
tween the coach and it. 
There was a pine thicket on each side 'oT the +-:I 
'the caEion towering ovwhead, and from ithe sh,dows 
I 
I 
hacl came the amtla~vs. There  we^ .about a dozen .of 
them, two standing like sentinels in the trail, four rid- 
ing on each side up to the coach, and ;one .man who 
appeared to be the chief seated upm his tharse and 
I 
waiting. 
Nut a word was spoken, the oatlaws .had just 
shown themselves, formed for work, a d  &e peiglrt 
wenat at a m t m  until -t%ey p a d  the coach, whpn 
they wheeled and  halkd on each side like a n  escort. 
Jack Jessop seemed to know their way loif proce- 
dure, for he drove an tmtil his leaders were np to 
I%T cl-oief and $hen he Imlted, b~~ called ant.: 
"I'd like ter run yer down, but I dasn't, yer IT 
O' Hades." 
L~ic f l e  was surprised and alarmed at the bold 
words o'f t<he driver, a d  gazed at the ontlam, the?' 
having now supplanted the s t o m  in her -miad. SIX 
saw that all were nlounted upon blood-bay h w ~ ,  'that
"ty wow a kind toif midonm, mere masked, and ctheir 
hands were covered t v 3 h  -brickskin gloves d p d  to 11. 
carmine hue. 
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"I will still ride on the box,'" said Luciql'e fimily. 
"BLI! you will be drenched, Rliss Fallon, and- 
"I ha re  rubber wraps, and. can keep d 
I will not ride inside the coach," was the determir 
reply af the young girl. 
"As yon pl'ease, i f  you are willing to take the cnli- 
seclz~ences," mas rlie reply of the road-agent cliie5. 
There was every intiicatioii that the storm wol 
break before very Tong, and the outla~vs were pre- 
paring f o r  it by getting their stormcoats ready. 
The chief called to three of his men, who, dis- 
mounti'ng, disarmed' tlie driver of the coach, and got 
romdly cursed for doing so, thoug8, o i  course, rack 
Jessop dared not offer resistance. 
Then. they cx l ld  to tWe passengers to  get or~ t  ant1 
they, 500, were d'i'sarmecr arrd then tlietr ankles Inan- 
aclecl together, while the inside of tl'rc coach ms 
t ly searched. Lucllle Falloti, ha14ng put on 
1 er coat and a slo~tch liat she toarc f f rm her 
satcheli, rack Jessop aifrangecl the leaftier aprons T~~~ 
1 abm~t  her, and8 then said', in Rk brusque T 
cutthroat chief, I'm ready, for tikrc i 
need ot  staying here.'' 
I! am ready, but theye is work for sarn 
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storm will destroy all trails and I sh2ll plxy a cull- 
n h g  pme m w ,  Jack Jessop, n.frich wiR thmw eve11 
your famous chief of ,scouts, Buffalb Bih, o@ the 
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Cakm River. 
?Cut it away as tlxm@ the stom had ausecl :dt to 
ga down, ,see ?" 
"Yes, Captain Eagle," answered tbe man addse~-.' 
as Sparrow. 
"Make a clever job of it, and then fa 
trail dowm tke m'vm, ancl hold on until ,vduu at.cr 
mmp, for I sha11 keep on until after nlid 
to be far away i n  the moniing vhere m 
not be,seen." 
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The Mysterious Sergeant. I77 
not believe those outlaws will really hart11 us," was 
the answer. 
"Do you not think you had better come into the 
coach, Miss Fallon?" called out Lieutenant Leslie; 
but, thanking him, the brave girl replied: 
"No, I shall be just as safe here, and I am too well 
wrapped up to get wet.'' 
In a short while the storm was upon them, and 
with a fury and power that startled the horses ancl 
caused the coach to sway wildly under the force o f .  
the wind. But Jack Jessop urged them on, and fol- 
lowed the leader steadily. 
Then the rain fell in sheets, but, fortunately, at their 
backs, and small rivers of water flowed about them. 
Darkness soon followed, two of the outlaws rode to 
the front with lanterns, and through the blackness and 
storm the flight was continued, in spite of the desperate 
danger. 
I The l a l c r l l u  L L C L ~  ear 
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1 The smoke curled upward from t liorses ant1 cattle grazing quietly a b o u ~  me va iey  ; sau- 
I dles, among them a sidesaddle, with bridles ant 
hung under the roof of the piazza, with a rifle 
and a belt of arms near it. 
There was a bench and a couple of rustic easy- 
chairs on the piazza, and in one of them sat the 
woman. She was young, scarcely over twentv-five. 
and her buckskin dress revealed a perj 
Her face was very beautiful, d a r k l ~  
posure, yet it wore a loolc of sadnes: 
ligent, refined and with a certain loo1 
determination upon it which had bee 
doubtless by the wild life o i  freed0111 ana aanger 
~11icll she could not but lead in that fa 
Within the cabin there was an evid 
one would not expect to find in that relnote retreat, 
while tltere were shelves of books, 
sketches, and paintings, evidence of rc 
accoinplishments in the fair dweller in the l i t t l ~  IIVLIIL. 
"Oh! will this life ddenly said the 
woman, dropping the and proving by 
her words that her IIIIIIU was nuL upon what she had 
been reading. .ainar all 
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CHAPTER XXXIII. 
T H E  I S L A N D  R E T R E A T .  
Gazing upon an island in the center of a broad, 
wift-flowing, and shallow river, no one would have 
lelieved that within its towering cliff banks of rocks 
was a garden of beauty. The island was a hundred 
acres in size, and in the upper cliffs began a caiion, 
widening into a valley that .was fertile, dotted with 
es and througll wl~ich wonncl a tiny strear IY 
h g s .  
[n the caiion stood a large cabin of heavy lugs, 
h a rock chimney, and farther back a sm: e. 
~rses and cattle dotted the valley, a few s11 re 
*.: also, and a garden spot where grew varlous 
tables was walled in against the cliffs. 
was an ideal border home, with its rude, broad 
~ I . L L ~ ,  its comfortable s~irroundings and quiet repose. 
T o  reach this island home one had to ford the river 
a t  two places, for  it had to  be crossed to  one bank 
which was bold and precipitous, along which the 
trail that shore a t  a certain point to 
whey split in the rocky bank through 
-. 1 . 
11 one passed up ' little cliff-guarded valley. 
tated upon the pi the cabin was a won~all, 
ing a book, whi' ng in the garden was a 
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CHAPTER 
Several weeks after the arrival of the horseman in 
the island, accompanied by a fair guest, a man rode 
along a ridge toward the base of a lofty spur that 
broke off suddenly, with a drop of hundreds of feet, 
in the higher suminits of a range of mountains. 
He had climbed slo~vly up a steep and zigzag trail 
to the ridge, glancing back now and then at the view 
spread out before him of wildest grancleur and deso- 
lation, for within the scope of the vision t1:ere was 
not visible a single house, no curling smoke froin a 
fireside, no cattle dotting the valleys and plains. 
All was solitude, vast and ~vild. Reaching the sum- 
mit of the ridge, along the trail that led up froin the 
river flowing at the base of the hills, he fdllowed it 
toward the cliff. 
But suddenly he halted, just as he came in sight.of 
a number of cabins nestling away under the cliff. 
There was no sign of life ahout then:, and something 
taught his eyes that caused him to cry out: 
"My God ! what does this mean? Some one has 
been here, or they have deserted me!" 
He put spurs to his horse and clashed forward, but 
stopped almost as suddenly and said: 
<< Am I mad? There may be a trap set for me 
there ?" 
1- 
Disinounting, he left Ilis horse standing unhitchetl. 
anrl with a rifle u n s l ~ ~ n g  from his satldle, he rnolred 
ca~~':n::,;!~ forward, making a flank . ,lent fro111 
rd the ( 
,d evider 
11, lie TI-: 
*-,. ... " 
01''s stag 
[and Ric 
. L _  _ _ _ ^ I  
eforc, tk 
ies. 
- ---,1- 
re leader 
1 - 2  --.-.. 
11i>ntling prescncc, \Yearing military boots, a s lo~~cli  hat
encirclctl 11:. a ,qolcl cord, a military fatigue suit, and 
a belt of arn 
Gut strang is  masked ant1 \llore red 
gauntlet gl017 lllall \\ds the same who had held 
up Jack Jess ;ccoacli weeks 11 
of the Red F lers of the Rock 
Froin rock w rucli, tree to  tree lic i l lacic: 111s \vn! 
towa :abins, ancl as lie advanced he saw con- 
tinue ~ c e  that tlie place seeined deserted and 
tllat some one liad been there since his departure. 
"\\That can it mean?" lie mtittered. 
T11en he answered his own question : 
"PVhy, what can it lnean otlier than that u u ~ a l o  
Bill lias trac!ted me here and ended all. I t  is lucky 
for me that I was not Iiere, for, from the appearatice 
of things, the band has been entirely wiped or - I 
would kave shared the same fate hat1 I not be! I?' 
other retreat on the isle." 
IVith this he n~oved on once more, and with the 
greatest caution, for he was looking for a trap. At 
length he came near two cabins that stood in the en- 
trance of a small cafio~i penetrating the overhanging 
cliff or spur. 
Gack in tlie cafioii was another cabin, and these 
Ilircc comprised the living quariers of the Red Hand 
Ritlers i n  their retreat in the mountains a Iiundrd 
nii!cs fror?i Fort Ad\7ance. There IiTas a wall of rock 
arountl the rno11:li of the cafion, ~vhicli had been thrown 
up to serve as a breastwork froni behind ~ , ~ h i c h  to re- 
sist attaclc ;tlltl also as a. barrier for  a cattlr c:-.- ;pl. for 
h e r e  were bars in one side of it next to  the 
L I ~ ,  and
en at n 
Tlie 
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ie retrea 
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shelter around the111 to sit under in bad ~veatl 
the caiion, close to tlie cliff, were a iiu~iiber o, IIL,vLJ 
made graves, and seeing that tlle cabins were utterly 
deserted and that they liad been robbed of their con- 
tents, the outla~v chief \valli~d over to the mo~incls tliat 
riiarlced the last resting place of a1101 
There were two groups o E -graves, 
other, and up011 the rocks over the large rluilluer was 
painted : "Rere lies buried seven 1 
known, but menibcrs of the out la^\^ bal 
Riders slain by United States ca~ralry, unaer com- 
mand of Lieutenant JJralter V 
by Buffalo Bill, scout and guic 
Tlie otlier group of graves were three 111 number, 
atit1 painted by the same hand on the rocks were tlie 
names of two soldiers and a scout who liad fallen in 
the attack upon tlie c 
"IVell! this means has beel 
Out, that I aiii a cliiei wing, an 
it to Euffalo Bill, tlie Inan arlioni I \\lariled to leave 
this part of the country or he s l io~ld  die by the hands 
of the lied I-Iands. Jaclc Jessop has uron his bet, in 
that Buffalo Bill lias tracked 
After walking over the ca that the 
victors had tilade a clean sweep 01 IT, tne outlaw chief 
mountect his 1 ipidly over the miles that 
intervenetl be t and the island. 
He arrived a L  ,l151~t, and loud aiid bitter were 11;s 
lords when.he found that tlle scout 11; thed his 
, settet island retreat also. Clitiibiiig tbe cliff 
I top, hc l ~ l i l t  a signal fire, aiid savaPelv llILtLL:red the 
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"Yes, my signal will call Chief Iron Eyes tb my 
aid, and I will start at once on the trail of the de- 
spoilers, for they are not far  away, and cannot ti-avel 
fast, hampered as they are." 
From the top of the tallest cliff overhanging 'the 
river valley, in which was the rock-bound island where 
dwelt a mysterious woman, whose life held some 
strange, cruel secret, there flamed up a fire which could 
be seen far away. 
The outlaw chief had ridden as f a r  up the steep 
ascent as his horse could go, and then on foot he had 
climbed on up to the top. All \{?as darkness and deso- 
lation as he glanced around him over the many miles 
of mountain, valley, and plain. 
Dark and cleserted was the island which had been 
his secret retreat, or, rather, where Mildred, the mys- 
terious woman, had dwelt. The summit of the cliff 
was covered with a few trees, pines, and several of 
these were dead and dry. 
At the base of one of these dead trees was a pile of 
wood placed there evidently for the purpose it was 
then to be used for. 
Lighting a match, the outlaw built a fire,' and as 
the flames grew brighter they kindled the tree, and,, 
shooting upward and upward, soon there was a tall 
column of fire rising nearly a hundred feet above the 
top of the mountain. Having set his signal of flame 
against the black skies the lone highwayman went back 
down the hill, and, mounting his horse, rode to the 
valley a mile distant, and where there were sigils of a 
former large encampment. 
''They wit' --1 the signal and come here,' L . L  lllut- 
-- 
tered, as he dismounted, the glare of the burning 
tree even falling in the valley. 
He  knew that the pillar of fire would be seen many, 
many miles away, by the Indian sentinels stationed 
up011 the lofty mountaintops where were their villages, 
and, reported to Chief Iron Eyes, his young warriors 
would a t  once be dispatched to his aid, for warring 
against their own people the outlaws had as their allies 
the redskins, who were repaid by booty taken fro111 the 
whites, and the fact that the Red Hand Riders were 
ever ready to give them warning of any intended move 
against them. 
In fact, the outlaw band, living by murder and rob- 
bery, were renegades to their own race and the friends 
I of the Indians. Having set.his blazing signal against / the skies, the outlaw leader retreated to the camp 
1 where the redskins were wont to make a halting place 
I when in that part of the country, and there rested for  
the night. 
I t  was just dawn when he arose and was on the 
1 watch, for he expected aid would not long be delayed. 
; He was right in his surmise, for he saw from his point 
I 
of lookout a band of horsemen pushing swiftly alollg 
toward the spot where he was. 
H e  watched them closely through his field glass, 
and, counting the long line of warriors, said to him- 
self : 
"It is the young chief, Death Face, in the lead, and 
he is a hard fighter and able commander. Yes, he 
has a hundred braves with him, enough to make an 
ambush with, but not sufficient for an open attack, 
for the trail of Buffalo Bill and his accursed followers 
- 
I Shows a t  least forty men." 
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Illore bands, eech equal to this one. Tlle sigiial of 
white chief was seen, and the Death Face came y ~ i i !  
to his aid, telling other hands to follow. IT"---  art: 
thc foes of  my paleface brotller 
Glad to know that lie ~rlould 11 hun- 
clrcrl braves to make the p~irsuit 1, l u r ,  i.pLaln ~ a g l e  
ezl?lainerl the situation folly to tlie young chief, xhile 
the warriors rectecl and prepared breakfast, while 
waiting for their coinrades to come up. 
"I liad. as the Death Face knows, just returned 
froin a visit t o  Iron Eyes, ancl death and ruin greeted 
mc, FO I signaled for  hclo. The warriors of the Iron 
E!.es inet defeat ,liort while ago at the hands 
o f  the palefaces. they can get their revenge," 
said the outla~v, ana an lloLlr after, leaving a war1 
to bring on the c hen they arrived, he led 
redskin l>antl in p f those who ]lad dealt hir 
deadly blo~lr 
while before Death Face ant1 
bi and the outlaw chief steppecl 
of his place or covert and revealed l~ in~se l f  to th 
I-Ie spoke the Indian tongue fluciitly, and il 
manner said : 
rc;\r,. --.d brother, the great chief, Death bace 
and has come quickly to nry aid. The  
; set to call my red friends to hclp me. 
rile scour chief, Euffalo Bill, has been to tny r e t ~  
and killed and captured my people, has robher1 lire 
all I had, and is retreating slowly to the fort, s 
want my red brothers to help mc." 
The chief was a young man, and of fine physiqr 
and digtlified mien, tvl-rile he was most gorgcous 
attired in the barbaric fashion of the Intlians, though 
his weapons were a belt of two revolvers anrl a l~awie, 
and a repeating rifle hung at  hi4 saddle horn, for  his 
horse, a fine animal, was equipped wi 
studded Mexican saddle ant1 bridle. 
I-?is hair was no rn  long, and upon his 
gorgeous war bo~iiiet of  eagle feathers djrecl in various 
hues. The face and liancls of the young chief were 
curiously and m-eirdly painted, for upon a black 
foundatioll was white sltillfully PI 
human skull, ant1 bony fingers. 
H e  had made a record for  hiniselt as a fighter, 
ras feared and respected 1)y his braves, n 
ext in conimand to Iron Eyes, the head ck 
I-Iavii~g explained the situation to  Deat 
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AUVdIICC ,VLtJ  ,,,,~olvn as 1 clcy uutpost," nd of Red Riders, and Colonel 
d Ileeil establishetl in the very feeling considerable anxiety regarc le fact tl l i t  
f the It untry, and had held its own b of heroes who had go1 tlll 
against all odd : cominandant, Colonel Carr, :s held by Captain Eaglc 
u1nounced that the clljef 
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licked hi alld asked for an audience. fighter of renov 
' ( S ~ O W  him in at once," 
hold his own. th; 
of eight guns- hd his desire to know tfif 
a ff 
s-a battalion ( 'he front, from one so 1 
hi1 s Buffalo Bill. 
fantry, with horses enougll to mount them if 
sarp, and five troops of cavalry, he also had wit1 The scout entered, and 
by special request made to the general ~0111111: rough riding and hard Serb 
the department, Buffalo Bill and two dozen s-.-L..., "140. Cotly ; glad to sec Sit down, and tc 
all of them picket1 men. 
The colonel had also 
worked in the mountairls lledr L I ~ C  ~ U I L  ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ ~  Buffalo Hrll dropped intu a ~ ~ ~ ~ i r  like a llldll 
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ing old Ir011 E!:es, his ally, so escaped death or c a p  
ture; but shaH I make my rcport froin the first, sir?" 
. "lies, do so," and the colunel callecl for liis clerk 
to ta le  do\v:i the scout's report in shorthand atid the11 
n~a!ce a copy of it to be filed. 
"To begin, sir, I never believed that the coach had 
gone c l o ~ ~ ~ n  ~vith the River Cation Eritlge tlie night 
of that fearful stonn, and so I went c l o ~ ~ ~ n  tlie river to 
look for some trace of it, of the horses, or bodies of 
the passengers, I fount1 tlie wreckage of the bridge 
all right along the banlzs, then a camp with no trail 
leading to it, but a hig one leading from it, ancl this 
proved that it had been inadc during the storm. 1 
found in tlie fires iron and other tz-aces of the coach, 
sho~viiig that it had becn burned, and so, taking the 
trail, 1 sent for Lieutenant Worth, as agreed upon, 
and then, alone and ahead upon the track of the out- 
laws, I inet one who warned rile of the Indian raid 
upon you, so I caiile back with the warning, and you 
tiow- well they were beaten off, sir. 
e one who warned me was a white woman, liv- 
t l  an ole1 negro nian and woman alone upon an 
islal~cl retreat far up in tlie rnoutltaii-~s. I had lnet lter 
before, when my horse fell wit11 me, injuring me 
severely, and she had found me and taken me to her 
~lider an oath of secrecy not. to betray her. Our 
meeting was x:hen I saved her from Injtltl 
who111 I drove out of Red Dog, and who in- 
to kill s he had known 
r f.711. ( l l c r x c c ~ ~  I U ~ L I  ller horse hv his t , ~ ~ , c ~ ~ ~  
XI scj 1 Cr SO SF 
1 her to 
her, for 
.I." ,.-.<I 
it seem!
I--.-- 1- 
her in 
l-.-Z,si 
- > L a  
:verel:,r .c 
11er ret 
~ - -  
:tie was 
reat, an( 
unconsc 
:1 she it 
- ,  
ious, an 
was wh 
rile warning of old Iron Eyes' secret raid. Lealring 
Iier tlelirious anel to the care of the negress, 1 canle 
~ ~ i t l i  the warning, ancl 1vhel.1, after the Indians were 
hcaten back, I went on with Lieutenant Worth's com- 
mand, I took Surgeon Denineal to her home ancl he 
soon cl~eclied her fever and started her on the way to 
recovery. That beautiful wotnan, Colonel Carr, is 
the wife of Captain Eagle, chief of the Red Riders." 
< I  Poor ~ v o t n a ~ ~ . "  
"She belie-1-ed I-lim an honorable man, a ~ i d  he 
brought her to  these wilds, with the t ~ v o  negroes, ant1 
there slic has lived. I owed her my life, and we owe 
it to her dlat the Indians did not surp~ise tlie fort and 
settlements, sir. With her, ~vhere tlie out la^^^ chief had 
taken her with her baggage on pack horses, was Miss 
Lucille Fallon, the sergeant's- daughter." 
"Thank God for that! Cody, you are a wonder for 
getting at tlie bottoni of a mystery," and the cololiel 
~varmly grasped the hand of the man \1711o had brought 
him such a c11eering report. "But go 011 with your 
story, Cody, for the safety of tlie sergeant's daughter 
assures me of the rescue also of Lieutenant Ernest 
Leslie and the others n.110 were with her on Je 
coach." 
"It cloes, sir, for nrliere tlie chief took i\iIiss I 
to the retreat of  his ivife, not even known to his v\ ru  
men, he carried the others to liis lair it1 the mountains, 
ancl there we found them \\-hen we surprised their 
den." 
"Glorio~is ! and where are they ?" 
1 6  Coming on v i t h  Lieutenant Worth, slr, T 
told me to coin 
wishccl t 
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troop or two toward the Indian village and cut off ness. Mrs. - L ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  for such is name, is being 
the band under the outlaw leader alld Chief Death carried on a stretcher, as she is still quite ill, and hiIiss 
race in their retreat, for we can do so?" Fallon is her devoted nurse. In Mrs. Lamar's island 
"A s~lelldid idea, i f  you are able to make the ride, home, the secret retreat' of Eagle, the outlaw, we 
Cody, for you look jaded." found the treasures of the Red Hands, and all that 
"Don't mind me, coloi~el, for I ain all right, sir." Lieutenant Ernest was robbed of, along with what 
.I last see the Inclians?" was also taken from Miss Fallon and the two other 
sir, in their last charge 
about twenty miles above the camp in Caiion River 
"And they are all along?" 
l'alley. They tried to get ahead to anibush us, but 
"All of them, sir." 
we thwarted them in that, sir." . .  
"It is fortunate none of them were shot by the 
"And they are now on their retreat ?" outlaws." 
"Yes, sir, but will go very slow, for they have plenty 
"They were not, sir, even Jack Jessop, the driver, 
of dead to bury and a number of wounded to carry escaping this tilre.i7 
along." 
"I am glad, for  he is a brave fellow, but I fear will 
")\'hat force would you suggest, Cody?" not wish to drive the trail again." 
"Two troops, sir, mounted and equipped for fast !'On the contrary, sir, he is anxious to do so1 and 
ritliilg and hard fighting, sir, to strike a blow and relieve ~~b~ Hart at once, lie says," 
t l~en retreat." 
'(And Eagle's outlaws ?" 
The colonel sent his orderly after Captain Taylor, 
"Except those whom we buried, sir, are prisoners 
of the Fifth Cavalry, and upon the appearance of with Bat Brinclley, M+oln I did not have to 
that officer gave him orders to get two troops ready offer his pardon to if he 11s to the retreat, and 
at once for a long ride and a fight with Indians. so brought him back." 
""I will be ready, colonel, within the hour, sir," was 
"He richly deserves a rope abotlt his neck." 
the reply, and the officw took his leave, Buffalo Bill 
"No one more so, sir." 
remarking : 
"But now ~01.1 must get ready for your expedition, 
"I will take ten of my men along, sir, as scouts." only I wish you could get a few hours' rest." 
th your report, Cody." "I can rest in the saddle, sir, thank you." 
"There is little more to add, sir, save that the out- 
"IJhen will Worth arrive with his party?" 
law's wife was most kind to the sergeant's daughter, (( Not before to-morrow afternoon, sir, for  he is 
and she is along with Lieutenant Worth and his corn- forced to travel by very easy marches. I hope we can 
mand accorn~anied by her two faithful negro servants give you a good account of our sir, and 
A 
&r exile here in this wilder- return \$,ith the outlaw chief a prisoner." and, with a 
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hearty grasp of the colonel's I~nncl. BuBalo Bill w 
,, ...y scou:;. as they call 1 , ~  012 guard a h i k  to Ilk q~larters to half an hour after  Icnve the fort IYi11g jll kvalt, to report ally force coming h-0111 the 
tli Capta is gallant troopers. 
Indian- villages." They wc an'1 seventy-five in l i~yc l l ,  \\ ll!l lny sci.enfg-fom g d l a ~ d  feliows, nild 
mher, wlrn rations ror ten days, ammunition in 
and your 1jya1:e scuuts, I do not fear any iorce 
,nty and armed ~vitli the best weapons. a less tllall a t ~ l r , ~ l ~ ~ n t l ,  if i t  comes to a square figilt 
zen pack animals carried the outfit in the way of 
"1 suppOS" j .0~1  I-, u t  to puih on  hard ?" 
cal~lping equipage, and the men were riding lisllt for 
" J - ~ ~ ,  s i r ,  f.,r, si,oLlld they retreat l l ~ ~ r e  rapidly thall fast and Ilot work. I believe they n.ill, \ye will just be 011 till% alld 1x2 
Buffalo Elill and te;l scouts acconlpanied the c.upcdi- to get illto positiotl, Tlle horses will theu have a 11, bringing the force u p  to eighty-six fighters, ,ill chance to rcst." 
d. The scot1t led the  ray, atid after they \Yere \yell 1t \vas late ai night ~vlien the command 1' I 
: upon the trail Cal,tain Taglor rode f o r n n r ~ l  an'i 
wnI, for wpljcr a ferY hoLlrSq rest, allu bvLJLll joinetl him. 
( c cla\yn brol<e they had heen in lihc sac an h ~ n f  You see, sir. Cnp!ain Eagle, as tlie Red Hand 
on tllc l l l~scI1.  Ijt llooll tile)- tiled the Riders call their chief, uras not at his den, but off on pass, and. ail Ilour after  xvere in alilb~lsll, lor t l l ~  111- 
a visit to "' dians bad not yet passed there 011 their retreat to tl~:;r B ~ l f i d o  Bil 
village, thirty miles farther up in the mountains. 
"I-Ie tliscovcred o,, c~~~~~ 3 L I C L I  1, L l l U  Y V L ~ I I ~  ?'he situation cllose11 by Buffalo Bill a s  the rigllt 
chief Death Face and his and we beat them 
spot to place an ainl)~,ush for  the retreating re i l sk i l~  back with heavy loss. Thc 
,treating lvitll  their was ionl~ec: by uaturc in a nny to suit the SCOLIL'S 
:, cleat1 ancl wounded, anti ; tllougn~, sir, by s t r i l ~ i n ~  this
views exactly. trail from the fort, we co~ild Iieacl the111 of€, aml~ush Tllere tlie river was I~road, s;~ddle girth deep, clotte~l 
ouilaw chief$ " the 
willl rodis that fomleJ rapiris, and flowed with great 
OUIIIL L I I I I C  g111111g ~ I ~ O L I I C S  severe blow to  the red- 
swil;tl~ess, T1.le fordia~g place was 17ot over a h~mdre~L skins." 
yarrls wide, u~ i th  cleeper water above below. 
' 'Al~d their force, Cod!i? 
L L The trail on the other shore led tlown a steep a.1~1 AS ~vell as 5 could iudge, sir, in their S ~ I L I I ~ L ~ I L  C t l l d  
rugged hillside to the ri\.er, and 01.1 the sl1~t.e ~ ~ l l ~ r e  
attacl:, about t l~ree hundred warriors, ihougli, of the scclt~t 111.cl placed tlne soldiers tlxre mias a rocl9' 
course, t l~ey may have s w t  for  ~ n o r c  hraves, which lo1&11d fur I?, c;oupie o f  11tialdt-ed yarcls anal then the 
m7e can loolr out for." 
trail let1 into a narrotir ccafian several miles 1 
'That is r i ~ l ~ t . "  
te a vallcj- Lc-yoi;l.rl. 
The scout llad crossed the river at a ford sc s 
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. below and picked his \\ray up along the lowland bank 
to the pass, thus leaving no trail froin the Indian vil- 
lage, or to it. Across the river half a dozen scouts 
and twice as many soldiers had gone, crossing on 
horses which had then been led back again, and these 
men, under a lieutenant, had taken up a position to 
advance from when the fight began and thus check 
the retreat of the reclskins in a measure, for the latter 
would at once start for another ford a dozen miles up 
the river the scout felt certain. 
The rest of the scouts were sent through the caiion 
toward the Indian village to give timely notice 
of any force advancing fro111 that direction. This left 
Captain Taylor, Buffalo Bill and about sixty soldiers 
to go into a~nbush a t  the mouth of the pass, so as to 
command the ford. 
The ambush had not been formed a moment too 
soon, for a signal calne from one of the scouts on the  
other shore to be on the looltout, as the Indians were 
approaching. The scout signaled from a hilltop from 
which he had a view of the trail beyond the ridge for 
half a dozen miles. 
"They have retreated more rapidly than I expected 
they would, sir," said Buffalo Bill. 
L 6 Well, we are ready for them, or  soon will be," 
answered Captain Taylor, and he ordered his men 
into their positions of hiding, scattered among tile 
rocks on the steep side of the ridge which the cafion, 
or pass, split in twain. 
d 6 They are pushing to cross the river and camp for 
the night where our horses now are," added the scout. 
(6 Well, they won't get there, Bill, if we can help it." 
L ( No, sir; but I d o ' h o ~ e  that C a ~ t a i n  Earrle i q  alone." 
"Yes, and I have given all the Illen orders not to 
fire on him, for he t ~ ~ u s t  be taken alive and hanged." 
Buffalo Bill slightly started at this, and then, as he 
turned to go to his point of observation, for he was 
hang that fello\v, the chief of the Red Hands ~vith 
tile rest of his gang of cutthroats; but should he be 
carried in a prisoner it \sould be a cruel blow to his 
beautifuI wife, to feel that he would die at the rope's 
end, and perhaps set her back in her recovery. If 
he was killed, she \vould be readily resigned to his 
fate, though he does not deserve the mercy of such a 
death. I guess I will ~nake  the outlaw's pretty wife a 
sidow by putting a bullet through his brain, for  that 
will be merciful to her-yes, that will be best," and 
the scout took up his positiotl among the roc1 
point that gave him a good view of the ford and 
approach to the pass. 
The defeat of the redskin army under Chief Iron 
Eyes some time before and again in their attack - on ... I 
while the ambush then laid for  them would really 
strike a panic to their hearts and comn~and a peace 
along the frontier for  some time to come. 
If they could also kill the outlaw chief, then the 
work would be a glorious one, indeed, for his men 
who were prisoners would be cluickly hanged f (  
crimes. While the chief of scouts was thus musing 
the luan on the hilltop across the river waved his flag 
I 
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, the Indian ranks, which was added to when Captain 
Taylor's commanding voice called to his men to fire, 
and threescore carbines rattled forth a shower of lead- 
en hail. . Ponies and warriors went down, the redskin 
braves shrank back, staggered, bleeding, and demoral- 
ized. 
Some answered the fire of death with defiant war- 
.cries and shots, and those in the river began to retreat, 
Again the carbines flashed, and in one mass of con- 
fusion and terror the redskins began the retreat across 
the river, jtwt as the scouts and troopers on the other 
shore opened a hot fire upon them. 
But they seemed to realize that their greatest danger 
lay ahead, and. they surged frantically back upon the 
trail they had come, leaving their dead and dying he- 
hind them, and driven to desperation by the savage 
blow dealt upon them. But there was one who did not 
turn back with the others. 
He had started to do so, hesitated, and then, decid- 
ing upon his course, had wheeled to the right and 
dashed up along the river bank. 
I t  was the quickest way to  get out from under that 
terrible death-dealing fire. I t  was the outlaw chief, 
and he went alone, for no redskin followed his exam- 
ple, .and their young chief had pointed to retreat the 
way they had come. 
The soldiers, remembering their orders, did not fire 
at the flying chief, and Buffalo Bill was not able to do 
so in time to check his flight, being down the stream 
from the ford. But he saw his act, and, leaping out 
of cover, ran, at the risk of his life, for the bullets of 
the redskins pattered about him, to  where the pony oj 
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Leaping upon the back of the animal, he had turned 
him in chase of the fugitive outlaw, to find the horse 
was of little speed. Instantly he wheeled about, and, 
dashing the spurs into his fianlzs, he drove him at full 
speed down toward where the troop's horses were 
corralled. 
In a few momeits he dashed out of the willow 
thicket, mounted upon his own splendid horse Lucifer, 
and went off like a rocket in pursuit of the outlaw. 
"Don't mind me, Captain Taylor, for I want that 
man's scalp, and you have won the fight," called out 
Buffalo 'Bill, as he dashed by Captain Taylor, 147110, 
with his men, had now come out of ambush and were 
preparing to n~ount  heir horses as they were brought 
up by the men in charge of them, to make a show of 
pursuit of the Indians. 
Captain Taylor made reply, but ~ u f f a l o  Bill did not 
hear him as he dashed away, a lone pursuer upon the 
outlaw's trail. 
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to recross the river and go back to the fort by the 
trail they had come, with dispalches for Colonel Carr, we camp, and then be off again at  dawn," said Captain 
and to ride rapidly, but not break their horses down. 
The rest of the command, after burying their dead I t  was a strange coincidence that, as night was 
comrades, would retreat on the redskins' trail to the coming on, both Indians and soldiers were preparing 
river, carrying their wounded with them. to run away from each other. The former feared, as 
The redskins' dead and wounded would be left to . the soldiers did not press the pursuit, they had other 
the care of the braves who would come in the morning forces near ~ v h o  were marching around toward the 
to look after them, whcn they found the soldiers gone. other fort1 to catch them, with overhanging cliffs on 
"But how about Cody?" said Captain Taylor when one side, a river on the other, and between two squad- 
their plans had been arranged. rons of foes. 
- 
"I fear he has placed himself in a very perilous They longed to get across the river by the lipper 
position," the captain of the troop that had come with ford, and then they would make a stand until help 
Captain Taylor's own command said. came fro111 their villages, help they had sent after 
"He went off on the track of that outlaw like a already, and which would come in two columns, on the 
whirlwind; but it is a dangerous undertaking, as the trails to both fords. 
man being pursued can go into ambush and kill his The soldiers were anxious to  get away, for they 
had no help; they knew their weakness and were well 
"Yes, captain, and, having gone up the river, Buf- aware of the strength the Indians could bring against 
falo Bill is on the side of the Indian village, and if he them, within twelve ho~irs. By a night retreat they 
pursues the outlaw far he will be between the red- could go many miles before halting to camp for rest 
skins coming from their camps and those now in re- 
treat," a lieutenant said. 
the time they halted for breakfast they would be many Well, I shall leave a couple of scouts on the'other 
side to watch for his return, and two men here, in miles from the scene of conflict just about the time 
the Indian reenforcements were arriving there. With 
case he should cross before those Indians yonder get 
up to the other ford and come d o ~ n  this side. I am such a start they had nothing to fear, for, no matter 
sorry that he went, but the men I leave will know how if hundreds of warriors were in the saddle against 
to take care of themselves when morning comes, and them, they would not dare venture far across the river 
their horses will have a good night's rest. As for our- in pursuit, after the bitter and deadly lessons they 
selves, as it is growing dark, we will set out on the had lately learned. 
march, far  we 111ust get well beyond the ridge before The scouts left on the scene, with a night's rest for  
- their horses, the captain was sure would easily dis- 
Aft-er tlie Fight. 
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~ u t  on, and graves were dtig for  t%e dead, bile the 
s q e m  lrlressed the  wounds uf those who had ,needed 
hisa id~nlos t .  . 
Then slvpCr was serwd, sentinels p 
tirccl troopers ~hetv then~selves down ancr slept .I 
tly. Bt&?lo Bill's scouts .svererhe self-impwed guards, 
for, like their chief, they had wonderful i f ~ \ f ~ e r ~  of
endurance and were glad to let flie soltliers rest. 
After four ho~irs' rest they r o ~ s e d  the GRT 
ordered .by Captain Taylor, and fifteen min~tter 
tlic march was again begun. Until eight O'G~OC 
held on, and then a halt was made for 
'.a long rest, for  there was n o  k n g e r  a 
ancl Captain Taylor was anxious to hare me 
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~t i t  was: tlie absence of Bmffalo Ell tlllat eroubSc~l 
zkx Taylor and all of his Inen. The. chief of 
ts had d z s h d  away in pursuit of his bitterest 
H e  had gone alone, and on the Indian1 s i d ~  of 
river, where srnall bands of h u ~ ~ t e r s  might be tnct 
ry moment-. 
e had gone in chase of a man \vho was skilled in 
er craft, cunning, fearless, ancl dangerous, ancl 
was as artful as a redskin. A. man who had harl his 
band of outlaws wiped out by the very man who pur- 
sued him, who.had been farced to fly to safety anlong 
[ndians, and whose treasures had hem taken h m  
and his wife also had gone with his enemies. 
Tas it a wonder then that  he would seek revenge 
L Buffalo Bill and risk life to get i t ?  The scout, 
ous also to capture the outlaw chief, ~vould  strain 
y nerve and take chances that a t  anokher time 
he wodd not do. These t h ~ u g h t s  flashed through, 
Captain Taylor's mind, and he told his officers haw 
he felt regarding the safety of the scout, and they. 
shared his anxiety. 
nd yet, to have remained o n  the river hank await 
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expedition had been simply to ambush the retreating 
Indians and administer to them a severe lesson, this 
having been accomplished, there was nothing left to 
be done but to return to  the fort and report the result, 
with the fact that Buffalo Bill was 'tnissing, and it 
was feared harm had befallen hitn. 
report, and Colonel Carr was seated tipoll his piazza 
and said quickly : 
"Glad to see you back, Captain Taylor, and con- 
gratulate you upon your victory, which the scouts 
brought'news of, but is Cody with you?" 
"No, Colonel Carr; I did hope to. find him here." 
Then several of the scouts came up and asked to "No, and his two men reported that he went off I 
be allowed to remain behind and search for their chief. alone in chase of the outlaw chief, Eagle." 
This request was granted, Captain Taylor 'calling for "This is bad, very bad; but he is like a cat and may 
volunteers, and Hugh Hardin and four of his scout yet turn up, for I've set hinl down as dead many 
comrades went back on the trail in search of Buffalo times; in fact, he has nine titnes nine lives." 
6C 
Bill, while the troopers continued on toward Fort I hope he may put in an appearance, for our vic- 
Advance. tory was wholly opring to him, and it was one the 
-f the troopers back to the fort, redskins will remember. I felt it best to return to 
--. -..,...,, ,, ..., . .~unded men died on the way, the fort, sir, over the Indians' trail, but I left Hugh 
running the death roll up to seven men, with twice Hardin and four other scouts to look for Buffalo Bill." 
' 
as many wounded. But they had accomplished their "Heaven grant they find him, and Hardin is the 
n*lrnnca-h;+ +ha -J-kins a terrible blow, slaying man to  do it if any one can. If they do not return 
-.., , ..., ,., ., ,,,ing many more and capturing with him to-morrow I will send out another search- 
ilf a hundred ponies. ing party, for Lieutenant Walter PVorth has asked to 
I . .  go." -----1nt of Buffalo Bill's felt for the popular The captain retired to his quarters, where a few iiers. Soldiers could moments after Sergeant Fallon came and asltecl for 
an Interview. them, but only one I am happy .to hear that your daughter was re- 
vr y ~ a ~ ~ l ~ ~ h e I l ,  and one whose 
stored to you, sergeant, and trust that she is well, as 
..-- LU.AILU ,, ,<eds of desperate daring. 
also your invalid guest." 
, the conlpany catne 
"Yes, sir, my daughter is well and loves the life 
the tort. All hoped to find Buffalo Bill here, while Mrs. Lamar is improving rapidly; but I 
I mere, anu zne first question of Captain Taylor was: came to ask you regarding the chief of scouts, sir, for 
"Has Cody arrived?" 
L < 
it is said that he is thought to have been lcilled and 
I No, ~ a y l o r ;  and we hoped he was with you." by the outlaw chief ?" I Captain Taylor at once went to headyuarters to I " It is only surmise, sergeant, as Co.ij cla311eci oh 1 I 11 
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ul ,113 SCOLI~S are searching for h i m  a d  i f  ' & Y  40 not 
return news of him to-morrow, fhe colond will CHAPTER .XXX\rLI.. 
send out a sear& pax'ty after him." . THE SEARCH PARTY RETURNS. 
.'I should like $0 go along9 sir, and lam a hand in Anxiously a vi.atch nTas kept up by- tlie sa1tilxlh and 
his rescue, 'for 'I'owe more life -sir, in others at the f o ~  for someVsign of the- scoLlfj r e m r ~ ~ .  
rettlrning 'to me my cliRd." The fort was well sittiated on. r!jro sides of a swifr- 
"1 sped< to the colonel for  YoL1, ihen, and it flowing stream, where tlle~lancl slbped fro 
+m he Lieutenant Worth who commands f ie  party." me-y siae. 
JT l l en  if Bt~Yfalo Bill can he found, sir, he is 'tk It was myell timbered in. inclosme of : 
one to  do it;" earnestly said f i e  sergeant, ma he acres, and'in the 1neadbws belblv~vcre prdens fenced 
added : in, and corrals for the caftlk arirl h ~ r s e s  to be plhced, 
"I will report to N r s .  Lamar and my dauqghter in threatened danger from all Incliarr rxid. 08 on 
fhen, sir, that Br17Talo Bfil is only missing, tlley the hills near the- cor~?l~ogs andl!iorse lrcrders llad their 
nrged me t o  come to you and ask z ~ ~ t  him* sir." cabins, and, dorvn the. ~vas  a se~lk1nent of 
and t'he sergeant returned to 'his quarters. several hunclrecls, with lniners dwelling up in the 
mountains a few 1l-iil5s distant. 
The fort was a strong one, \v ia  st01 
earthen Ilreast~~rorlts; i t rvzs delight full^ sltuatecl ancl 
sarr~und'~cI. 1~ beautiful scenery, ~vh i  
' kinds aljounclerl near, rendering i t  a 
Post for  ofF;cers and their fmnilies. 
number of officers' wives and 1 at the 
schoor for the latter, a chapel 3h the s 
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con~missioned officer, and with one and all he was a 
favorite, so that the dread that he had met with death 
at  the hands of the o u t l a i  chief cast a damper upon 
all of them. 
His late brilliant deeds had endeared him still more 
to  all, and there was a cloud of gloom hovering about 
every cabin and camp fire as long as his fate was un- 
known and it was feared that he had met his death. 
Particularly did his corps of scouts grieve for him, 
and, though he had been reported killed and looked 
upon as dead time and again before, yet it seemed now 
that he must have been slain, o r  why had he not 
returned to camp? 
If he had been captured by the Indians, all knew 
what a terrible fate would be his. That the five scouts 
who had gone back to look for some trace of him (lid 
not return looked ominous for Buffalo Bill, the men 
in the barracks thought. 
In the officers' club the missing scout was the theme 
of conversation, and all felt glad when it was known 
that Lieutenant Walter Worth had volunteered to go 
out with a party and find him, or  know what had be- 
fallen him. 
In the home of Sergeant Fallon the tension felt was 
great regarding Buffalo Bill's not coming in. The 
part the scout had taken in the rescue of Lucille Fal- 
lo11 had greatly endeared him to the sergeant, while 
his daughter had learned to admire him by ties of the 
strongest friendship. 
The outlaw's wife, Mildred Lamar, had nearly re- 
&led her strength again, after  her long sickness, but 
the suspense she was in could not but retard her re- 
covery. 
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She had once dearly loved her hosband, believing 
him noble and true; bot her idol hacl been shattered 
when she found him out to.be a vile muGc1erer and 
robber. Freed from him by going to the fort with his 
fair capiive, Lucille Fallon, she had hoped never to 
hear of him again. 
- 
But in vain the hope, for the truth became known 
to her that he had allied himself with Indians, openly 
leading them against Lieutenant Worth and Buffalo 
Bill's rescue party, and then, when attacked by Cap- 
tain Taylor's command he had been at  their head 
with the young chief, Death Face. 
Pursued by Buffalo Bill, the fate of the scout and 
the outlaw chief was unknown, and hence the sus- 
pense fell heavily upon the wife, more so than upon 
others. Had she known that her lawless husband was 
dead she coultl have rested content, but that he had 
killed Buffalo Bill and still lived on for further red 
deeds was a cruel btlrden to bear. 
As night came on the sentinel reported a party of 
horsemen coining down the ~nountain trail. They 
were counted, and found to be five in number. They 
were then recognized as Hugh Hardin and his four 
:omrades, left behind to find their chief. Buffalo Bill 
was not with then?. 
Upon arrival a t  the fort Hugh Hardin went to 
leadquarters to make his report. They had scouted 
lp and down the river, and discovered that the Indians 
lad placed camps of sentinels at  each of the three 
'ords, so that they could not cross t o  reconnoiter 011 
he other side. 
They hacl found no trace of Buffalo Bill, and in 
'sin ti-:, 1 t o  capture a brave to  learn " 'bey could. 
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111 command, went wit11 Scouts I-Iardin and Pa 
alicl recunnoiteretl to the ford. They saw the glil1 
of the Intlian camp fires up011 the other side. anr 
young officer said : 
"I shall to-morrow see if we c 
for sonle of them must cross to tllla >1(~e. 
11 wait for tlienl. " 
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Iic had golie to  the upper of tlie three fords, riding 
ahead of tlie command slowly in the morning, and 
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"Tlie vl : to be clone, sergeant, and you shall 
irry it 01 11 have planned," said the lieutenant. 
The next n~ortiing the sergeant was in position 
)re daybreak, and his horse, stripped of sadtlle i 
.idle, was feeding near him. The position cho 
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A u e v e r  uev lc  t observation Lie~ltellant w o r t h  sallr an Indian 
,, ride into 011 the other side. H e  came 
do,vn to the rode ill, and had his lariat ill halld lac LU the grou1 .... 
as he drew tom,ar(l the shore, \vben his gaze L1l)O1l pony, wheeling in fright, tile redskin 
the sergeant's horse callllly feedillg. jly, with st~lllning force, before he co 
 hi^^ the bank, he came slo\lrly forward, had happened, there bounclecl a forlrl coIva 
ready to throw his coil, and as he drelv near the llOrsel a quick turn of the lasso \yas taken around h 
the allimal slowly retreated before hiln. came to a neck, alltl was choketl so as to prevent an outc 
halt after going a distance, and the redskin Pre- or resistance.  raisin^ him i n  his sirollg arms, 
p r e d  to catch him. sergeant bore hiln 1 I the carion, ~vhere Lieute 
7711e redskin eyed the horse anxionsly and lollgingly ant \;Ziorth and Sc nIer \??ere waiting, llalril 
as lie went to\l~arcl him. H e  had seen the animal fro1'' -""n the clever capture. 
across the river, saying nothing to his c o l l l ~ a n i o ~ ~ ~ .  '1'11 bring his pony in, tc 
had mounted his O ~ T T I ~  pony and ridden o\'er to callture , and in a short \yhile 11 
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fro111 the calup of the other In1 Ittenlpt to give lvarlling of danger to his comrade 
ow beyond the willo\vs, and he Was atlxlous gel ;0 the prisoller was taken cluickly back to the calllp, 
possession of his before any olle else knew of  its under the care of Surgeon Dellmead, ra]- 
being there. That  the horse had gottell axvy fronl the choking he had received froln the ser- 
battle, he believed, and he cer- the surprise of  the lieutenant and thos 
lice of  being a very fine allilllal. 
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of the horse. 
t the sergeant's horse se ailled to avoid a 
I, for  he quickly ducked his head and the coil 
k him on the neck and failed to catch. But at told him, sir, that we knew of his can 
ame instant. ;:here canle a whizzing sound frotn river, and at the other fords, but that 
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"And does he say, sergeallt?" 
t lie ollly kllom?s that the scout pursued the 
utlaw chief on the day of the battle, for  he CHAPTER XXXI: 
wllk Death Face in that fight, Iwlongil1g to the 
:-lief's band, and that the Recl Hand statec' T H E  S C ~ ~ ~ ' ~  P U R S U I T .  
had gone 011 to the Indian rillage, to 1)ring it will be well now to follow on the trail of ~ ~ , f i d ~  
more to the scene, and had not seen the when he daslled away in hot pursuit cangain 
E scouts." Eagle, the leader of the Red Hands. 
you believe him, sergeal~t?" the Illdian pony he had captured t, 
,, sir, for he would o111y be too glad to let me get his own lnatchless horse, LL,LIIcT. Ri(a 
hat Buffalo Bill had been killed or cal)tured. l a ~ e d  hi111 SO that the outlaw had 
also, sir, that when the outlaw captain heard start of him. 
tllat ~ u f f a l o  Bill hacl gone in chase of him, and had Buffalo Bill, in his lone scouring expeafilom, 
ssed the Tiller with his troops, he asked Death ventured into the neighborhod of the In 
, sencl his young warriors on his trail and cap- lage, and he knew the country thereabout 
LLLlt: lllln, but all'had come in with the same report, n'as aware that the chief could only retreat by 
ey had tracked  he scout to a spot 011 the river I UP the river for miles, and thel1, 
N1lere the trail ended, for either the horse had l11e1lt, would reach the other ford. 
arced to leap from the cliff or he had heen ' FrO1n it the trail ~vould lead to tll, ,, ,. 
solme purpose, and that Buffalo Bill and that W O L I I ~  be the IVay t 
hallces of swimming across the strean% go. As there was no turtli 
tne river was wide and dashed along at  'lnicl what wo~1lcI be required to OI rl Lrlnc Lllc uuuaw, ;mn 
pot1 the other shore it was pass scout was anxio~, 
ched it. Indian scouts had gollc as possible ancl end t 
ot on t l ~ e  other shore, and searched fol 3ulLLL He felt d a d  that i L  W V U I ~  Ut: a cearn sllot ror ine 
E a trail where a horse or tnan had left the ig taken 
)ne was found, and it was the lxlief of hus brir 
,f Captain Eagle, that the ( T T ~ ~ L  deepel J CJ up011 .IS unrortunate nrif e. Unttgr 
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f~rjr use. 
.!.t thip first ward ;he ~ n t l a ~ v ' ~  h'r; rse was reE:?ed back . 
surlr!en:'';, and Erst  dropp piny !?is 1:a.ncI upcn . . 
vnslq:ert I?r gracperl ?.hi= riqe an(;! SV;I!FIO. e ji. 
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the a1 
under 1 
I arose .a 
serrrer s1:ecl on ils crrrtnr!, and ivitia a CI-J- of lright 
alq;;rj>t h1:rzan in its tones, 11-ent 01-er the di3. 
Tilere cas a latrrnzu~ cry, too, as the rider went 
t!oll n with his horse, still in the sadclle, and it came 
ii-li~n the ciut!an.'s lips. Over the difi with a crash 
we:lt horse an~d rider, anri EniEaPo Bill cried : 
'"I? God ! they have plunlged over together. 
(1 That  mcans the end o f  t!~e chief o i  the Red Riders 
of the O\-erla~~d."  
1\33 the utterance of  his words, he spnrred for- 
war-tl a t  11111 speetl, halting within a few feet o i  the 
ef!qe of the clifl. leaped lrom the hzcli of his liorse 
aritl gazer1 07;er. 
I-le saw nothing of the man, but the horse was 
strt~:gling madly with the swiftly flowing waters. 
Cut itnal lasted only an iustmt, and was 
rollcd t11c c~lrrcilt out of sight, just as the 
outlan u11d threw up his arllls in a mad struggle 
fa r  life. Cuuld I?uflalo Bill have saved the man's life 
then he woultl lla1.e dolle so, for  lie felt all the horror 
that cones to the one tvho looks on helpless to aid, 
and see a fellow being . t l ro~vt~.  
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The JCULIL s rursuit .  
prom thaf point two trails were visible F the 
o ivn Going LIII the river, following t outla~ll's- horse goirrg on down the banlc, law, his csllerienccd eye tald ,him 
con.ring' tot it 
"~W.ry, this looks like tfie same trail, ~vortl'rl be taken at which the horse had been kept 
Lor your o ~ n  tracks, Lucifer, sl?owinp appa~ently that and the SCOLI~  went with greater cz 
had come this far, turned and gone back again. Continuing on, he took in the sit 
rhis is luc;y, for  tihe Indians \vi!F see it, Poll~wing land the river, and he was $ad to see thai 
ny trail to the river, then here, back to thr cliff, and ' M  lvay of sc$iling the lofty cliffs and pe 
-]leir keel1 eyes will soon read1 that the llorse Ifrent OIr@r lint0 a a d t i o n  rvl~ence one could )look now11 n 
here. They will thmk I lost my head, backed e Iittk .~~a'lley .where he had ]elf t Zu&fm 
Dver, good, horse, andl str l~ck o a t  afoot; hut tlm] He did not believe that a human foot ha, 
Iristaken. Now, how on earth did the ontlaw chief I ~tlat 'little Tetreat, untll the ont1a.w ha(1 ~ O L W ~  lt trc 
peach that place from above? H e  could clol ir b fvimg heen swept dolm the civer ancl : Ply 
me. way, mcl that. is in crossing the ford half a t upon it. A caref~il reconnoiter show€ he 
hove, lase lis footing ancl h ~ v e  his hone  sm1.- - :ling place Where he had secured his horse wds IKT- 
jown by the current to the bar. I hear t l ~ e  ,Yar crie /fectly safe,  its it could .not 'he seen fsrom.an! I 
~,-f the redsfins now, and, the s w r  of the ~ l d i e r ~ ,  ""less One 'was 'lose of)0n it. 
dley be coming on up the. trail; eidler one 1. fie intended to take no ~ h a n c e s  of fdl ing Tnro r 
side of tHe river or the ot;l?er. I will take you ba rids of ' h e  retreating Id ians ,  ~rnlro, 'he knew, .war 
that little valley, Lucifer, and' them find oat: wh 3w lhilll 'little mercy. Finally, the gho&ing fii 
p ing  on." ay, .and Buffa'20 Bill ,ren~aineii at his retreat a11 t!h 
Back to the retreat the scout rode, anc fht. 
unsaddled and staked out to feed, an He had provisions wit11 
greatly to enjoy the chance to  crop the s e e m ;  ~ u c s e r ,  .and he decided to spent1 L l l c  l I c ,  .cn 
grass about him exploiitzg in that vicinity, : 
Tllen Buffalo ipped of? his 10 lling, Fim, anrl he made it a tb~~r 
rying them in h tne bar 
l f  ~ossiMe, of .the wild co.11~1 v 1.1 q ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  IIC  XII IN 
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CHAPTER XL. sun. I t  was Buffalo Bill, alive anu well, aria tne ring- 
T H E  S C O U T ' S  R E T U R N .  ing cheer that went Up when he drew his hnrq~ +n ;tc 
Late in the evening some days later the ~vatchers haunches before the fort, shoo 
I 
at  Fort Advance caught sight of a body of men march- tions. Buffalo Bill had eluded the Indians slvim- 
ing toward the fort. I t  proved to l ~ e  the expedition ming the instead of fording it, and was saved. 
led by Lieutenant Worth and sergeant Fallon, in That night was one . . to be remembered in Fort ~ d -  
search of Buffalo Bill, and the whole fort crowded vance~ a great 
out to  meet the newcomers. scout's return, and 
Everybody there loved and admired the great scout. again the of his run-down of the Red Hand 
I 
And besides that, everybody knew that his loss would Rider. 
be a terrible blow to the army. Once the Indians Having accomplished his m 
learned that the great Pa-e-has-ka, as they called Buf- Buffalo Bill hit the trail for Devil's Cafion, where he 
I 
falo Bill, was dead, their depredations would break Was de$ined to meet ~ i t h  more thrilling adventures. 
out afresh, for they feared, the great scout more than 
they did a brigade of artillery or cavalry. 
And so there were many anxious faces turned in the 
direction of the party approaching the fort. When 
the force came nearer and Buffalo Bill's well-known 
form was not seen among the horsemen, a groan went 
up from the crowd that had assembled. 
And then, when Lieutenant Worth told the story 
of their unsuccessful attempt to  track the scout, every 
heart sank, for it was clear to  every one that there 
was little hope now of the rescue of Buffalo Bill. Just 
as that expedition was filing into the fort, a private 
soldier called out that there was another horseman I 
approaching across the plain. 
"And it's Buffalo Bill, too," yelled out a sergeant, 
who had known the scout for years. 
"Either Bill or his ghost," cried Worth, and every 
eye was fixed upon the approaching figure. 
port. 
1 "Who are they ?." "Don't know; only there is a band c 
1 here thet taker a man's life every now 
secret way, and a ~lulllber has lundcd in their 
in that way. But ~loborly knomrs 'em, only w 
nian don't do to please 'em he are found dead 
cabin o r  on ther trail somewhar leadin' to his mlne, 
and. a knife 5s diskivererl a-stickin' in his ribs, fer thet 
is ther way, whoever they be, and thet's why they is 
oalled tlier Silent Slayers. Sec 
"Yes, I see, and this camp of ,pears 
to be a very tong11 place." 
"Tough is a tender name for 
worst community on earth as dn 
O U ~  " / "And yet I End that boy here, for  / more than a youth, wit1i.a face as handsc 
as a woman's." 
"Well, fie kin rough 
when they riles hin~.'' 
"Does he seek trouble?" 
' "You bet he don't. 1:Ie kinder tries 
from it,. until they pushes him. too hard,. .... - .-- 
jumps in with 1: -d Bill, 1- 
a queer one-tl lake hirs 
for he's as gemlc 6 3  312Ll;l L a d l a l y  for ther 
'em so 1 
'-looking 
a u  a110t11er as w a s  
than a doctor T 
playing Iceerds, 
that, t11oilgh he's tamn trier man s  u~uscer c l l r :  1 1 1  
)' kiiiers 
and the CHAPTER XLI. 
A ' Y O - U q N G  . S 4 P O ' R T ,  chips 
then a 
in his ro is he?" 
:t young .nn yonder thet looks as pttrty as a 
, >' 
IS ther boy sport." 
d who is the troy sport, pray?" 
n't h o w  a little bit, or no more khan he's a all- 
good fellow." * 
lere did he come from?" 
n't 'knm." 
"What's 'his name ?" 
"Don't know." 
"What does he do?" 
"Gambles a leetle, rides about a heap, shoots game, 
and has kilt a couple o' men since he has been in 
Devil's Cafion, while he ralces in ther dust of all tl~etn 
ool enough to play with him at  keerds." 
:'s a dandy." 
 at's what he be." 
"I'd like to get acquainted with him, Bunco." ' 
"Thet's jist what that 11ig feller thar' is goin' ter git, 
or.1 don't know myself, for  that boy is gittin' reacly 
n, if I knows signs when I sees 
Eve you are right, for  the man s 
, n l l l g  I U ~  trouble with the boy." 
"He'll git ii 
"Who is t l ~  
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I1 see 
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'oung Sport. 4 
he is a perfect walking arsenL., --..--3, for I . 
{o revolvers in his belt and three knives." CHAPTER XLII. 
is, Bill, he carries six bo\~ies and two revolJ-ers, I N  D E V I L ' S  C A N O N .  
nnt rn Speak of a derringer or t\\.o \ ~ h a r  a Chinaman 
3 a trump keerd-up his sleeve. 1 tell you, he ~ I Y  story opens in Ah'izona in a camp on the line of 
; how ter use 'em all, too, fer he gave a exhibi- survey for  a railroad into California from New n/lexi- I 
co, and in a locality where, ages ago, lived the Cliff tloll one day jist fer fun, of drawing his IYeaPons Dwellers, and later the half-Indian, half-MI 
alld usillg 'em, fer some one st~lck up a tin plate on people, who were content to be \\?hat they p 
a tree fer him, and, firing \\rith 110th hands, he put llominally cattle raiser< vat in reality, little u,r,rL 
revolver shots in it at tell paces, two derriWer 
~tlaws. 
5, stuck theln six knives he carries in it, too, 
rowing 'em, and all in the time of just thirty 1's' Ca6o y well 
nt ther time, ter boot! I;,cw wcllcred, woode,, =., ,",= p c r l ~ i f ~ l l y ,  seconds, and and a r; I her folk 1 Devil's Cafion ~f rancheros were scattered a b o ~ ~ t  that I tell yer, par 
and I does be- vicinity, hev respected ghty sin too, it had become a camp for over- I 
lieve he done did jist ter let 'em see what he land freighters, where gold had been found in 
Idn't cro\vcl hitu. too mucll, bein' n1ountains near, where a number of inin c'u'd do, so tl there- 
look thar !'' fore made it their abiding place. he \irere a bo: 
es, that man you called Red Sam seellls t Devil's Cafion was on the direct line o t  s 
him into a quarrel." across Arizona, ancl thither hat :gated sc hunclred of as rough a sample lnity as 
a great he found anywhere, for  one-fourth o t  ti- : des- 
als with peradoes, another fourt IY by 
cards, and the balance q I 
The two nlm who h 
"Don't you chip in, pard Bill, for I tells you ther t the I youth who had made D, boy kin take keer of himself-didn't I tell yer so?" place I 
The boy had suddenlv risen from his seat and faced were not to  be classed w mity, I for one e other than Buffalo Bill, a n ~ a n  who 
was not und in such a place as that wild camp 
unless dl mded his presence there. 
"Red Sam, you are roDnlng 111~1'' he crierl. 1-Ie had arrived in the camp at sunset, had found a 
place to put up, in what was called Wide Awake Inn, 
see ti7 
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hiin. Only his intimates knew that- he 
part, and they wondered what clond~ 1 
life, what 'mystery there was about him. 
The1 young sport whom the. kvo old friends were 
I speaking of ,  ant1 observing so closelp, sat at  a table in I Sports' Delight saloon, playing cards with three men 
who were as harcl-looking cl~arackrs as c 
even in Devil's Cafion. 
I The four were playing partners, Red sam an 
boy sport against the other two, and .they wer 
Ibscrs, too, in the games thus fa t  played; the 
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coul3lk having piledl up big winnings on the t ab  
' each man. Somehow the losses of Red 
I 
young sport were all laid at the latter': 
I big partner, who now and then uttered BUIIIC s, 
worcls against him, calling him names and askin3 
bluntly if he was in league with the others to gc 
money. 
The youth took it all quietly, 
dangerous glean1 in his eye. T' 
the worcls of Red Sam no one wondered at, Po 
i latter was known as one of the n~ost  dz 
I in Devil's CaRon-a bully and desperado 
to enjoy taking human life, for 
ing for trouble until he had bec 
that wild ~ a t h e r i n g  of roughs an 
- y-faced, srrong 
I cat, with a voic 
tiller, Red Sam 
pt by a man k n o ~ ~ n  as Brad Curlls, 11n 
-_-- . _ _  1 name might be, and 1~110 \\.as aiso prcl;, 1ls:ur 
e Sports' Delight saloon nest door, vrhic 
closed, day or night or Sundays. 
ffalo Bill had gone, to Devil's Caiion for 
s will be told hereafter, and the first tr 
s an old pard, who had served under hi1 
atuLtL-h~d sfrnck a gold find in his wandering3 
day, picked up a'hagfttl of the~preciotis ~ k t a l ,  and clis- 
appeared. The nest h e a d  of llirn mas that he had 
gone East, birt having been bunc6ed out of a11 his 
money, he had to return to the Far West, thou! 
to his old haunts, as he was ashamed to iace'h 
rner pards. 
at Devil's Cafion Buffalo Bill had found him, 
hiniself Bunco, as a reniinder of his folly, and 
el~naned in no other mrorlc than prospecting frr qn- 
nd of gold, wifh the firm 'belief that he 
t rich again before h e  iiiecl, and $yet live 
rckl~lcltlall once more, for he had been well-horn wrll  
met with ill-success, antl.hac1 sought his f 
West as so many others have done an 
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Revolvers Leveled. Rcvo l \~c~-s  1,e~eletl. 
- Id 
lolver not to make any effort to grasp his o\l asqing l~ct\veen the three nicii, and sc~cral  ti~nes 111 
, was covered, and the youth was known to be ,ere sure car-tls hat1 been slipped untler tile taljle fro 
eacl shot. There was not the slightest trer Let1 Sam to the others to play against his o ~ v n  part- 
and that leveled the ~veapon. either. er. 
For once Red Sail1 was willing to temp There was' a nioinent of deq) sile~lce after Red 
least ~mtil  he could get the upper Iiand or triu~npli by Sanl's \tror(ls, fol]oT~reJ by the bold utterallce of the 
treachery. So he said, and his voice nras no lollger youthful sport. I-Iis accusatio~l against the other two 
a roar : , merr fell like a thunderbolt. 
"Yer accuses me, you~tg sport, because I knows you ' The11 he covered the boss bully, and yet put his Eiie 
was playin' agin' me, yer pard, in this game." a t  the mercy of the other two men he accused. Did 
to do what I say." 
boy was aroused, he was on his mettle, and ahout four- "Pardon nie if I take a hand in 
fifths of the men in the saloon knew that his charge for I have you (r,ro covered." 
was doubtless true. ' It was Buffalo Bill who spoke, and he held a re- 
Many had been surprised to see 1 as a part- volver in each hankl. And cach weapon was ainled at 
ner of Recl Sam, while the other two at tne ta1~le were one of the men rn,ho had so suddenly turned upon the 
of the worst desperado stripe. Euffalo Rill and E ~ t l l c ~  y o ~ l t h f ~ l  s  
had liecn watching the game. They hat1 seen e11oug11 
to convince them that thc assertion was right tile 
Both liad seen that looks wf made. 
hin.1 play 
. ,*  . 
this unet 
1 
I 
On the Eve of Death. 
fatal-appearing tableau was new even to the despera- 
does of Devil's Cafion. Buffalo Bill, having stepped 
in to the aid of the young sport, was not a man to 
CHAPTER XLIV. ; let matters hang fire for want of action. H e  realized 
I that he had taken his life in his hands by doing what 
ON THE EVE OF DEATH. 
. The sport did not move a muscle at  the words of He knew that he was a stranger there, hence would 
Buffalo Bill. H e  did not even take his eyes off of Red be regarded as a foe by more than half of the men 
Sam. His revolver still covered the bully, and he had present Bunco was the ollly he knew; but he 
simply said, with the other two leveled a t  him: , was well aware that he could depend upon him to 
"They may kill me, Red Sam, but you go first." 1 the death. H e  had seen him tried too often before 
The crowd, ho\vever, looked toward this man / when a scout under him. But Bunco had wished to 
who had championed the cause of the sport. They keep him out of this 
beheld one who was a stranger to them, but yet one H e  knew but too well just what Devil's Cafion men 
who had a look about him that was square and plucky. 1 roere. a stranger he feared that the men would 
H e  had ' 'chi~~ecl  in," and he seemed just the man 1 consider Buffalo Bill an officer of the law, and as about 
to maintain his hand. The two men who had their I four-fifths of the were dodging justice, he 
of his border dress. 
who did not dare show a weapon. 
instant threatening four of the five. 'The crowd stood Come, down with your weapons, both of YOU, 
on, if some shots did not come their way. They had cheats, and I saw you and that man slip cards under 
never seen its equal before. the tnhle. You are a trio of  rascals, ant1 were robbhg 
a dozen men yave up existence, but such a thrilli1lQ;t 
G.; tlie Eve of Death. 
There was 110 mistaking this utterance, ant1 the 
c r o ~ ~ d  enjoyetl ~ t .  
''IWlo is YOIT, and what has you got ter do with ~ t ,  CHAPTER XLV. 
It: was Red Sam who spolte. H e  had asked the F O R C E D  T O  T E R M S .  
question \Trith a motive. That motive was to have ' "I'll clip their claws, for it isn't a square deal r 
Bnffalo Bill t ~ m  on him, giving his pards a chance to , see three against the boy, and you did right to cllip i 
lerel at hitn ancl I ~ ! l  hini. B ~ ~ I ~ c o  saw the trap, and 1 pard." 
his hand crept near the butt of his rcvol.irer. 1 The speaker was Brad Burns, the keeper of tllc 
~VoLIld Buffalo Bill fall into the trap? No, he 7.1ras Sports' Delight saloon, and landlord of the \Vide 
ered, Buffalo Bill ansivered : 
was becoming anxious and nervous. 
"Now, Brad, go for Red San." 
the crowd and then the youth. The one who spolte evidently clidn't like the Ianc 
rd, and supposetl he ~vould vent his spite throug 
' Recl Sam. But the landlord was equal to it, for h 
No, the sport's got him covered, and that is not m 
a?. But i f  Recl Sam intends to play thief I 
ld it can't be done, and I know it." 
A faint cheer greeted these words. Scmc  at tnat 
'he crow 
I ro 
fir 
hcl-r., he' 
248 Forced - t o  Terms .  Forced to  Terms.  
tion remained unchanged. Buffalo Bill had lowered "I won the money," the other replied. 
his weapons, but the sport still had Red Sam under "Obey or refuse. Wllich shall it be?" . 
cover. Buffalo Bill's revolvers were out now. Again the 
The latter was white-faced now. The situation was two men were covered. And they were cowed as well. 
growing very irksome to him. What  would the boy Slowly they approached the table, and each reluc- 
do? Then a thought flashed through the mind of Buf- tantly threw a roll of bills upon it. 
falo Bill. "Will you, sir, count that money?" ; I 
He had but half done his work, in going to the Buffalo Eill spoke to the landlord. Brad Burns 
aid of the youth. If the boy had been robbed, and did as he was told, and called out: 
there was no doubt on that score, the two men whom I "Sixty in this pile, and seventy-five in this." 
1 Landlord Burns had bade leave the saloon had the 
, 
"Hand out the balance. I mean it." 
money. "I ain't got no more." 1 They had not yet gone out of the saloon, but, with "The boy lies." 
I 
black, malignant faces, were slowly moving toward ; But Buffalo Bill (lid not take these answers. 
the door. i "Come, hand out the rest of that stolen money." 
"Hold there! Come back, both of you." i There was no getting around it, and the two men 
Buffalo Bill's voice rang out. There was no weapon sullenly obeyed, one of them saying: 
Icveled at the men, for they had been disarmed by Brad , I S  We'll even up with you, stranger, when you don't 
C:!nls. I hold ther full hand yer is playin' to-night." 
But there was a look in the scout's eyes that meant "All right, any time," was the scout's careless reply. 
all I:e said. The men turned a t  his command. for in- The two men then n~oved aeain toward the door, 
stinctively they knew that he had addressed them. 
"IVhat does yer want?" one of them  rowl led. 
" 
while the crowd once more turned its attention to the 
younE sport and Retl Sam. But the.crowd were awed 
0 
d i 
- - 
Boy sport, how much money did those men rob ! ?ly the pluck of the stranger, though only Bunco knew 
you of ?" I hinl as Buffalo Rill. chief of scouts for the d e ~ a r t -  
"Three hundred dollars." 
"Hold there! or I'll send a bullet through vou, for 
- - -. - - - -., - -- - -  - - - -  - - -  
ment of the Platte. 
The rest wondereci who he was. And all this while, 
- .  
I saw that." which was only a few moments, though it had seemed 
Others saw it, too. The two men had attempted to so long-an age to some, perhaps-the young sport 1 
hancl to a pard near them their money. stood covering Red Sam, the desperado, with his re- 
i d  
I 
Come back here and lay on that table three hun- 
I 
volver and his hand was as steady as iron; his look 
dred dollars !" as  determined as ever. 
A 
" wm't I" ' I .  1 one. i 
. .- C 
Two Fatal Shots. 
CHAPTER SLVI. 
T W O  F A T A L  S I I O T S .  
A ~ I  eyes were now upon the young sport and Red 
Sam. The other affair with Buffalo Eill had thus far 
passed off without bloodshed. I-Io\v would this scene 
end. 
"There's pour nioney, boy pard, they robbed 
~ f ,  when you have done with your lnari before y 
;aid Buffalo Eill. 
Was this a hint for the youth to end the suspense? 
What could he do? Before the boy could act, I~efore 
iny ,one could surmise what. he woultl do, there came 
four shots. 
They were fired so rapidly and so close together 
:hat it seemed that the four reports were but the echo 
~f one. 
The four shots were fired by four men. The two 
iesperadoes had reached the door, and then turned. 
rhat Brad E U ~ I I S  had not done his work well, in tlis- 
irming them, was proven by the fact that eacli had a 
smaller weapon in an inner pocket of his shirt. 
These, with mutual consent and determination, 
had drawn as eacli n1an reached the door, which 
open. 1 'ned together, each .man levelt 
weapon . z  ne instant, and each one'had selc 
his galme 
3hey tut 
~t the sal 
la11 011 tl 
ictim. 
, . .  
they 
W 2 S  
~ l e  n- he right hat1 picket1 out Buffalo Bill 
for his u The n ~ a n  on the !left ,had  elected the 
boy sport as 111s game. No one had seemetl [to 'notice 
these t-Tio l:7pil. They were supposed to  be out of  the^ 
(I!+- -7 -. 
girntile. SO \ j l~en i l~ey thrust tlleir rizht I?an(l 
their woolen shirts ant1 dre\v out i!;eir con 
!\.capons, it seemetl but two pcrso1:s saIiv tllem. 
One of these two was most deeply i!lterestc 
was Buffalo Bill. He  saw onl;? that t l~c  nla 
drawn a hidden weapon and was about to I< 
boy. 
So, \vitli lightninglilte rapidity for n.11ich he I 
ways been noted, hc raised his weapon and iirecl. n e  
was just a second too soon for the other man, whose 
aim was a t  the boy sport. But his aim 11las quiclc 
enough ant1 sure enough to sai-e the youtl~. 
I-Iis bullet pierced the brain of the murderou 
perado, and the aim of the latter was nyild, fc 
cor~vulsive clutch of death up011 the trigger 112.' O-- 
plodetl his re\.ol\rer, and the muzzle was jerlcc 
~ ~ n r c l .  At the instant Euffalo Eill saw the act ( 
desperado to kill the boy, he ditl not see that the 
man also hat1 a conccaled I\-eapon. 
1-1c did not see that he hat1 also clran?il it, and, 
that his aim was at him. Eut he was protecti~ 
yomng sport. Still, there was one to protect 
T l~e re  was onc who did not see the desperado 
a weapon and aim a t  the sport, but (lid see his pal 
thrust his halid into the bosom of his shirt. snatch 
out a revo11,er and aim at Buffalo Bill. 
And he was one v,~11o v7as marvclous!y quick 011 the 
draw, the aim, ant1 in pulling a trigger. He  I V ~ S  a
cleat1 shot, too. So l ~ e  got his shot in just tnro secontls 
ahead of the one 111110 intended to kill Buffalo Rill. 
But those tn.0 secol~tls cout~ted, for when the man 
drew triqccl- he was already dead. 
10 went up into the roof of the cabin. His 1 
- 
:I. It 
n had 
:IT &I.,. 
las al- 
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s tles- 
3r the 
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Two  Fa ta l  Shots. 
And both desperadoes went clo\sn together, one on 
each side of the door. The one who had thus saved 
the life of Buffalo Bill was Bunco, the es-scout. 
And Brad Burns, the landlord, hat1 seen the little 
side game, and would have chipped in, only Buflalo CHAPTER XLVII. 
Bill and Bunco were too quick. : ' T H E  S P O R T ' S  L U C K .  
Thus had the four shots been fired, two men were With the two desperadoes dead, Buffalo Bill and 
dead, and the crowd stood amazed, for it was not so Bunco, standing, as it were, ready to be challenged for 
easy to see just what had happened. I t  took but a their act, and the boss bully of them all, Red Sam, 
moment, however, to  discover. Then they saw that stanclilig in the very face of death, the crowd were 
Euffalo Bill was a quick and dead shot, and that he beginning to feel that the situation was something they 
had saved the life of the young sport. They saw, ' aot~ld not have missed for a great deal. 
too, that Bunco, a man \vl10111 all liked, but no one To some it was even enjoyable. T o  others it sho\ved 
knew well-a man who had kept clear of any trouble ' plainly what Devil's Cafion \"as capable of in an 
in the camps-had suddenly sho~vn himself the friend emergency. Buffalo Bill had fired a t  one he knew 
of the stranger, and had saved his life. to be an out-and-out scamp, to protect the life of the 
I-Ie had shown that he was a dead shot, too, when boy sport, whom he had taken a fancy to. 
demanded it. llad , Booco had firell to  save his friend, the scout. And 
been shot and sqoarel~ in the forehead. And both stood ready to accept the consequences. But the 
all this while the young sport was still keeping Red 
, eyes of the crowd were not upon them. They had 
Sam in dread of his life and under cover of his re- acted well their part. Now, what would the boy sport 
, do? H e  did not keep them long in waiting to find out. 
Without looking, he knew what llad happened. Words . 
I 
about hi111 told him that much. He  had not even seen 
his defender, Buffalo Bill. 
His eyes were all for the man confronting him, and 
who was becoming nervous under the steady stare of 
I that deadly revolver. When the hum of exclamations 
1 were over, that followed the four quick shots, the 
Young sport spoke. j '( 
i Red Sam, you have shown nerve, ancl you are in luck that you have not gone on the same trail your 
1 Pards have just taken. .I don't wish to kill you, for 
j I raise my hand against no mall that I have not just 
i I1e Sport 's  LI 
r doi;:g so. You cheated me, and I cal 
You .and your pards robbed me, ancl thc 
I play only for sport, the excitement of the g: 
I will not be cheated. I have gotten my money I: 
through the kind interest in my 11el1aIf of some 
gent!eman, and I ain perfectly willing 
i:ild go." 
.er kill him." 
"He'll do\~ln you if you don't." 
"You'll only turn a snake loose ter bite yer, yc 
sport." 
cause fo 
you at it. 
- .  
pected t o  say something, .and he 
out of the affair with honor to hi1 
of viewing it. 
So he called out : 
"I thankg yer fer nothin', boy pard, but ef yer was 
a lnan I'd say jisr let us settle ther matter 
stand-up fight." 
"I was man enough to keep you cowed, -_-- - 
for five long minutes, and I 117ould meet You 
say, but I' don't wish to kill' you." 
"Yas, yer backs down now, when it's a square game, 
but yer crowed mighty big when yer hax 
on me," roared the desperadb. 
"No, I accusecl you of robbing me, and ~t I 
proven. Your. pals lost their lives, yours 
you and I got  my monejr back. Let it go a1 
''I says 110." 
"PVIiat do you wish, Red Sam?" 
"A stand-up fight atween us, with weapons in our 
I~ands." 
".Yes, that's a squar' deal," cried 
"Yef can't back down, boy sport, 
it in Devil's Callon." 
Buffalo Bill see~necl about to sl 
lie fact, the young sport cried q~ 
"I will'meet you. Red Sam. if you w ~ l l  et me cha( 
:,weapons." 
A perfect yell I 
eeted these worc 
wished 
nself, f r  
LI gli t 
)ugh 
that 
you. as .: 
"Shoot him .now, and say no more about it." 
( 6  No, have ,a square duel atween yer." 
"That's the talk i" 
Such 1 
The boy 
nwre the expressions heard upon all sides. 
sport did not move. But the eyes of Red 
)am were tanging over the crowd to marl\: those who 
ressing an opinion against him. 
here has been enough af bloodshed for 
au~can go, ,Red Sam, for I do not fear yc 
- 
Pluckily uttered were the words, ancl then the 
olver was lowered. It  did look, just for a secc 
s thoueh ,Red Sarn was seeking his revolver when 
s weapon no longer covered him. 
! who nobody knew, called out: 
care, Red Sam!" 
ier had been his intention, he checkedit. FIe 
that he had, for somchow'his eyes met those 
f Buffalo Bill, and he saw then that he wotild 11--.- 
vere exp 
"NO, tl 
light. Y 
< -.. 
re- 
md, 
* t !T* 
a nunlbe 
and har 
r of voic 
lg out ar 
" 
oy sport' 
ody, jusi 
"Take 
peak, an 
~ickly :
... . 
d; notici 
Whatel 
ras .glad ort's plu ration a' t the sp 
C L V C  
re- eel1 .a dc 
olver. , 
T T 
lad Inan 
2 *+-,..,.I, , 
had :he raw his ed to cl: 
He was l l I L , L , ,  delighted ror rnat wnrnlng cry r 
3ut Red ew that he was him. 1 
'The Boy Sport and His Seconds. 
I ing an instant upon the two dead forms lying by the door, and then upon the table, where his money still . CHAPTER XLVIII. lay. 
I THE BOY SPORT AND HIS SECONDS. Stepping.forward, he picked this up, and, tossillg it The  luck of the bov s ~ o r t .  in thus offering to face to Brad Burns, said : 
and as merciless as an adder, won for hinl a tretnen- who are hard up and need it, or who are sick and in 
dous round of applause. All eyes were upon him now. distress." 
Eut he stood \1-11olly unruffled, and waited for Red "1'11 do it, sport, and it's just like you, while I 
Sam to reply. I know half a dozen it will help," said Brad Burns, and 
Every eye then turned upon the desperado. He a cheer was given for  the youth, whose eyes still 
seemed too amazed at first to speak. But the crowd roamed over the crowd. 
rlemanded a reply, and at once. H e  saw it, and said: At last they rested upon Buffalo Bill, and, stepping 
0 -- - I - --J- - - -  - a -  d - -  I -'^J -'- . 
"So, you were going to kill me, but thought better "Yes, for I do not believe in seeing a boy roasted 
of it, and then you said I nlust fight you. Now you by a man." 
- 
sxy let it stand as it is, and I sap no, for if I .was ! "Your shot saved my life." 
tnan enough to rob you, I at11 Inan enough to fight, "I hope so." 
t l t  the decision of Red Sat11 all looked pleased,'save I t r  They robbed you, so hacl to give it up." 
fttv. Among those few were Buffalo Bill, BUI~CO, 6 6 You are a stranger in Devil's Caiion?" 
and Brad Burns, the landlord. Then they exchanged "Yes." 
glarurcs, and they read each other aright. They did "Then, if you have no business here, take a boy's 
not intend to allow it. But as Red Satn, having urged advice and get out, for  it's no place for an honest 
%<;hat ltc c:~lletl a square fight, had now been forced to man." 
up hi9 words, and Ilacl said he would me& the "Thatlks, but I came here to look about, to pros- 
spryrti, the latter said pleasantly : i Pect a little, and I think I shall hang my hat up here a 
'"All rigl~t, Red S~I I I ,  \ve'll fight. But I choose the I Wllile, as I may strike it rich: at least, 1'11 have a try A 
A 
, . 
"I havc told this desperado I n-ou!J :?cet him." 
258 me Coy Spor ts  and His SecnnCs. 
-1 \\,as sorry to hear it, for no man \\otil(l bl-me YOU 
if you had reiused." 
"1 did not wish to kill him; at least, liot ulllji Ile CI-Iff PTIX XLIX. 
forces lme to do so," and there was a strange sipif i-  
.4 SU r;PI:IsE. 
callce in the jvay the last few words were uttered. 
"I-Ie will kill you, if Ile can." Red Sam nras 110t e ~ a c i l y  pleased with the turll m 
"011, yes, but tIlat is just lvl~ere I am determined ierS lvere taliing. \~allted a tlra~v-anti-she 
that 11e shall not, and 1 am going to ask You to be ~ 0 ~ ~ : l ~ - ~ l l ( ~ - l u l l 1 ~ ~ l e .  knockdoivo, and clrag-out a ~ a  1 not one wllere all was arranqecl. I 
Certainly; only I urge against your meeting that This loolietl too businesslike to please llim. ~ h ~ , , ,  
man, and have a proposition to make." i f  killed the boy, l n a n ~  \~oulcl 11e againsl llinl, 
I ncil lillc\\., and he n10uld get no cretlit for  l)luck. I 
"Let me take your place." 1 not like 10 see Euf:alo Oil1 brougli~ illlo tllc nfialr 
All looked surprised a t  tliis, ~ ~ h i l e  R d Sam, who 
I as 21 s ~ ~ ~ l l d .  Tlierc mas a 1001.- .,boot [lie sco!lt lie 
had listelled attentively to all that had beell said, roared I feal-ecl, a cc:tain calm carriage ailii a (ligllity tliai ;11,- 
, l)rcsse[l hiin. 
"1'11 try it on with you after I've d ~ l l e  ther kid LIP." EIe di(l not 1in01~ who Ile \itas. I-Iad 
"KO, I 1\1ill fight my o1vn battle, l ~ u t  I thallk You I as the celebratetl border scout and (1, 
just thc same, sir; ant1 let me tell you that I call take I backskin. Euflalo Bill, Rerl Sat11 n-o~llrl ]lave gorl'.. 
care of myselE better t l ~ a n  you Ii~~ow." I Out of the Sports' Deligl~l saloon in d ~ u l ~ t e - ~ ~ u i ~ l i  
There \\ras a confidence in tile look and words of ti"'e. Tllen, too, he llad a ~~~~~~et dread of i?uilcs, 
the yotit11 that encourag~c; Cuffalo Bill, l ~ h o  said: , "horn he 1ooked U ~ I O I I  as a myr(csio~~s man, too qiiict 
"Lei me suggest, as I am a stranger, that I j11j7ite '9' far lor  any good i l l  De\ril's Cafio,~. 
i \ ~ ~ o  other gentlemen here to  also be your seconds." 1 Brad Curns, the lanc!lortl, he had another ~\ll~olc- 
fear of ,  because he \\as all honest man. J3!+ 
: the facts were before him tliat the three i\lere tl 
a 4  he pointed tonlard Brad E ~ t r ~ i s  and Eul!co. I boy sport's seconds, and he detcrn~ined to square ma 
"I \.;ill aid you, sport," said the Inntilord. 1 ters 1 ) ~  ilicliing out the storekeeper ancl two othrL 
Count me in, 1:oy l~ard,"  atldcd Bunco. 1 n h o  s!ood as not of tiye lawless class. 
'11ejr ~voulcl give him standing he iclt. Sc 
(lefl~an~l upon the three by ca!!ing the111 t L i  , slue 
~ e c o n ~ l ~ ,  Xot OIIC o f  the three 1;1n~ett, I .;t Ilent 
n1e1 
1 
the 
260 A Surprise. Sam's introduction, and said. addressing D~~ Stone, 
"you make a mistake in calling upon me to serve' as the best of  the three, where all looked bad: 
you, Red Sam, for  I am not of your kind, and I don't "MY Young friend here, ~vholn you know as the 
believe otl~ers you name will serve you." boy sport, has decid 
"For what reason ?" tion, and we are to arrange for a meeting between 
"Well I, for one, don't go in your set." tllei11, and, 2s the challenged party, we haire the choice 
"count those my sentiments," said a second on@ of l~eapons. I will select revolvers at ten paces." 
( I  
of the three, while the third called out: Hold on, sir, please, for revolvers are not my 
"yes, don't try to mix oil and water, Red Sam, choice," cried the boy sport, to the surprise of every 
order, and you are dead against both." 
"You is too blamed good ter suit me," growled 1 
Red Sam, while Bent Tobin said: 
"That's a con~pliment, Red Sam. Take men of your 
stripe to do your dirty work, for to fight that boy 
is about as mean a thing as even you could do." 
"Ther boy pushes ther fight upon me, whar I'd jist , 
spank him and be done with it." I 
14 Come, get your seconds, if you can find any one 
"I will fight with no other weapons than those nature 
has given me-fists." 
A loud laugh greeted this announcement,. and no 
wonder. Red Sam gave a rude chuckle, and all were 
surprised a t  the daring of the young sport. 
Red Sam was consideral>ly over six feet in height, 
with great, broad shoulders, a bull-like neck, arms of 
great length and corded with muscle, nrhile his hands 
Were of enormous size, and like iron in hardness. He 
now pick out the worst there were in  evil's Ca5on. The young sport was as cotnpletely his opposite as 
They were all there, good and bad, and the latter pre- I well could be, weighing seventy-five pounds less, eight - 
dominated five t o  one. H e  soon spotted three men, inches less in height, and of a slender, yet compact 
and simply motioned to them. They stepped out with- build. His hands and feet were sn~all enough for a 
out more ado. Woman. and it seemed as thnt~rrl~ n ~ i p  hlnw o f  Red 
I 'em, or goody-good style nuther. Thet one be Pete ' i falo Bill. Dunn, this one are Ben Lucas, and ther third are Do0 "Certainly I do," A Stone, all at yer sarvice." Buffalo Bill nodded indifferently to the men at Red 1 
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and i t  won't be in a prize rins But the sport was off f ro  ~ n t ,  lxfo 
adn~irers should hear him. could be grasped by the , and thc 
The crowd was tlelighted at the prospect oT nWrc came with another flyins LLllCL L L L L ~ U Z ~  siyht 
troublt The nlan and the boy stripped f face of his big foe. This time Red Sam we 
fray. er, the boy did, as Red Sam ~ 1 %  the crinlson flying from his nose, C L I ~  lips, a1 
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"Yas, he's dead!" 
"Ther kid fights with his feet." CHAPTER LI. 
"Is he dead, doc?" . A SECRET AMONG THREE. ' 1  
Such were the comments from all sides by many.' In answer to the question of R..'Y,~- o:ii n--- 4 
Others stood dazed with surprise. Doc Stone, once 
I 
Burns took his pipe out of his mou~a ,  aria saj 
a physician before he turned desperado, had been lis- 
"You know about as much as I 11- p 
tening to Red Sam's heartbeat. garding that strange youtlgster." 
"No, he's not dead, but that first blow broke his 
"DO vat1 knnw hic n e m ~ ? "  
brow and lips, while it bruised his nose and broke out 0%' knoa7n as the Kid and the B o j  
a couple of teeth. Boy, you are a terror." 
"\Vhen tlid he come here?" 
A yell greeted the words, and the friends of Red 
"A year ago." 
Sam bore him out of the saloon and off to his cabin 
"From where ?" 
for Doc Stone to work upon, while the crowd ranged 
I 
"No one knows. H e  
alongside of the bar and began to drink. CalllP one night, well mou~lrru LA,, aluicu, ,, ,, , 
"Come, kid, and take somethin'!" was an invitation work " I 
- - a-. 
the sport refused scores of times. 
"Doing what ?" 
But he refused all; no one had ever seen him take a 
I 
quickly out of the saloon. The scout accompanied L V I I I I ~ C L  w r n  ally on 
Bunco and Landlord Brad Burns to the quarters of 
I "Then what did he do j  
4 
J 
A Sc 267 
"Nothing." 
(( i 
- 
' 7  1 1 1 ~  ~ l l ~ w l e d g e ,  ~ I I U  iui just C ~ U J L .  r l ~  JJ - loL1 meall that YOU do nor  now ~ v n o  the)- are 
rful young fellow, and utterly fearless, "r mean that I know that there is a secret ba:l,l 
:n said the Silent Slayers V J O L ~ ~ ~  nip him Devil's Cafioll known as the Silent slayers, ire 
ome time, but he shows a o  fear of the111 tllc fact that they seem to be avengers, alld kill t l ~ ~  
victim in a most mysterious manner. A lllall is foul 
u have talked to him?" dead with a knife in his ribs, and a slip of paper 
--usten, but he is as silent as  a clam about hi pinned on his body, upon which is . 11 red in1 
H e  pays cash for all he gets, and just appears 'Avenged. The Silent Slayers. N The nur 
joy the wild life he leads." her of the victim is given, and thu ,y foot z 
I "Hon~ old do you think he is?" twenty-one victims. Our best men : 
"1 should say, by his looks, seventeen, b ~ t  heen among the list of victims, and 
deeds and experience, twice tl~at." l\rl~y they are killed, or  by nihom." 
d he will not talk of himself ?" "That is strange." 
t one word. "It is, indeed, .and it is Devil's Cxi io~~ t 
t he is not one to forget a favor, and all like thin out, for men are moving away, for fear of bein 
:cause he goes the r o u ~ ~ d s  helping the sic secretIy slain by these assassins, v 
n distress all he can. You saw him give n place." 
to-night ?" "Do you think the you11g sport knows anylhln 
was a most generous act." a b ~ u t  these Silent Slayers?' 
ay of doing business, and you may be "How so, RIr. Cody?" , 
ver forget the service you rendered hill1 "Could it be possible that cctrl  uc in h l l v  \ \ = t r  Lc,, 
. bed with them, for BLIIIC, 
e his coming to Devil's ( 
LK, lmr you aia 11 well, and  too^ u ~ g  by them was committed. 
ou must Bunco is right a 1, but I can hardly D ~ I I ~ I -  
iis three ossible that the ~ w s  of these ~~lurders,  o 
you uo not know, 13ut L ~ v l i l  s ~ o t  rneln be in any way inreres~ea in them " 
as 1v11l Bunco I, but y 
"Yes, I thir he facts. 
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After the Eat,,,. After the  13attle. '771 
such lras the situation the morning after the a lie does nothing but look at himself in a glass 2 
at the saloon. The stranger Ivas k n o ~ ~ n  to have ti ail' you know he's an expert in sl~iearin'." 
alce Inn, ancl it "Did the Man o' 11 'twas Rc 
for gold, ant1 CI cal~in ?" was asked. 
"Guess.not, for  lie's a stranger In these parts, but. 
tllar was a look in his t told n11 
Itaye scared hi111 a Tit E he had 
.O be fou~lu duvut the canll, IIC 11 ULIIU LIIIC "Did Red Sam know lie was ihar?' 
*es, after he had rode on, and he wanted 
Ae and go gunning ior him, but Doc St 
:otned. -1hose w11o dld nothlng 111 the way ol  1 ...-.. .f he'd look at himself in the glass he'd tlilill\ IJCL- 
;aw him start out after breakfa ~ t e d  npc ter of it, ant1 he did; but he ~voultl not have 
lorse he had bought from Erad E give his other man tell him that but doc, for he k~ 
~nirnal he had ridclen there a r e s ~ .  dllu ~ h e ~ r  r c ~ c  1 1 ~ 1 ~ n 7 r 1 ~  up011 him to fetch 1lii11 around a11 rigl~c. r u r  
of Red fer inier~lal use 
It there tl to the ler, who did as 
who was seated ~n tront of the cab111 stnoliing a 1 lned wit11 rne nask, he returned to t l ~ e  cabin, and 
That man afterward cal o the saloon to sat Red Sam, black as a tl~unclerclo~icl. 
jonle "medicine" for Re and hinlself, an( s'pose all ther fellers hes ther big Inugh I 
reported that the Man of Nerve 1iad asked hitn alloat LVO, they said no n2an c'u'd fight a feller that hacf 
the lay of the land and the prospects of gold finds, wings, like that boy 
that was all, until he told him that it was Red Sain's be about soon." 
' I T  
cabin, and then he had politely asked 1107 will, anla * 
The man also said that Doc Stone had sc s Cali01 
'hen is t collar bone, straightened up the ~nashecl nose, clre 
the cut lips and brow, and had l~eci ight ?" 
Sam up  as best 11e could, and aclc' IS, they lanted, ancl it's my treat 
1, I S'I)OI tip a good seild-off, git 
"Etlt he's a wreck to  look at. -_., -ace ~oo~cs  a ler boys ter go who  ill, ant1 t'ell them as is 
though he'd tackled a ~v i l  1c1 rvith his two t 
mow the1 I'll be on hancl afore long and 
k~~ockccl out, eyes black( ce cut, and his ic sic11 as Dcvil's Caiion ain't yit seen." 
iemper, he's terrible, I can re11 you. Mvf h ~ l t  t 1 the Inan went off to obey instructions 21 
will be 1111isic when Red Sam ge lo dead clesperadoes. 
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CHAPTER LIII. 
A WITNESS T O  A DUEL. 
Buffalo Bill rode on his way beyond the cabin of 
Red Sam, then struck out across the cafion, which was 
a wide valley, in fact, and made his way toward the 
lonely home of the youth in whom he had taken such 
an interest. 
H e  did not care to have outsiders know of his visit 
to the youth, and so, when aware that he was not far  
from the cabin, he disn~ounted, hid his horse in the 
brush, and, with his rifle slung at his back, started on 
foot. He had not gone very far, and was making his 
way up the little vale leading to the lone cabin of the 
sport, when he heard several shots fired in quick suc- 
cession. 
At once he bounded forward into a rapid run. He 
felt sure that some of Red Sam's gang had gone to 
even up matters with the boy sport. As he ascended 
a rise out of the vale he callle upon a strange and 
thrilling sight. 
He saw the boy sport, and he saw a bearded man, 
whom he recognized as Pete Dunn, one of Red Sam's 
seconds of the night before. 
The man was backing off from the cabin, revolver 
in hand, and threatening the youth, who was boldly ad- 
vancing upon him, also grasping a weapon. Who had 
fired the shots he had heard, Buffalo Bill could not 
tell. 
The sport's back was toward Buffalo Bill, but the 
aesperado saw him, and at once leveled at the youth 
and fired. Instantly the youth returned the shot, and 
down upon his knees fell the man, but as he did so he 
showed that he was game by firing a last shot. And 
that shot hit its human target, for the young sport 
reeled and fell across the body of his foe, just as 
Buffalo Bill came upon the scene. 
A glance showed the scout that Pete Dunn wns 
dead, and, fearing also that the young sport might 112, 
he dropped down by his side. No, he was breathing. 
As he raised him in his arms, to bear him to the 
cabin, the hat of the youth dropped off, and Buffnlo 
Bill saw that he had been wounded in the head. Just 
above the forehead the bullet had struck, and quickly, 
and with considerable skill, from experience with 
~rounds, the scout made an examination, and was de- 
lighted to  find that the bullet had cut along under the 
scalp for several inches, and then made its exit, pass- 
ing out through the crown of the sombrero. 
He bore the youth to the cabin, and, placillg hitn by 
the spring, began to bathe the wound and the head and 
face, to revive him. T o  his joy he s8w soon that the 
youth was returning to consciousness, and before long 
he opened his eyes, fixed them upon the scout, and, 
after a moment, said : 
"It is you, sir?" 
"Yes, your friend of last night." 
"But Pete Dunn came here to  kill me." 
"Yes." 
"He fired three shots at me as I went Out of the 
cabin and ran, supposing he had killed me, but he 
did not hit me, though he came very near it." 
"And then ?" 
C I  I sprang for shelter, and then ran out with lnY 
to fight him, for I was I at first, and 
; U I I I ~  with a bucket to get water trom the spring." 
"He had evidently been lying in wait for yo1 
conle out." 
"That was just it, sir." 
"And you went after him?" 
"I called out to him to halt and have it out, ant 
eemed frightened, supposing I was dead." 
e halted?'' 
ind we had it out, for I am sure I kilPed I 
anu when on his knees, falling, he gave me this woi 
~retty near finishing me, too." 
i, indeed." 
CHAPTER LIV. 
GETTING ACQUAINTE 
When 'he had finished dressing the wound, Buffalo 
Bill said : 
"Now, how do you feel, pard-by the nrav, what is 
your name ?" 
"Call me Sport, if you will," was 
"All right, Sport.'' 
"Does your woi~nd pain you?" 
"It feels sore, but I don't mind 
:en accustotned to  hard knocks." 
"You don't look it." 
"Appearances are deceitful often, you kn 
"Why, I half s~~spectecl you of being a i 
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I heard 
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cold hun for ?" 
not all.' not ?" 
you ' 
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11 0 \v 
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ant1 
no- 
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"VJhy do jou  thinl< so ?" 
"So~ne other motive t l~an  to find gold brought 
rere to this wild land." L~LZPTER LV. 
"You Il~iiili so ?" 
"I ltno~v it." A TELLTALE MARK. 
"\?Jell, I ail? like you, on a trail I do  not 117isll Going .OLIC' of  tlie cabin with the scout, the sport 
cnown." led the way to \vhere the body of Pete Duilil lay, just 
"You are prospecting for golcl, and soniething else as it had fallen. IVhilc in the cabin, Buffalo Sill had 
11 particular, and so am I ,  ler me admit, slid if I ,---1 noticed almost every object. 
ielp you I n-ill gladly do so, for  you have alrc It  hat1 two rooms, one used as  combined 'kitcl~ei~ 
~elped nle more than I can ever repay." and eating room, the other to sleep in. There was 2 
"\ire'll let that go." )t bed there, arid the Llaiikels \Yere good oiles and 
"But tcli me, why did that man, Pete Dunn, seek 
ean. 
o kill you ?" Some clotliicg an(l a hat or t\vo hung upon the ivall, 
".\11, 1 had forgotten him. I t  was because he and there \\.ere a rifle an11 ~l lotgun in adtlitioll to th )lie of Red Sam's pards, I suppose; but do you I< weapons the ;::)l-lih cartietl. 'I'llere were also cxlr 
~e must Iook after that body, as it ~~7oulcl ause s 
revolvers ancl I<nii~es, a sncltllc, bridle, ax, hatchet, an 
rouble if found there, and I am not looking for 11 
ck and sho\.cl. 
rouble just now, as I have plenty on my hands," The ~001iiilg ~ i t e l ~ s i l ~  nrcre plentiful he sport's face wore an anxious look, the scout 
;,.a,1 ~rnished up, and the table \ifas white and ( 
I11 fact, all aborit thc cabill indicated a neat i l  
mate. \Vitliout the cabin, in tlie rear uras a shctl IG 
a horse, the animal, a \\lirj~ roan pony, being s t a l ~  
near, feetlitig. 
You live here all alone? ted the scout. 
Yes, wit11 1.2rhalebone, my p011)i." 
"Doli't YOU get lonesome?" 
"Well, no ;  I all1 more contentetl alone ill lily cal.l,i 
tl1.n with such col1ipaliy as I find at Devil's Can01 
:)I arc a ])ad lot, ain't thcy?" 
About as tough as 3 ever saw." 
'Eut here is vour enemv." 
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cabin door was closed, but not locke4 
no one there. 
Taking the body off the horse, Buffalo 6111 stretched 
)ut upon the floor, as though it had just fall 
2n receiving a death ~ ~ o u n d .  His revolvt 
cled, ~vllen 'the shots had been fired at th 
~ r t ,  and the weapons were placed in his h 
Then the knife was put upon his breast, 
th blood, and the slip of paper was pinned 
:ast. His belt of money, and all else were 
~ched, and, closing the door, the scout mot 
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cover up 11is tracks. 
He had approached by way of the creek, so Inax 
:re was no trail to  follow, and going bac 
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ndlord Brad Burns greeted hiin. 
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CHAPTER LVI. 
S E C R E T  W O R K I N C I :  en there, 
ers were falq Bill showed his traini~lg as 
maklng h'is way to the home of the dead des 
and most skillfully covering up his tracks. 
rode along he pondered ovet all that the boy ha 
- had become convinced of one thing, that ' 
I way connected with the Silent Slayers. 
~t he did believe that the sport knew soil 
about this ~nysterious band of murderers-perllaps 
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Euffalo Bill's Plan of Action. 287 
'Better than I let it be known, pard, for this hole 
CHAPTER LL'II. -9t so nearly horketl out as the lazy fellow I 
ht it fro111 t110~1ght. NO, it pans out fairly well, 
BUFFALO BILL'S PLAN OF ACTION. 
a steady improvement, and 1 may get another for- 
The claim of Bunco \vas d o \ \ ~ ~ ~  the cafion. LA. astt-; but nest time I'll be less a fool than I was be- 
worked it by himself, and l l ~ \ ~  and then \['as re- iore. \V11y, Bill, I deserve all I suffererl for k i n g  
warded by fil~clillg a handful of ~aJ'il1g dirt. I f  he such a greenhorn as to squander nly fortune on 
got more he did not nlalce it kno\vn to any one, or A ,  'S . ,. 
at least to the public of Devil's Caiion. I3e ~vorked \'e learn by experience, Bunco; but I want you up 
hard, and was trying to build up a fortune again. )ortsl Delight early to-nigl~t." 
Cuffalo Bill walked through the camp this tiine, 
'11 be there; but is there to be inore trouble?" 
l e a ~ i n g  his horse at the \Vide r\\val<e 11111. The mell hope not. Still, one cannot always tell in a coun- 
who saw him pass eyed hiin with considerable in- ke this just what to expect. You see, Pete Dutltl 
terest, and there was much talk about hiin. With a i t , i l  lK foulld dead i n  ],is his pard, ~~1 H ~ ~ ~ -  
iluillber of men in the camp he had already re1 ings, nhen he goes hothe for supper." 
himself popular by his acts. 
. . 
"He's no loss-just the kind that we called in last 
th others he was a cause of dread. 11s a. 
:er, he was suspected of being there for no good t Ilastings will fintl that there is a knife on his 
I to many who dwelt in Devil's Caiion. A few, in fact, a \\-ound, ancl a slip o i  paper saying as n~uch decided to lie low until it was found out just ' ' the Silent Slayers ditl thc work." his ganle was. &11. you surprise me, for my itlea has bee 
I "Somebody will bring him up with a sudden one of that gang." said one. :II, he may he, ant1 it is just to watch the sur- So it went around the camp, the wonder incr f the men uhen they hear of it that I \vant you that good-looking stranger 11: Sports' Delight." 
' 
'ime at that hard hole. 11 be on hand." 
ard at work with pic 
,antllord Brad Burns will be there, and so will the 
I SIlovel. . - .- sport.'' Come in and llave 
11 have seen the boy, then?" 
a ppc, LUI y v u  KUVW I ~ e e p  norn~ng strong to give 
j, ancl had a long talk with hi111." 
I you. " dim, , '11. I remember now yon \Irere ~ v u n r  LU give us Bunco, I j'~rst drupped s min- Sur~rises, pard, when I was a scout under you at Fort talk. How is luck?" 
r 7 Hays, and it is just like you to call in Pete Dunn's 
1Jt1t- 
:k and 
night." 
''Em 
breast, 
as that 
"\Vt 
he was 
"Wc 
prisc o 
at the I 
tn that 
chips when he gave you cause. Yes, i t  is just like 
you, pard." 
"But I did not kill him, Bunco." 
"Then who did ?" 
"I'll tell you all later; but I have seen the boy, and 
I believe matters are shaping to get my work through 
here much quicker than I thought." 
"I hope so, for as long as you remain in Devil's 
Cafion I shall be anxious about you." 
"And how about yourself, Bunco?" 
"Oh, I don't count. I just go on in the even tenor 
of my way, and have no trouble with any one, while 
you are already suspected as having come here with 
a slipknot around somebody's neck." 
"Well, I was the cause of bringing you out last 
night in a way that may cause you trouble." 
"No, it was the boy sport, Bill, and I did but my 
duty in killing the fellow before he could draw trigger 
on you." 
"You know I appreciate it, Bunco." 
"Oh, yes; I know that, as I do that you have saved 
my scalp half a dozen times; but here I am talking 
in the d d  way, because I am with you, an' it don't 
go here, pard, so I must drop into ther border lingo 
agin'," and Bunco went on to speak in the frontier 
dialect the few minutes more that Buffalo Bill was 
at  his cabin. 
Back to the Wide Awake Inn for an early supper 
went Buffalo Bill, and soon after h e  was in Sports' 
Delight saloon, where he discovered that the boy sport 
atid Bunco had arrived before him. 
CHAPTER LVIII. 
T H E  N E W S  I S  H E A R D .  
The Sports' Delight saloon began to fill up early, 
for after supper the Inen commenced to congregate 
there, to  gossip, drink, galnble, and to idle away the 
early hours of the night. The young sport soon found 
, 
a man to play cards with, and they were deep in a 
game, while Bunco sat at  a table alone, smoking his 
pipe, as was his wont. 
Landlord Brad Burns was there, with an eye upon 
all, and Buffalo Bill was seated at  a table talking to 
two very hard-looking customers. Suddenly there was 
heard without voices raised in an excited way, and 
the next instant Hal Hastings, the saloon keeper. 
sprang into the saloon, his face white and manner 
unnerved as he called out: 
"Pards, my friend Pete Dunn has been kilt dead in 
Our cabin. I found him thar when I went home ter 
supper, and ther shock nearly upset me. But, pards, 
who does yer think did ther deed ?" 
He looked over the crowd as he uttered the words, 
and every eye was upon him. The saloon keeper was 
not an unpopular man in Devil" Cation, while Pet( 
Dunn, his partner, had been. 
The worst said against him was that he was Dunn's 
friend. But the two were not partners, really, though 
they occupied the same cabin together. The saloon 
keeper's life had been once saved by Dunn, and the 
latter had been inyitecl to make his home wit11 him 
and work his m i ~ ~ e  on shares 
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jponse the saloon keeper told his story. 
Is, I ain't got over iher shock yit. Yer see, 
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him, for I guess he owns about all there is, and to see 
just how Pete Dunn did die, and discover, if possible, 
the causes that led to his death." 
There was a chorus of cheers at the words of Brad 
Burns, but a few wished to go as a crowd. These 
were frowned down, however, and the landlord ap- 
pointed six men to accompany the saloon keeper back 
to his cabin and investigate. Others wished to go 
along, but Brad Burns was firm, and in refusing he 
"spotted" those who were most urgent, and they were 
the ones who had said the Silent Slayers had not killed 
Pete Dunn. 
CHAPTER LIX. 
THE "JURY'S" REPORT. 
Buffalo Bill had watched all with an eagle eye, but 
in silence. As a stranger he had taken no part in the 
affairs of the.camp, Glancing at the boy sport, he saw 
that the news did not seem to impress that cool youtll 
in the slightest that Pete Dunn was dead, and 'had 
been murdered by the Silent Slayers. 
The scout also saw that Bunco, in his quiet way, 
was taking all in. The plan of Brad Burns had pleased 
the scout. H e  saw that the landlord was acting with 
a fixed purpose, and more, he was sure that he knew 
what it was, and they were in perfect accord. 
The six men had been selected among those who 
were the best of the dwellers in Devil's Cafion. Not 
one of the loud criers against the Silent Slayers being 
the murderers of Pete Dunn had been selected. When 
several of these started to go with the "jury," Brad 
Burns called out that he felt the crowd would uphold 
hill1 in saying only those he had picked out should go. 
This the crowd did with a yell of approbation. 
But as two men still attempted to leave the saloon, 
Brad Burns halted them in no uncertain tones. 
"See here. The men of Devil's Cafion have selected 
a jury to investigate this murder, and if any one not 
appointed dares to go, I shall hold him up as a sus- 
Pected person. Let them beware, for this Silent 
Slayer work has got to he put down. Do you all ull- 
derstand ?" 
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report to me urho they are. Do not let them suspect 
you are watching them." 
The six men passed quickly out of the office, and . 
CHAPTER LX. soon after Brad Burns entered the saloon once more. 
He walked over to where Buffalo Bill sat, and the 
A PLOT OVERHEARD. 
two entered into ordinary conversation. Ettnco had 
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rthom, but it is for us to get Once outside the boy sport walked quickly away 
leviltry, and when we find the caiion, and was lost in the darkness. 
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CHAPTER LSI. hi111 ther moment he gits off his horse. 1'11 do the knife act, and they'll see that threats don't skeer off 
THE DECOY. ther Silent Slayers." 
When the roan pony belonging to the boy sport Buffalo Bill and Bunco were not twenty feet from 
started up the trail at a walk, any one passing him in the assassins in hiding. The hoof falls of the pony 
the darkness would have stlpposecl that it was the had been heard, for i t  was too dark to have seen the 
yot1th that was mounted tipon hi117, SO well had the horse and his rider. Up the little valley came the 
dulnlny been made. I t  sat upright in the saddle, boots pony at a walk, and soon drew in sight of the three 
in the stirrups and all. watchers, for there were that number. \ 
At first the sport allowed the potly to keep just the Nearer and nearer came the decoy rider, and the 
length of a lariat ahead of him, until he taught hiln Pony walked straight up to  the cabin door and came 
just was wanted of him. Then he took off to a halt. But the rider did not dismount. The as- 
1 the lariat, and the well-trained anillla1 faithfully kept sassins decided from the bowed head and silence that I 
the same distance ahead. the rider was asleep, so with one accord they leaped I 
Buffalo Bill and Bunco had walked rapidly on to- out from the dark shadow of the cabin and seized, 
ward the cabin of the boy sport, keeping as lnuch off not the boy sport, but the decoy ! 
the direct trail as was possible, for the latter k n e \ ~  There was a dull thud as a sharp knife was driven 
the country well and actecl as guide. Arriving in the 
' with force into what was supposed to be the body of 
little valley that led up to the cabin, they advanced the boy sport! Then two bright flashes revealed the 
l ~ i t h  the greatest caution, flanking the little ho1ne, and scene for  an instant, and before the reports had died 
gaining the rear, crept up to the shed of the Polly away, two men lay prostrate upbn the ground. With 
in the rear. a yell of terror the third had bounded away in flight, 
There they concealed themselves, and waited in when there came a swishing sound in the air, a lariat 
grim silence, for they now knew that the sport's foes . noose settled over his head, and he was dragged vio- 
were on hand. Buffalo Bill had not been wrong. lently to the ground, just as Buffalo Bill came bound- 
There were men in the front of the cal~in, waiting ing after him like a deer. 
for the return home of the yotlth. Their voices were The boy sport had caught the man in his flight 
heard by Buffalo Bill as they talked in low tones, evi- most cleverly ! A 
dently in hiding against the dark cabin. 
"Well done, boy pard. I almost feared he would 
Distinctly, after waiting for a quarter of an hour: get away," and the scout had the man by the thrc,.. 
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""J I.. THE BAND'S LAST VICTIM. 
uo ~ t ,  ana rnat was to try and convince all there was 
no gold here in paying quantity, and to make Devil's Buffalo Bill ancl his two comrades listened most at- 
Cafion so bad, men would get otlt of it, H e  tried tenti~ely to the story of Doc Stone, ant1 ~ v l ~ e n  he calne 
both ways, and finally decided upon a secret band of- to a pause, as though he had said all that he intencled 
men-killers. The result was the forming of the band to, the scout asked : 
of twelve Silent Slavers. for  Wallace was to be a "15r1~o was the real leader of this band of mur- 
* ,  derers ?" I silent partner, as it were, kno\vn to the captain and his I 
lieutenant only. In  that way he could aid those who "Red Sam." 
got into trouble, for  no one ever suspected hi111 oP "And his lieutenant?" 
being a villain. But he was the real leader, and we "I was. I could say some one else, but I will tell 
began the work of the Silent Slayers to scare men the truth. I can, however, truthfully avow that I 
out of the camp and leave the field for ourselves never killed one of the twenty-one men the band put 
alone." out of the way, for Pete Dunn, as you now know, was 
the victim of some one else." 
being an officer of the band. Excepting Wallace, 
however, all the living ones have taken life under 
orders, and were killers on their own account, too, 
in a number of cases outside of the band." 
/ mine Wallace wished to find?" 
"Oh. I'll tell, now I have started in on it. He is a 
prisoner in his cabin up in the mountains, and ironed 
hand and foot. H e  seldom left his cabin, only 
- A  
C - \ - 
-- - 
-_____-. -- -- -- - - - 
.- - 
provisions, but we went there and made a prisoner of 
him. His mine we could not find, search as we might, ' 
but Wallace thought he'd give in some day, and only 
five of the band Itnow \vhere his cabin is-\Vallace, 
Red Sam, and myself, now the other two are dead. 
I t  was the plan of one of us 1 1 7 1 1 0  did Itnow to visit 
him every other day nrith food, and to see that lie 
was safe. I'll tell you, too, that it was my intention 
to let him kno~v the next tlui~c I went that I would 
set him free and escape with him, if he'd share with 
me the gold he had llidden away, and when I hilited 
as much to hi111 the last time I was there, he said 
we'd talk it over next time. But you've got me, and 
that is why I sold out my secret to you for what I 
could get, while you will have the money back for 
rescuing the man, and more, too, if you will demand 
it, I am pretty sure." 
C I  Do you know anything about this Inan whose golrl 
find has caused hinl to meet with such treatments at 
the hands of Wallace and the metnbers of tile band 
of Silent Slayers ?" 
"I only know that he is a striking-looking man in 
appearance, wit11 gray hair and heard, with the step 
and bearing of a soldier-a very handsoriie lnan in- 
deed, and with courtly ma~~ners.!' 
"Do you I ~ Y O T V  his name?" asked BufTalo Bill, with 
more interest than he had yet Betrayed. 
"No, I do not know his name, but I do know that 
I saw on a handsome saddle which he had a name 
which I supposed to be his engr~ven upon a sihrer 
plate on the horn." , 
u Do you recall what that name was?" 
ub'.~~ I.<,max !" 1"' 7 
- ~ - = e 7 ~ -   4-. 
- 
"hfy God! I t  is 11iy father! At  last I have found 
him !" 
I 
The cry came fro111 the young sport in a voice that , - 
tl~rilled all who beard it, and every eye was upon the 
youth. 
"Your father ?" cried Buffalo Bill, eagerly. 
"Yes, sir." 
"Major Louis , late of the -th Cavalry, 
United States a r ~ l ~ y ,  ard who resigned his commis-. 
sion some years ago?" 
"Yes, sir; he is my own father, H e  resigned his 
commissiot~ because he married a second time, and, 
believing hiolself a rich man, went home to  enjoy his 
fortune. Instead he iound that the friend in whose 
hands he had left the management of' his estate had 
scjuandered his last dollar. That  was such a terrible 
blow to him he dett home, as he said, to make a 
fortune by his own hands. The lady who was his 
second wife was my governess when I was younger, 
and a lovely Ivoslan, loving my father very dearly. 
'AS a distant relative had le'ft me a handsome legacy, 
we, my stepmother and myself, decided that I must- 
come West and find my father. I had full control of 
the money left nie, had been much the last few years 
on the Texas ranch of a relative, was young, possessed 
of great strength and endurance, was a cl~ampion ath-' 
lete, a good rider and dead shot, and so I was glad 
to start on the search for my father. I tracked him- 
out to this country, and I learned from a man whom \ 1 befriended that my father had discovered a gold 
mine, hut had been killed by parties to whom he had 
told his secret. Those parties I now k n ~ w  to have F n  rnc~i?lvrs of the Silent Slayers' hard, but ad 
,-- - -  / - 
* 
- 
3 I 6 The Band's Last Victim. 
this Inan died soon after from a \VOLI~IC~  he had re- The Band's Last victil 
cei\red in a fight, I could learn no more." 
served under Major L o ~ n a x  also when we were t+ 
"Was this man's name Eick Trench?" asked Doc I gether." . .. 
> 
"l-es, Bunco, ant1 it will be - . . Stone. 
,,r- .* 
" yes." 
"He .Mias a member of our band." Out the plans \\.e have formetl, so \ye will take t 
"And so were ~IXJO men who111 1 killed some time bodies to their cabin, let you gb to Red SanIYs h( 
in Devil's Cafion, for he told me they had mur- You may he sure one of  us will he near . dered my father, and that Red Sam was ill it, too." 
"it11 death any treachery upon your pal,, ,,, 
"Red Sam is in the band, yes; but those two men YoL1 frankly, I trust YOU, and it is to your inte 
you killed never were. Dick Trench told you a lie to  to act scl~larely with US. TO-1130rrow, after we have have you kill them, as they had wronged hiln and he had a talk with Brad Bnrnc. l a r e  1 ~ 1 ; 1 1  P ~ V Y - 1  +LC., ---- 
- . A 2 --., u r v i r b ,  ~ L I U  YVLI ~ d l ~  
so you did right, especially as they intmded t o  to the cabin of Major Lomas." 
take your life," Doc Stone asserted. Thus it was arranged between the foul Lllc Ci, 
"well, 1 have *remised you the five thousand, and and to the satisfactioll of each and 911 
his grave, ever since I believed him dead." 
"I ought to have struck a higher price." 
"Silence! You are fortunate to get off as it is," 
put in Buffalo Bill ; and then turning to the boy sport 
he continued : 
"I was sent here to hunt down this gang of Silent 
Slayers, and it appears about done, as we now have 
spotted all of them, not yet in hand or who have not 
been killed. I knew your father welt, and admired 
hiin greatly, for I have served under him. No one i 
will be more pleased at rescuing him fronl his mis- 1 
fortune than will I." I 
"As I \rill be also, pard Bill, for you r e m e m b  - I 
Conclusion. I 
to  describe, nor that between Major Lomax and his 
4 two scouts, Buffalo Bill and Bunco. ., \ 
I 
As Major Lotnzx said he svo~ild remain there with 
CHAPTER LXVI. 
. his son, t o  await the return of Buffalo Bill and a force 
CONCLUSION. 4 of cavalry, with which to pay a visit to Devil's Cation, 
There was 2 stir in Devil's Calion, when, the next the prisoners were hastened 011 through the night un- 
morning, two more supposed victiins of the Silcilt der guard of the  two scouts, accoinpanied by Doc I 
slayers were found dead at their cabin. Brad Burns Stone, who was n o ~ v  very anxious to get well away 
had called a meeting of the people for  that night in fro111 Devil's Calion as  quickly as he could do so. 
the Sports' Delight saloon to decide up011 some plan I t  was noon the next clay, after  a very harcl ride, 
of action, Ixt, ~neanv,~hile, he had asked certain 111en when the scouts and their prisoners reached i!~e fort, 
to conle to his hotel to there consult with him. their horses broken clown. Eutialo BilI held an irn- 
Those asked looked upon it as an honor, and all mediate consultation with the commandant; the pris- 
caine at  the hour named. But not any two had the oners were given into his keeping; Doc Stone was 
same time set, and as they entered the "private office" allo~red to  go free, and the draft giver, him by the 
they found themselves "covered" by Buffalo Bill with boy sport on an &stern bank for the sum promised 
1 a revolver, while Bunco and the boy sport quickly hi111 was safe in his pocket. 
slipped handcuffs upon them. From that day he was never heard of again, and ie 
The last two to arrive were Red Sain and Wallace, is hoped that he led a different life. With a I~undred' 
the storekeeper. Red Sam, who still looked very cavalrymen under a gallant captain, Buffalo Bill made 
shaky, wilted 1vhen he foulld that he was entrapped, the return to Devil's Carion, and there was a perfect 
I while P\rallace, the "good citizen," seen~ed deprived of stalnpede 'from the place, though a number of hard all power of speech or 2-ction. citizens were corralled to be taken back for trial. These two were also made secure; but fearing that Brad Burl1s said that the prisoners ~voulcl have been 
a rescue would be attempted, should it be known just rescued, he was sure, and as he had had enough of 
who had been arrested, and the charge ag-ainst them, Devil's Carion, he left, and to-clay it is a clesertecl camp 
:d away at  dark, under the of odious memory. 
10 came out boldly and said BLIIICO had found a snug sun1 of golcl in his claim, 
of his treachery, and carried it a f f  under guard of the soltliers, going A 
I now Illat he saw them all secured. East to enjoy it, and, as Mr. Frank Brandon, he is He led the way to the cabin of the unfnr t~~nate  now well of? and a very respectable citizen. ' 
major, ;vho wzs found j~lst  as Stone had represented. Major Loinax also unearthed his from its hid- 
nd so11 we will nr7- :;ltelllpt i17~ place, and it was for him a new fortune; so he, 
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